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AGENCY SNAPSHOT

Figure 1. Snapshot of agency positions, fiscal year 2017-18 resources (employees and funding), successes, and challenges. 1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose of Oversight Study
As stated in S.C. Code Section 2-2-20(B), “[t]he purpose of these oversight studies and investigations is to
determine if agency laws and programs within the subject matter jurisdiction of a standing committee:
(1) are being implemented and carried out in accordance with the intent of the General Assembly; and
(2) should be continued, curtailed, or eliminated.” In making these determinations, the Committee
evaluates (1) the application, administration, execution, and effectiveness of the agency’s laws and
programs, (2) the organization and operation of the agency, and (3) any conditions or circumstances that
may indicate the necessity or desirability of enacting new or additional legislation pertaining to the
agency. 2

Study Process
The House Legislative Oversight Committee’s (Committee) process for studying the Commission on
Prosecution Coordination (SCCPC, Commission, Prosecution Coordination, or agency) includes actions by
the full Committee; Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Subcommittee (Subcommittee); the agency;
and the public. Key dates and actions are listed below in Figure 2.

Legislative Oversight Committee Actions
•
•
•
•
•

December 19, 2017 - Prioritizes the agency for study
January 12, 2018 - Provides the agency notice about the oversight process
January 23 - March 1, 2018 - Solicits input about the agency in the form of an online public survey
April 26, 2018 - Holds Meeting #1 to obtain public input about the agency
October 23, 2018 - Holds Meeting #6 to discuss study; approves study; and provides an
opportunity for individual Committee Members to provide written comments for inclusion with
the study

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Subcommittee Actions
•
•
•

•

June 18, 2018 - Holds Meeting #2 to discuss an overview of the agency and the agency’s
deliverables and strategic plan
July 24, 2018 - Holds Meeting #3 to discuss agency finances and continue discussion of the
agency’s deliverables and strategic plan
August 20, 2018 - Holds Meeting #4 to discuss authority of Office of the Attorney General over
solicitors; warrant approval process; county investigative grand juries; cloud-based evidence
databases; and continue discussion of the agency’s deliverables and strategic plan
September 18, 2018 - Holds Meeting #5 to discuss agency internal and law recommendations and
questions from topics presented during prior meetings
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Commission on Prosecution Coordination Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•

March 31, 2015 - Submits its Annual Restructuring and Seven-Year Plan Report
January 11, 2016 - Submits its 2016 Annual Restructuring Report
September 2016 - Submits its 2015-16 Accountability Report
September 2017 - Submits its 2016-17 Accountability Report
April 6, 2018 - Submits its Program Evaluation Report
June, 2018 - October 2018 - Responds to Committee’s inquiries

Public’s Actions
•

•

January 23 - March 1, 2018 - Provides input about the agency via an online public survey
April 26, 2018 - Provides testimony about the agency

Figure 2. Key dates in the study process (December 2017 - October 2018).

Findings
The Committee has three findings arising from its study of the agency. The first identifies an emerging
issue for the General Assembly. The second and third identify lack of transparency available in criminal
justice data.
First, the Committee finds the expense of storing body camera videos and other law enforcement videos is
an emerging issue the General Assembly may need to address in the future. 3
Second, the Committee finds no state agency has aggregated data on the total number of individuals
prosecuted each year. Additionally, there is not an efficient method in place in every jurisdiction by which
this data may be obtained.
Third, the Committee finds the Commission on Prosecution Coordination and the Commission on Indigent
Defense currently do not track the performance of circuit solicitor and circuit public defender offices.
While agency personnel are passionate about the work they perform and strive to obtain the best
outcomes for their respective clients, as a means to help inform decisions when analyzing programs
and/or processes to keep, revise, or eliminate, the entities should track their performance.

Recommendations
The Committee has 35 recommendations arising from its study of the agency. These recommendations
fall into seven categories: (1) accountability; (2) efficiencies in operations;
(3) effectiveness of programs; (4) transparency; (5) employee input; (6) collaboration; and
(7) modernization of statutes.
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Table 1. Summary of recommendations arising from the study process.

Topic

Recommendations

Accountability

1. Authorize the agency to enforce its regulations applicable to circuit
solicitors*
2. Affirm appropriate internal finance policies exist at each circuit
solicitor’s office prior to providing state funding*
3. (a) Publish online the agency’s finance task force report
(b) Follow up with the agency on its finance task force’s report^

Efficiencies in operations

Effectiveness of programs

4. Establish electronic transfer of state funds to circuit solicitors’ offices
5. Reduce personnel time and costs when collecting data from circuit
solicitors’ offices for analysis and reporting
6. Establish a replacement plan for technology and educational resources
essential to agency staff
7. Research case management options to determine if software may
allow for receipt of evidence from law enforcement in the way it is
currently transmitted (i.e., compact disc and flash drive) as well as via
cloud upload
8. Create a uniform method of case data management for circuit solicitors
9. Conduct management training for circuit solicitors
Prosecution of Cases
10. Define, in regulation, the term “case” for circuit solicitors to utilize in
measuring workload, backlog, and other metrics
11. Promulgate regulations outlining a procedure to measure the success
of circuit solicitors’ offices
12. Report concerns, if any, about court rules for the General Assembly’s
consideration
Diversion Programs
13. Define recidivism for measuring outcomes of diversion programs
14. Track which diversion programs most frequently and efficiently obtain
the outcomes sought by the General Assembly*
15. Require circuit solicitors to seek input from circuit public defenders on
establishing and/or revising diversion programs
16. Meet on a regular basis with Commission on Indigent Defense to
discuss diversion programs and performance of these programs*
17. Update standards and guidelines to measure the effectiveness and
efficiency of pre-trial intervention programs
Communication with Customers
18. Analyze the agency’s new communication methods and use the data to
continually improve investment in technology
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Topic

Transparency

Employee input

Recommendations
19. Obtain data on the number of individuals prosecuted annually by circuit
and county*
20. Collect and publish employee data (e.g., number of employees, years of
experience, etc.) at each circuit solicitor’s office
21. List any additional data the agency recommends collecting and
potential benefits of each
22. Determine the intended purpose of agency funds appropriated to the
S.C. Center for Fathers and Families
23. Consider whether funds appropriated to the S.C. Center for Fathers and
Families should pass through a different agency*
24. Determine who pays for asbestos abatement and removal in the offices
of state agencies^
25. Allow opportunities for anonymous employee feedback

Collaboration

26. Collect and share data, which may indicate a need for targeted training
for law enforcement entities, with the Criminal Justice Academy
27. Track the following information:+
(i) training recommended to specific law enforcement entities
based on data received from circuit solicitors’ offices;
(ii) whether those law enforcement entities are taking part in the
training; and
(iii) customer satisfaction related to the training
28. Evaluate the need for potential legislation to encourage increased
communication between law enforcement and circuit solicitors prior to
arrests*
29. Collect information on the costs associated with cloud-based transfer
of electronic evidence

Modernization of statutes

30. Eliminate older statutes authorizing staff for individual judicial circuits
as newer statutes grant the same authority statewide*
31. Strike the agency’s statutory duty to provide solicitors indictment forms
since the forms are now computer-generated*
32. Repeal older criminal domestic violence statute authorizing
prosecution in General Sessions Court, in light of new statutes which
accomplish the same*
33. Eliminate or enforce the statutory requirement that circuit solicitors
study the office of other elected officials* (i.e., sheriff, clerk of court,
and register of deeds)
34. Revise statutes which have been held unconstitutional relating to the
setting of court dockets by circuit solicitors*
35. Ensure court records are not destroyed before the timeframe in which
a defendant may appeal expires*

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly. A caret (^)
indicates the recommendation is for the House Legislative Oversight Committee. A plus (+) indicate the recommendation is for the
Criminal Justice Academy.

There are no specific recommendations with regards to continuance of agency programs or elimination of
agency programs.
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Internal Changes Implemented by Agency Related to Study Process
During the study process, the agency implements two internal changes directly related to participation in
the study process. The internal changes implemented are as follows:
1. The agency corrects a report provided to legislative committees containing information on
individual solicitor office spending and funding. 4
2. The agency is made aware of, and in 2018, complies with, two state agency reporting
requirements. 5 S.C. Code Section 2-1-230 requires agencies to submit data and reports collected
for the General Assembly to the Legislative Services Agency for publication on the legislature’s
website. S.C. Code Section 60-2-30 requires submission of reports to the State Library. Agency
reports subject to these requirements include:
a. a report on the solicitors’ diversion programs required by S.C. Code Section 17-22-1120;
b. domestic violence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 60.7, 2017-18 General
Appropriations Act, Part 1B;
c. driving under the influence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 60.9, 2017-18
Appropriations Act, Part 1B; and
d. driving under the influence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 117.109, 201718 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B.
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JUDICIAL CIRCUITS

Circuit and Public Defender
1 - Mark Leiendecker
2 - De Grant Gibbons
3 - Jack D. Howle, Jr.
4 - Matt Rivers
5 - Fielding Pringle
6 - Mike Lifsey
7 - Clay T. Allen
8 - Janna A. Nelson
9 - D. Ashley Pennington
10 - Jennifer L. Johnson
11 - Robert M. Madsen
12 - Scott Floyd
13 - Christopher D. Scalzo
14 - Stephanie Smart-Gittings
15 - Orrie E. West
16 - Harry A. Dest

Circuit and Solicitor
1 - David M. Pascoe, Jr.
2 - J. Strom Thurmond, Jr.
3 - Ernest A. Finney, III
4 - William B. Rogers, Jr.
5 - Daniel E. Johnson
6 - Randy E. Newman, Jr.
7 - Barry J. Barnette
8 - David M. Stumbo
9 - Scarlett A. Wilson
10 - David R. Wagner
11 - S.R. Hubbard, III
12 - E.L. Clements, III
13 - William W. Wilkins, III
14 - Isaac McDuffie Stone, III
15 - Jimmy A. Richardson
16 - Kevin S. Brackett

Figure 3. Map of S.C. judicial circuits from the S.C. Judicial Department; list of circuit solicitors and public defenders (Current as of August 2018). 6
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AGENCY OVERVIEW
History
SCCPC has provided the Committee with an overview of the agency’s history. 7 In addition, Committee staff
confirms the accuracy of assertions of legislative action.
1990
•

May - The General Assembly creates the S.C. Commission on Prosecution Coordination. 8 It also sets
forth the SCCPC membership duties, election of chairman and officers, executive director and staff
positions, compensation, funding, and salaries of elected circuit solicitors. 9

•

September - The Commission holds its first meeting. During the meeting the Commission establishes
the positions of executive director and administrative assistant.

1991
•

January - The Commission appoints Mr. William D. Bilton as executive director; and creates the
curriculum developer position. Also, the Commission approves the initial budget for the remainder of
the fiscal year.

•

July - The General Assembly transfers elected solicitors and their administrative assistants from
employees of the Attorney General’s Office to employees of the SCCPC. 10

1992
•

October - The General Assembly exempts SCCPC employees from the state employee classification
and state employee grievance procedures. 11

1993
•

August - The Commission grants the executive director authority to hire a pre-trial intervention (PTI)
state office coordinator. Also, the Commission approves and adopts the SCCPC Operations and
Management Manual.

1995
•

October - The Commission adopts PTI training standards.

1996
•

October - The Commission approves the executive director making a request to the General Assembly
for permanent state funding for a child abuse attorney specialist and victim-witness coordinator.
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1997
•

September - The Commission receives state funding for a child abuse attorney specialist position
from the General Assembly.

1998
•

September – The General Assembly authorizes a state victim-witness assistance coordinator position
at SCCPC. 12

1999
•

October – The Commission creates a victim-witness assistance advocate position, which is funded by
grants.

2000
•

October – The SCCPC receives a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) grant to
create a driving under the influence (DUI) unit.

2001
•

July – The General Assembly provides SCCPC a non-recurring state appropriation to fund drug
treatment courts. 13

•

October – The SCCPC creates a child victim advocate position, DUI attorney specialist position, and
DUI support secretary position, all of which are funded by the NHTSA grant to create a DUI unit.

2003
•

September – The SCCPC establishes alcohol diversion programs (later called alcohol education
programs) in Lexington County (eleventh judicial circuit) and Richland County (fifth judicial circuit).

2006
•

October – The SCCPC changes the DUI attorney and support secretary positions to traffic safety
resource prosecutor (TSRP) and TSRP administrative assistant positions. Both are funded by a TSRP
grant from the NHTSA.

2007
•

September – The SCCPC creates an education coordinator position.

2009
•

February – The SCCPC holds its first “prosecution bootcamp” program, which lasts three days.
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2010
•

December – The SCCPC eliminates the deputy director position and creates a legislative coordinator
position (effective January 1, 2011). Also, the SCCPC eliminates the child abuse attorney specialist
and child victim advocate positions.

2011
•

January – The Commission appoints Mr. David M. Ross as executive director of the SCCPC.

•

February – The SCCPC extends its “prosecution bootcamp” program from three days to four days.

2012
•

January – The SCCPC relocates its offices from 1401 Main Street, Suite 825 in Columbia, S.C. to the
Wade Hampton Building on the state house complex.

•

March – The SCCPC extends its “Prosecution Bootcamp” program from four days to five days.

2015
•

October – The TSRP grant eliminates funding for an administrative assistant position.

2018
•

September – The Commission appoints Ms. Lisa H. Catalanotto as executive director of the SCCPC.

Legal Directives
The 1990 enabling legislation for the SCCPC includes the following statement of intent:
•
•
•
•

The importation, sale, and use of dangerous narcotic substances in South Carolina has reached
epidemic levels;
This epidemic has resulted in an explosion in drug-related crimes, many of which are violent in
nature;
On January 1, 1990, there was a record backlog of 42,577 criminal cases in General Sessions and
Family Courts;
There is a need to provide uniform and efficient administration of justice through the prosecution of
criminal cases in South Carolina. (emphasis added) 14

To address these issues, the General Assembly directs the SCCPC “to coordinate all activities involving the
prosecution of criminal cases in this State.” 15 The unfettered discretion to prosecute rests solely in the
prosecutor’s hands. A prosecutor may pursue a case to trial, or may offer a plea to a lesser offense, or
may opt to not prosecute the offense. 16 Absent a statute to the effect, “a court has no power …to dismiss
a criminal prosecution except at the instance of the prosecutor.” 17 Additionally, where a solicitor makes a
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decision, “such as there shall be no pretrial diversion programs established for summary court cases - that
decision is binding and must be followed.” 18 Under the state constitution, the Attorney General is “the
chief prosecuting officer of the state with authority to supervise the prosecution of all criminal cases in
courts of record.” 19 The Attorney General carries out the duties of the office through his staff and
through “his constitutional authority to supervise and direct the activities of solicitors or prosecuting
attorneys located in each judicial circuit of the State.” 20 Attorney General opinions have “consistently
recognized that the solicitor is the chief prosecutor of his or her circuit and controls disposition of all cases
therein.” 21
Other specified duties of the SCCPC include: 22
(1) coordinate all administrative functions of the solicitors' offices and any affiliate services;
(2) submit the budgets of the solicitors and their affiliate services to the General Assembly;
(3) encourage and develop legal education programs and training programs for solicitors and
their affiliate services, organize and provide seminars to help increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of the prosecution of criminal cases in this state, act as a clearinghouse
and distribution source for publications involving solicitors and their affiliate services, and
provide legal updates on matters of law affecting prosecution of criminal cases; and
(4) provide blank indictments for the solicitors.
The General Assembly authorizes the agency to promulgate any regulations necessary to assist it in
performing its duties. 23 Notably, while the agency believes it can promulgate regulations which require
solicitors to provide specific information or follow certain policies to assist the agency in coordinating
activities which strive to accomplish the General Assembly’s intent, agency representatives are unclear
whether the agency has statutory authority to create an enforcement mechanism to ensure compliance
with the regulations.24

Backlog
During the study process, the Committee asks the agency about backlog of criminal cases and how it is
tracked. The Commission chair testifies that in order to understand backlog, there first has to be
consensus on how the term “case” is defined. 25 Currently, different entities define this term in different
manners. 26 Once there is a consensus on how the term “case” is defined, next there needs to be
consensus on what is considered “backlog.” According to the Commission chair, backlog is not the same
as pending cases. 27 Appendix A includes additional preliminary information from the agency on defining
case and backlog, and the Committee makes recommendations to assist in finalizing these decisions so
the agency can begin tracking data.
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Uniformity
During the study process, the agency provides a list of activities that are currently uniform as well as
those it seeks to make uniform in the future. 28 Uniform activities in the prosecution of criminal cases in
South Carolina include those required or overseen by SCCPC:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-trial intervention - general administration (SCCPC adopted standards/guidelines);
Diversion programs - entry of data related to applications for and enrollment in the
programs;
Diversion programs - reporting of certain information by the solicitors to SCCPC;
DUI prosecutions - reporting of certain information by the solicitors to SCCPC;
Domestic violence prosecutions - reporting of certain information by the solicitors to SCCPC;
and
Training and resource materials - availability and receipt of these materials for newlyelected solicitors, new prosecutors, and new victim/witness advocates.

The SCCPC has no direct control over how solicitors in each individual judicial circuit handle and/or dispose
of criminal cases. However, there are specific procedures, requirements, and timing of events in a
criminal prosecution that require adherence by prosecutors and defense attorneys. These are set out
either in statutes, court rules, judicial decisions, or the state and federal constitutions. Examples include:

•
•
•
•
•

Disclosure of materials and information requested by the defense, within a specific time; 29
Mandatory disclosure of exculpatory evidence and information by the prosecution
regardless of whether it is requested by the defense; 30
Mandatory sentencing procedure before a juvenile may be sentenced to life imprisonment
without the possibility of parole; 31
Jury strikes - set procedure for challenging a party’s exercise of jury strikes; 32 and
Case management orders, which provide deadlines and procedures related to the process
of a case through the trial court, issued in each county. 33

Activities SCCPC seeks to make uniform in the future: 34

•

•
•
•

Pre-trial intervention programs - specific administration;
• In the near future SCCPC will begin the process of reviewing and evaluating the
current standards and guidelines to update and either expand to address all
diversion programs or create separate standards and guidelines for other diversion
programs.
Expungement - procedures and processes;
Trial dockets - procedures and processes for setting; and
Case statistics - definition of “case” for purposes of counting number of cases.
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Finances
Reporting expenditures and revenues of solicitors’ offices has been intermittently required by the
General Assembly. From 1979 through 2005 solicitors were required by statute to provide a report on
expenditures. 35 From 2005 to 2016, there was no requirement for solicitors to report their expenditures.
Since fiscal year 2015-16, the General Assembly has enacted a proviso, which requires the SCCPC to
obtain detailed expenditure reports and associated revenue streams for each solicitor, annually . 36

Mission and Vision
The agency provides S.C. Code Section 1-7-940 as the basis for its mission and vision. 37 It also provides
Rule 3.8, Comment 1, S.C. Rules of Professional Conduct (Rule 407, SCACR) as additional basis for its
mission. 38
SCCPC's mission is to enhance the professionalism and effectiveness of South Carolina’s solicitors and
their staff. The agency does this by providing legal education and publications, providing technical
assistance, coordinating with other state, local, and federal agencies involved in the criminal justice
system, providing administrative functions for the solicitors at the state level, as well as being a resource
for the General Assembly on a range of issues. 39
SCCPC's vision is to enhance the ability of South Carolina's state prosecutors to seek justice. 40

Agency Organization
Governing Body
In the Program Evaluation Report, the Committee asks the agency to provide information about the
agency’s governing body. 41 The SCCPC provides the information below.
The governing body of the SCCPC is the Commission. The Commission elects a chair, who serves a twoyear term. 42 The Commission has the authority to appoint an executive director, who serves at the
pleasure of the Commission. 43 The executive director is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
Commission and the coordination of the work with other state agencies. 44
The Commission is comprised of eleven members:
a)

Chairmen of the Senate and House Judiciary Committees for the terms for which they
are elected or their legislative designees;

b)

Chief of the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division for the term for which he is
appointed;

c)

Director of the Department of Public Safety for the term for which he is appointed;
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d)

A director of a judicial circuit pre-trial intervention program appointed by the
Governor for a term of two years;

e)

A judicial circuit victim-witness assistance advocate appointed by the Governor for a
term of two years; and

f)

Five judicial circuit solicitors appointed by the Governor for terms of four years.

There are no term limits for members of the Commission as long as they meet the qualifications. If a
vacancy arises, it must be filled in the same manner as the initial appointment. Table 2 lists the current
Commission members’ names, statutory roles, and dates of current terms.
Table 2. Agency Commission members’ names, statutory roles, and dates of current terms. 45

Term

Statutory Role

Name

7/1/14 – 6/30/18^

Solicitor-Appointed by the Governor

Solicitor Isaac McDuffie Stone, III
Fourteenth Judicial Circuit

7/1/16 - 6/30/18^

Solicitor-Appointed by the Governor

Solicitor William W. Wilkins, III
Thirteenth Judicial Circuit

7/1/14 – 6/30/18^

Solicitor-Appointed by the Governor

Solicitor Kevin S. Brackett
Sixteenth Judicial Circuit

7/1/13 – 6/30/17^

Solicitor-Appointed by the Governor

Solicitor J. Strom Thurmond
Second Judicial Circuit

7/1/13 – 6/30/17^

Solicitor-Appointed by the Governor

Solicitor Scarlett A. Wilson
Ninth Judicial Circuit

N/A

Chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee or his/her designee

Senator Greg Hembree

N/A

Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee or his/her designee

Representative Thomas E. Pope
Speaker Pro Tem

N/A

Chief, Law Enforcement Division

Chief Mark A. Keel

N/A

Director, Department of Public Safety

Director Leroy Smith

Currently Vacant*

Director, Judicial Circuit Pretrial
Intervention Program-Appointed by the
Governor

Vacant since May 17, 2017
(former Commission member retired)

Currently Vacant*

Judicial-Circuit Victim-Witness Assistance
Advocate-Appointed by the Governor

Vacant since October 2, 2017
(former Commission member left the
Solicitor’s Office)

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates names have been submitted to the Governor for consideration. A caret (^) indicates the person is
serving in a hold-over capacity.
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Internal Audit Process
In the Program Evaluation Report, the Committee asks the agency to provide information about its
internal audit process, if it has one. 46 The SCCPC does not have internal audit staff or an internal audit
process. The Office of State Auditor conducts financial reviews according to procedures agreed to by the
agency; the last review was conducted in fiscal year 2016-2017.

Organizational Units
The agency’s Program Evaluation Report includes information about its organizational units. 47 Every agency
has some type of organization and hierarchy. Within the organization are separate units. An agency may
refer to these units as departments, divisions, functional areas, cost centers, etc. Each unit is responsible
for contributing to the agency’s ability to provide services and products. Figure 4 includes an agency
organizational chart, current as of April 2018.
To ensure agency employees understand how their work contributes to the agency’s overall ability to
provide effective services and products in an efficient manner, each organizational unit has at least one
(and in most cases multiple) objectives, strategies, or goals for which it is solely responsible.
Since the SCCPC only has seven employees outside of the circuit solicitors and their administrative
assistants the agency utilizes job descriptions as its organizational units.
The executive director oversees the overall management of the agency; coordinates and develops agency
activities; monitors legislation and provides input as needed; and works with solicitors. The position
requires a law license and the agency pays for, or provides in-house, all continuing education classes and
dues necessary to maintain the license.
Administrative assistant 1 performs human resources functions and assists the executive director in
preparation of the agency’s budget and financial information. The position does not require any
certifications.
Administrative assistant 2, which is currently vacant, prepares correspondence, organizes files, maintains
records, and performs other administrative duties for the executive director and agency staff. The
position does not require any certifications.
The pretrial intervention and grants coordinator organizes the activities of the solicitor diversion programs
and ensures grant and legislative reports are completed in a timely manner. The position does not
require any certifications.
The education coordinator/senior staff attorney, under limited supervision, develops and conducts
trainings for solicitors' staff, prepares legal updates, and assists prosecutors. The position requires a law
license and the agency pays for, or provides in-house, all continuing education classes and dues necessary
to maintain the license.
The staff attorney, under limited supervision, assists in providing trainings for solicitors' staff, preparing
legal updates, and providing assistance to prosecutors. The position requires a law license and the
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agency pays for, or provides in-house, all continuing education classes and dues necessary to maintain
the license.
The traffic safety resource prosecutor, under limited supervision and pursuant to a grant from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, acts as resource on, and conducts training for,
prosecutors for traffic-related criminal cases. The position requires a law license, and the grant pays for
continuing education classes and the agency provides in-house continuing education classes and dues
necessary to maintain the license.

Figure 4. Agency organizational chart (Current as of April 2018). In September 2018, Ms. Lisa H. Catalanotto was appointed
executive director. 48
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Personnel Numbers
The Department of Administration’s Division of State Human Resources provides the numbers of
authorized, actual, and filled full time equivalents (FTE) positions for the last five fiscal years. 49 Table 2
and Figure 4 provide that information. The authorized total FTE positions is as of July 1 of the fiscal year,
as stated in the appropriations act. The actual total FTE positions is the sum of filled FTE positions and
vacant FTE positions, based on what the agency has entered in South Carolina Enterprise Information
System (SCEIS) and is as of June 30. If actual is more than authorized, it may be because during the
course of the year, the Executive Budget Office authorizes interim FTE positions. The agency typically
requests authorization for these positions in the next budget. If actual is less than authorized, it is
because the agency has not setup all of the authorized positions in SCEIS yet. Filled FTE positions are
those the agency has set up in SCEIS in which someone is actually working as of June 30.
The agency indicates in its Program Evaluation Report that during FY 2014-15 through FY 2016-17, it did
not obtain information from employees leaving the agency (e.g., exit interview, survey, evaluation, etc.). 50
However, the agency notes it is small, and the executive director has an open door policy. 51
While Table 3 shows the agency has 38 FTE positions, 32 of those positions are the 16 elected circuit
solicitors and their administrative assistants (one in each solicitor’s office, who are managed by and
report to their respective solicitor). 52 There are only seven positions physically located within the SCCPC,
and only six of those are currently filled. 53
There are no statistics about the SCCPC in the 2018 annual Human Affairs Commission’s report on the
status of equal employment opportunity in state government because information is only provided on
agencies under the jurisdiction of the Human Affairs Commission (e.g., entities with 15 or more
employees). The SCCPC does not have more than 15 employees because, pursuant to S.C. Code Section
1-13-30(H), "employee" does not include any person elected to public office in this state (i.e., solicitors),
or any person chosen by such officer to be on such officer's personal staff (i.e., administrative assistant
for each solicitor).
Table 3 summarizes the number of authorized, filled, vacant, and actual employee positions in fiscal years
2013-2014 through 2017-2018.
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Table 3. SCCPC authorized, filled, vacant, and actual FTE positions (fiscal years 2014-FY 2018). 54

Authorized

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Total

38

38

38

38

38

State

38

38

38

38

38

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Filled

2013-14

2017-18

Total

35.625

36.625

36.625

36.625

34.625

State

35.625

36.625

36.625

36.625

34.625

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Vacant

2013-14

2017-18

Total

2

1

1

1

3

State

2

1

1

1

3

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Actual

2013-14

2017-18

Total

37.625

37.625

37.625

37.625

37.625

State

37.625

37.625

37.625

37.625

37.625

Trend Line

Trend Line

Trend Line

Trend Line
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Products, Services, and Customers
In the Program Evaluation Report, the Committee asks an agency to provide a list of its deliverables (i.e.,
products and services) as well as additional information related to laws, customers, costs, and potential
negative impacts. 55 Table 4 includes an overview of the deliverables provided by the agency. The
Committee website includes details about each of the products and services, including components,
greatest harm if not provided, whether the agency evaluates customer satisfaction and outcomes
obtained, etc.

Table 4. List of the agency’s deliverables.

Deliverable

Does law require, allow, or not address it?

Administrative functions of solicitors' offices, coordinate

Required by S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(1). Duties.

State budget support to solicitors, provide

Required by S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(2). Duties.

Solicitors' expenditure reports, collect/submit to legislature

Required by Proviso 117.109, 2017-2018 Appropriation
Act Part 1B

Legal issues, including legislation and court rules affecting
prosecutors and prosecution,…

Required by…

provide technical assistance S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.
provide and assist with general research S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.

develop, coordinate, and conduct training S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.

act as clearinghouse for distribution of publications S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.
provide updates S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.
Not specifically mentioned in law, but provided to achieve

monitor the requirements of S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3).
Duties.
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Deliverable

Does law require, allow, or not address it?

Blank indictments to the solicitors' offices, provide

Required by S.C. Code Section 1-7-940(A)(3). Duties.

Domestic violence…

Required by…

prosecutions, collect/maintain non-privileged data, and
Proviso 60.7, 2017-2018 Appropriation Act, Part 1B
prepare/submit annual report
S.C. Code Section 22-3-546. Establishment of program for

First-time offender programs, collect reports prosecution of first offense misdemeanor criminal
domestic violence offenses.

fatalities, develop protocols related to the review

S.C. Code Section 16-25-720. Establishment of
interagency circuit-wide committees; protocols;
membership of committees; confidential information;
limitation in investigations; access to information.

Fatality Review Committees, collect and maintain reports from Not specifically mentioned in law, but provided to achieve
each solicitor the requirements of S.C. Code Section 16-25-720.
Driving under the influence…

Required by…

prosecutions, collect/maintain information, and prepare/submit
Proviso 60.9, 2017-2018 Appropriation Act, Part 1B
annual report
Traffic education programs…

Required by…
S.C. Code Section 17-22-310. Prosecutorial discretion of

procedures, oversee administration Circuit Solicitor to establish traffic education program;
administration.

reports, collect from each solicitor S.C. Code Section 17-22-360. Annual report.
S.C. Code Section 17-22-370. Submission of information

identifying information of participants, maintain necessary for creation and maintenance of list of
participants.

Alcohol education programs…

Required by…
S.C. Code Section 17-22-510. Prosecutorial discretion of

procedures, oversee administration Circuit Solicitor to establish alcohol education program;
administration.

enrollment and completion, maintain records

S.C. Code Section 17-22-530. Disposition of alcoholrelated offense on completion of program.
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Deliverable

Does law require, allow, or not address it?

identifying information of participants, maintain S.C. Code Section 17-22-560. Records.
Pre-trial intervention…

Required by…
S.C. Code Section 17-22-30. Circuit solicitors to establish

procedures for these programs, oversee administration pretrial intervention programs; oversight of administrative
procedures.

coordinator office, create and maintain
solicitors' inquiries regarding eligibility, respond to

S.C. Code Section 17-22-40. Pretrial intervention
coordinator; staff; funding.
S.C. Code Section 17-22-130. Reports and identification as
to offenders accepted for intervention program.

Diversion programs (including pre-trial intervention, traffic
education, and alcohol education), collect and report data

Required by S.C. Code Section 17-22-1120. Diversion
program data and reporting.

Prosecutors and Defenders Public Service Incentive Program,
develop, implement and administer

Required by Proviso 117.63, 2017-2018 Appropriation Act,
Part 1B

Serve on…

Required by…

Adult Protection Coordinating Council

S.C. Code Section 43-35-310. Council created;
membership; filling vacancies.
S.C. Code Section 16-3-1430(B)(5). Victim assistance

Victim Services Coordinating Council services; membership of Victim Services Coordinating
Council.

Attorney General's Interagency Task Force on Human Trafficking

S.C. Code Section 16-3-2050. Interagency task force
established to develop and implement State Plan for
Prevention of Trafficking in Persons; members;
responsibilities; grants.

Disburse funds to the S.C. Center for Fathers and Families

Required by Section 60, 2017-2018 Appropriation Act, Part
1A

Disburse funds to the solicitors' offices…

Required by…
Section 60, 2017-2018 Appropriation Act, Part 1A;

from the appropriations to the SCCPC Provisos 60.1 through 60.4 and 60.6 through 60.12, 20172018 Appropriation Act, Part 1B

from traffic education programs $140 application fee for
S.C. Code Section 17-22-350(B)&(C). Fees; waiver;
summary court (County Magistrate and City/Town Municipal)
distribution of fee proceeds.
level offenses (6.74%)
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Deliverable

Does law require, allow, or not address it?

from filing fees on civil court motions S.C. Code Section 8-21-320. Motion fees.
from conditional discharge fees

S.C. Code Section 44-53-450(C). Conditional discharge;
eligibility for expungement.

from a portion of $25 surcharge imposed on fines, forfeitures, S.C. Code Section 14-1-212. Surcharges on fines;
escheatments or other monetary penalties distribution.

from surcharge drug convictions

S.C. Code Section 14-1-213. Surcharge on monetary
penalties imposed for drug offenses; apportionment and
use of funds; examination of financial records by State
Auditor.

Associated Non-Profit Organization
The Solicitor’s Association of South Carolina is a non-profit entity comprised of the 16 elected solicitors
and their assistants. 56 Individual assistant solicitors pay dues to join the association. It is not mandatory
for assistant solicitors to join the association.
This association partners with the agency by financially supporting different types of training for
prosecutors. 57 The annual boot camp, which is a five-day program providing approximately 25 hours of
continuing legal education, is an example of this partnership. 58 The association charges a registration fee
which pays the cost of the hotel facility at which the boot camp is located, travel expenses for any
speakers, and supplies. 59 The agency staffs the boot camp event and prints materials for it. 60 The annual
solicitor’s conference is another example. Agency representatives assert the agency would be unable to
hold programs of this caliber without the partnership and financial support of the association. 61

Other Agencies with Similar Goals
During the study of an agency, the Committee asks the agency if there are any other agencies serving, or
which could serve, similar customers or providing similar products or services. In the Program Evaluation
Report and during the study of an agency, the Committee asks how the agencies work together to
effectively and efficiently achieve both agencies’ goals. SCCPC does not list any agencies as having similar
goals.
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Resources, Strategic Plan, and Performance
Annually, each agency submits a strategic plan. 62 Of interest in the oversight process are the total
resources available to an agency and how the agency allocates its resources to the goals and objectives in
the agency’s strategic plan.

Funding Solicitors’ Offices
As shown in Table 5, approximately $35.7 million of the agency’s funding goes directly to the solicitors’
offices and the agency has no control over how the solicitors spend that money. Table 5 includes an
overview of all sources of funding, and expenditures, for solicitors’ offices statewide. The Committee
website includes details about the funding and expenditures for solicitors’ offices by judicial circuit and
county.
Table 5. Funding and expenditures for solicitors’ offices in fiscal years 2015-16 and 2016-17. 63

FUNDING
Total
County
State
Other
Municipal
Grants

2015-16
$70,837,004.72
60.56%
21.99%
13.60%
0.83%
3.02%
EXPENSES

2016-17
$85,378,396.56
51.53%
33.93%
8.94%
1.62%
3.97%

Total
Salaries and Fringe
Other
Operating

$67,666,051.63
87.58%
0.66%
11.76%

$83,479,497.23
86.29%
0.82%
12.89%

The SCCPC has formed a finance task force to help shed additional light on the funding and expenditures
of the solicitors’ offices. Below are details regarding the task force’s plans. 64
.

•
•
•
•

Answers sought - How to provide a financial best practices framework for the solicitors to
ensure transparency, uniformity, and accountability.
Areas reviewing - The necessary checking accounts required by practice and statute and the
use of (1) audits, (2) host county finance personnel, and (3) transparency measures.
Entities communicating with - The entities represented on the Commission, which include
solicitors and their staff, House of Representatives, Senate, Department of Public Safety, and
State Law Enforcement Division are aware of the task force’s goals and progress.
Timeline for completion of each stage of analysis and publication of recommendations - The
task force is gathering information now. It expects to have most of the information by
September 2018 and to begin analysis immediately. SCCPC anticipates receiving
recommendations from the task force by February 2019.
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Agency Funding
In the Program Evaluation Report, the Committee asks the agency to provide information about its
revenue sources, as well as how these funds are utilized to achieve the agency’s comprehensive strategic
plan. The agency provides the information below.
The agency receives funds through the following sources: 65
• General fund appropriations
•
• Drug courts in Richland, Kershaw, and Saluda
•
Counties; and 12th judicial circuit
•
• DUI prosecution
•
• Criminal domestic violence prosecution

Violent crime prosecution
Caseload equalization funding
Victims’ assistance program
Prosecution in summary courts

The agency generates funds through the following sources: 66
• Fee for motions
• Drug conviction surcharge
• Family and circuit court filing fee
• Traffic education program application fee magistrate and municipal
• Conditional discharge - general sessions,
magistrate, and municipal
• Refund of prior year
• Conviction surcharge - law enforcement funding • Federal grant
The agency receives approximately $36.8 million in funding annually, but only has control over $1 million
as the other 97% of the funding goes directly to the solicitors’ offices, which is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Agency revenue utilized to achieve comprehensive strategic plan in fiscal years 2016-17 and 2017-18. 67

Strategic Plan Item
Goal 1 - Protect the community by vigorously but fairly
prosecuting those who violate the law*
Strategy 2.1 - Provide administrative support to the Offices of
Solicitor.
Goal 2 - Provide quality support services to the Offices of
Solicitor.
Strategy 2.2 - Enhance the professionalism and effectiveness of
South Carolina's Solicitors and their staff.
Strategy 2.3 - Work with SLED to write a new computer program
that will modernize the Pre-Trial Intervention Database as well
as add additional Diversion Databases.
Goal 3 - Operate in an effective and efficient manner to enable
staff to accomplish the mission of the agency.
Strategy 3.1 - Enable staff to perform job duties.
Strategy 3.2 - Respond to inquiries and requests for assistance
from the public (persons other than those covered by Goal 2).
TOTAL

Spent to
achieve plan
in 2016-17

Percent of
total
spent

Budgeted to
achieve plan
in 2017-18

Percent
of total
spent

$35,771,567

97.23%

$35,784,935

97.26%

$191,560

0.52%

$193,093

0.52%

$490,368

1.33%

$ 493,584

1.34%

$215,169

0.58%

$ 215,204

0.58%

$37,792

0.10%

$38,002

0.10%

$83,303

0.23%

$84,038

0.23%

$36,789,759

100%

$36,808,856

100%

Table Note: An asterisks (*) indicates all state funding provided for the accomplishment of Goal 1 is received by the SCCPC as
pass-through funds to the solicitors' offices.
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Carryforward
Table 7 includes information on the amount of funds the agency has carried forward during fiscal years
2012-13 through 2016-17. The agency plans to utilize these funds, almost $900,000, on several projects,
including: 68
•

Construction, including asbestos abatement, to add a room in which to conduct training;

•

Diversion case management system with the State Law Enforcement Division (SLED). The agency
has spent over $300,000 so far on the system, which is not a budget item. The agency committed
to supporting the project until it’s finished. Pursuant to the agency’s contract with SLED, the
agency pays for the employee who is developing the program, and, once the program is
complete, the agency is responsible for the yearly maintenance fee which is around $10,000.

•

Purchasing subscriptions to computer programs or systems that help the agency provide
assistance to the solicitors. In the first six months of 2018, agency representatives testify the
agency spent approximately $9,000 to $10,000 on a plan that will allow the agency to have online
event registration and create a single database that can be used with each event, instead of using
either Access or Excel.

•

New website for which the agency has received quotes ranging from $9,000 to over $100,000. 69

Table 7. Agency carryforward. 70

Fiscal year
2012-13

Amount remaining at end of year that agency could use the next year
$594,716.53

2013-14

$754,833.37

2014-15

$875,853.16

2015-16

$934,634.11

2016-17

$896,620.66

Allocation of Resources to Strategic Plan
Table 8 provides a summary of the amount the agency spent on each goal or strategy as a percentage of
the total amount the agency was appropriated and authorized to spend, along with the name of the
performance measures associated with each applicable goal or strategy, if any. The Committee website
includes additional details about each aspect of the agency’s strategic plan.
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Table 8. Summary of the amount the agency spent on each goal or strategy as a percentage of the total amount the agency was appropriated and authorized to spend in fiscal
years 2016-17 and 2017-18, along with the name of the performance measures associated with each applicable goal or strategy, if any. 71

Number of
employee
equivalents in
FY16-17

Spent FY16 -17 and
Percentage of total
funds budgeted

Number of
employee
equivalents in
FY17-18

Goal 1 - Protect the community by vigorously but fairly prosecuting those who violate the law
*All state funding provided for the
32 FTE
$35,771,567*
32 FTE
accomplishment of Goal 1 is received by the
(97.23%)
SCCPC as pass-through funds to the solicitors'
offices, and the SCCPC has no control over how
that money is spent. None of the six SCCPC FTEs
spend time on this goal, which is accomplished by
the solicitors and their staff.
Goal 2 - Provide quality support services to the offices of solicitor
Strategy 2.1 - Provide administrative support to
3 FTE
the offices of solicitor

Budgeted FY17-18
and
Percentage of total
funds budgeted

$35,784,935* None tracked by agency;
(97.22%) individual solicitors may set and
track their own, but are not
required to

$191,560

(0.52%)

3 FTE

$193,093

(0.52%) None
(1.34%) •
•
•

Strategy 2.2 - Enhance the professionalism and
effectiveness of solicitors and their staff

4 FTE

$490,368

(1.33%)

4 FTE

$493,584

Strategy 2.3 - Work with S.C. Law Enforcement
Division to write a new computer program that
will modernize the pre-trial intervention database
as well as add additional diversion databases

1 FTE

$212,169

(0.58%)

1 FTE

$215,204

Goal 3 - Operate in an effective and efficient manner to enable staff to accomplish the mission of the agency
Strategy 3.1 - Enable staff to perform job duties
2 FTE
$37,792 (0.10%)
2 FTE
Strategy 3.2 - Respond to inquiries and requests
for assistance from the public (persons other
than those covered by Goal 2)

4 FTE

$83,303

(0.23%)

4 FTE

Associated
Performance Measure(s)

Trainings held, number of
Persons trained, number of
Continuing education hours
provided, number of
(0.58%) None

$38,002

(0.10%) None

$84,038

(0.23%) None
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Performance
Table 9 includes information on performance measures the agency tracks, many of which the agency does not specifically associate with any
aspect of its strategic plan.
Table 9. Other performance measures tracked by the agency.

Performance Measure

Type of
Measure

Trainings held, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

Target:

15-20

2014-15

15-20

2015-16

15-20

2016-17

2017-18

15-20

15-20
Trend Line

Actual:

21

21

22

26

24

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

1,000

1,000

1,000
Trend Line

Output

Continuing education hours provided,
number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

DNE

2013-14

Output

Persons trained, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

2012-13

Actual:

1,412

1,434

2,014

1,784

1,931

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

100

100

100
Trend Line

Output
Actual:

143.17

159.4

151.75

142.75

184.65
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Performance Measure

Type of
Measure

Target:

General sessions cases added, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

DNE

2014-15

DNE

2015-16

DNE

2016-17

2017-18

DNE

DNE
Trend Line

Actual:

DNE

113,771

113,711

120,407

127,017

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

More
than
114,891

More than
114,891

Output

Cases pending in general sessions, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

DNE

2013-14

Input /
Activity

General sessions cases disposed of, number
of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

2012-13

More than
114,981
Trend Line

Actual:

DNE

115,763

117,281

114,891

123,915

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

Less than
113,168

Less than
113,168

Input /
Activity

Less than
113,168

Trend Line
Actual:

DNE

105,933

104,947

113,168

118,860
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Performance Measure

Type of
Measure

General sessions cases added, 3 year average
of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

Target:

General sessions incoming cases assigned to
a prosecutor during the previous three years,
average number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

DNE

2013-14

DNE

2014-15

DNE

2015-16

DNE

2016-17

2017-18

DNE

Input /
Activity

Pending general sessions cases over 541 or
545 days old, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

2012-13

DNE
Trend Line

Actual:

DNE

DNE

114,198

115,930

120,378

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

Less than
19,486

Less than
19,486

Less than
19,486
Trend Line

Output
Actual:

DNE

DNE

20,590

19,486

18,897

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

281

281

Input /
Activity

281
Trend Line

Actual:

DNE

DNE

377

383

331
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Performance Measure

Days, from arrest to disposition (resolution of
a criminal charge, which may be either
conviction, not guilty verdict, or dismissal), of
a general sessions case, average number of

Type of
Measure

Target:

Counties without an assigned prosecutor,
number of

Full-time general sessions prosecutors,
number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June
Circuits with secure, cloud based,
prosecution case management system, data
storage and e-discovery platform, number of
Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

DNE

2013-14

DNE

2014-15

DNE

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Less than
365

Less than
365

Input /
Activity

Input /
Activity

Less than
365
Trend Line

Output

Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

Required by: Agency selected (not required
by federal or state government)
Time Applicable: July - June

2012-13

Actual:

DNE

DNE

416

398

400

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

0

0

0

Actual:

DNE

DNE

DNE

3

0

Trend Line
Not enough data to create a
trend line

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

408

408

408
Trend Line

Actual:

DNE

DNE

303

303

364 or less
(some are
part-time)

Target:

DNE

DNE

DNE

DNE

DNE

16

Actual:

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

Trend Line
Not enough data to create a
trend line

Input /
Activity

Table Note: For each measure, the agency identified which “type of measure” it considered the performance measure. “DNE” means did not exist.
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STUDY PROCESS
Agency Selection
The Commission on Prosecution Coordination is an agency subject to legislative oversight. 72 On
December 19, 2017, during the 122nd General Assembly, the Committee prioritizes the agency for study. 73
As the Committee encourages collaboration in its legislative oversight process, the Committee notifies the
following individuals about the agency study: Speaker of the House, standing committee chairs in the
House, members of the House, Clerk of the Senate, and Governor.

Subcommittee Membership
The Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Subcommittee of the House Legislative Oversight Committee
studied the agency. 74 Throughout the study, the Honorable Edward R. Tallon, Sr. served as chair. Other
Subcommittee Members include:
•
•
•

The Honorable Katherine E. Arrington;
The Honorable William M. Hixon; and
The Honorable Jeffrey E. Johnson.

Agency Reports to Legislative Oversight Committee
During the legislative oversight process, the Committee asks the agency to conduct self-analysis by
requiring it to complete and submit annual Restructuring Reports, a Seven-Year Plan for cost savings and
increased efficiencies, and a Program Evaluation Report. The Committee posts each report on the agency
page of the Committee’s website.

Restructuring Report
The Annual Restructuring Report fulfills the requirement in S.C. Code of Laws § 1-30-10(G)(1) that
annually each agency report to the General Assembly “detailed and comprehensive recommendations for
the purposes of merging or eliminating duplicative or unnecessary divisions, programs, or personnel
within each department to provide a more efficient administration of government services.” The report,
at a minimum, includes information in the following areas - history, mission and vision, laws, strategic
plan, human and financial resources, performance measures, and restructuring recommendations.
The agency submits its Annual Restructuring Reports on March 31, 2015, and January 11, 2016. 75 The
agency’s Annual Accountability Reports to the Governor and General Assembly, which it submits in
September 2016 and September 2017, serve as its Annual Restructuring Reports thereafter. 76
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Seven-Year Plan for Cost Savings and Increased Efficiencies
S.C. Code of Laws § 1-30-10 requires agencies to submit “a seven year plan that provides initiatives
and/or planned actions that implement cost savings and increased efficiencies of services and
responsibilities within the projected seven-year period.” 77 The agency submits its plan on March 31,
2015. 78

Program Evaluation Report
When an agency is selected for study, the Committee may acquire evidence or information by any lawful
means, including, but not limited to, "requiring the agency to prepare and submit to the investigating
committee a program evaluation report by a date specified by the investigating committee." S.C. Code of
Laws § 2-2-60 outlines what an investigating committee's request for a program evaluation report must
contain. Also it provides a list of information an investigating committee may request. The Committee
sends guidelines for the agency’s Program Evaluation Report (PER) on January 23, 2018. The agency
submits its report on April 6, 2018.
The PER includes information in the following areas - agency snapshot; agency legal directives, strategic
plan and resources; agency performance; agency strategic plan summary; agency ideas and
recommendations; and additional documents. The Program Evaluation Report serves as the base
document for the Committee’s study of the agency.

Information from the Public
Public input is a cornerstone of the House Legislative Oversight Committee’s process. 79 There are a variety
of opportunities for public input during the legislative oversight process. Members of the public have an
opportunity to participate anonymously in a public survey, provide comments anonymously via a link on
the Committee’s website, and appear in person before the Committee. 80 During the study, media articles
related to the agency are compiled for member review.

Public Survey
From January 23, 2018 - March 1, 2018, the Committee posts an online survey to solicit comments from
the public about the SCCPC and five other agencies. The Committee sends information about this survey
to all House members to forward to their constituents. Additionally, in an effort to communicate this
public input opportunity widely, the Committee issues a statewide media release. 81
There are 501 responses to the online survey seeking citizens' input about the SCETV Commission;
Commission on Indigent Defense; Department of Labor, Licensing, and Regulation; Department of Parks,
Recreation, and Tourism; Commission on Prosecution Coordination; and Department of Revenue.
Responses are received from about 72% of the counties (33). Of the total responses, 378 indicate they
would like to provide input on the Commission on Prosecution Coordination, but only 20 actually provide
input.
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Of those survey participants that respond to questions related to the Commission on Prosecution
Coordination, 50% have a positive or very positive opinion of the agency and 55% think the agency
functions much better, better, or about the same on an overall basis in comparison to other state
agencies in South Carolina. 82 The comments vary, ranging from one statement that agency staff are very
helpful when seeking information to another statement that questions the need for the agency. 83
These comments are not considered testimony. 84 As the survey notes, “input and observations from
those citizens who [chose] to provide responses are very important . . . because they may help direct the
Committee to potential areas for improvement with these agencies.” 85 The Committee posts the survey
results on the Committee’s website. The public is informed it may continue to submit written comments
about agencies online after the public survey closes. 86

Public Input via Committee Website
Throughout the course of the study, people are able to submit comments anonymously on the
Committee website. The Committee posts comments verbatim to the website, but they are not the
comment or expression of the House Legislative Oversight Committee, any of its Subcommittees, or the
House of Representatives. 87 During the study, the Committee receives no public input about SCCPC in this
manner.

Public Input via In-Person Testimony
During the study, the Committee offers the opportunity for the public to appear and provide sworn
testimony. 88 A press release announcing this opportunity is sent to media outlets statewide on February
9, 2018. 89 The Committee holds a meeting dedicated to public input about SCCPC and other agencies on
April 26, 2018. 90 Further detail on the public input meeting is in the meetings section of this report.

Meetings Regarding the Agency
The Committee meets with, or about, the agency on three occasions, and the Subcommittee meets with,
or about, the agency on four occasions. All meetings are open to the public and stream live online; also,
the videos are archived and the minutes are available online. A timeline of meetings is set forth in Figure
2 beginning on page nine.
122nd General Assembly (2017-2018)

December 2017
During the December 19, 2017, meeting, the Committee selects the agency for study.
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April 2018
On April 26, 2018, the Committee holds Meeting # 1 with the agency to obtain public input. Mr. Ronnie
Steele, from Charleston County, provides public testimony about the agency. 91 Mr. David Ross, Executive
Director, Commission on Prosecution Coordination, testifies he has no comments at this time. Meeting
materials and minutes are available online.

June 2018
On June 18, 2018, the Subcommittee holds Meeting # 2 with the agency. The purpose of the meeting is
for agency representatives to provide an overview of the agency as a whole, and details about services
and products the agency provides; the agency’s strategic plan, resource allocation, and associated
performance measures; other performance measures tracked by the agency; and agency
recommendations for internal and law changes.
The following individuals from the agency are placed under oath: (a) Fourteenth Judicial Circuit Solicitor
Isaac McDuffie (Duffie) Stone, III, Chair of the Commission; (b) Ms. Amie L. Clifford, Education
Coordinator/Senior Staff Attorney; (c) Ms. Tina Thompson, Administrative Assistant; (d) Mr. N. Mark
Rapoport, Staff Attorney; and (e) Mr. W. Mattison Gamble, Traffic Safety Resource Prosecution Attorney.
The Commission chair provides remarks. Members ask questions, which the Commission chair answers,
related to the following topics:
a. Caseloads, including how the term “case” is defined, and items which impact the number of
cases;
b. Solicitor’s Association and other limited liability companies or non-profits operating in individual
judicial circuits;
c. Findings of General Assembly when the agency was created, including: (1) tracking and
decreasing backlogs of cases; and (2) examples of uniformity in prosecution created by the
agency;
d. Legal directives including: (1) solicitors determining the trial docket and recent S.C. Supreme
Court decision in State v. Langford which held the statute is unconstitutional; and (2) solicitors
annually conducting an examination of the offices of the clerk of the court, sheriff, and register of
deeds to determine if those officers are performing their duties under the law (S.C. Code Section
1-7-730);
e. Issues around law enforcement entities’ production of evidence to solicitors’ offices; and
f. Law enforcement officers prosecuting driving under the influence cases in magistrate courts.
Ms. Clifford provides information about the following: (a) agency’s creation, mission, and vision;
(b) agency’s governing body; (c) agency staff; (d) duties of the agency; (e) details about the following
duties: (i) coordination of administrative functions of the solicitors’ offices; (ii) administrative functions of
the agency; and (iii) continuing education. Members ask questions related to the topics, which
Ms. Clifford answers.
Subcommittee members make various motions during the meeting. A roll call vote is held for each of
these motions, and, among the members present, the motions pass unanimously. Meeting materials and
minutes are available online.
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July 2018
On July 24, 2018, the Subcommittee holds Meeting # 3 with the agency. The purpose of the meeting is for
agency representatives to provide an overview of the following: (a) different courts, cases heard in each,
and who prosecutes the cases; (b) actions required to move cases forward from arrest to disposition, in
particular the actions for which the prosecutor is responsible, and issues which could arise that may slow
down the process, as in all criminal prosecutions, the sixth amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides
the accused the right to a speedy and public trial; (c) solicitor funding and expenses including an
explanation of the Commission’s financial task force’s goals, timeline, and information it has already
collected and is in the process of collecting; and (d) agency funding.
The Commission chair and education coordinator/senior staff attorney provide remarks related to the
following topics:
a. warrant approval;
b. definition of a “case”;
c. investigative versus screening grand juries;
d. case management orders;
e. electronic evidence transfer and case data management systems;
f. drug courts, including funding and how success is measured;
g. backlog of cases;
h. solicitor offices funding, including where funds are maintained, accountability, and Commission’s
finance task force; and
i. agency funding.
Members ask questions, which agency representatives answer.
Subcommittee members make various motions during the meeting. A roll call vote is held for these
motions, and, among the members present, the motions pass unanimously. Meeting materials and
minutes are available online.

August 2018
On August 20, 2018, the Subcommittee holds Meeting # 4 with the agency. The purpose of the meeting is
for a representative from the office of the Attorney General to testify about the office’s interpretation of
its authority and supervision of solicitors outlined in the state constitution and statutes; representatives
from the Sheriffs’ Association, Association of Counties, and Municipal Association to provide comments
on warrant approval process, county grand juries having investigative authority, and cloud-based
evidence databases; and the agency to present information not finished in previous meetings.
Subcommittee Chairman Tallon notes representatives from the Law Enforcement Training Council, Police
Chiefs’ Association, and Law Enforcement Officers’ Association are unable to attend, but they plan to
provide written comments.
The following are placed under oath:
a. Ms. Lisa Catalanotto, Executive Director of the S.C. Commission on Prosecution Coordination;
b. Mr. Tiger Wells, Government Affairs Liaison, Municipal Association of S.C.;
c. Mr. James Knox, Staff Attorney, S.C. Association of Counties;
d. Mr. Bob Cook, Solicitor Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General;
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e. Mr. Jeff Young, Chief Deputy General, Office of the Attorney General; and
f. Mr. Matthew Gates, Deputy General of Governmental Affairs, Office of the Attorney General.
Mr. Young testifies about the Office of Attorney General’s interpretation of its authority and supervision
of solicitors which is outlined in the state constitution and statutes. Members ask questions, which
Mr. Young and Mr. Cook answer.
The Commission chair provides a brief summary of the following topics: (1) warrant approval process;
(2) county grand juries having investigative authority; and (3) cloud-based evidence databases. After the
summary of each, representatives from the S.C. Sheriffs’ Association, S.C. Association of Counties, and
Municipal Association of S.C., provide comments on the topics. Members ask questions, which Solicitor
Stone and association representatives answer.
Subcommittee members tour the Commission on Prosecution Coordination offices on the state house
grounds, which lasts approximately 45 minutes.
A Subcommittee member makes a motion during the meeting. A roll call vote is held for the motion, and,
among the members present, the motion passes unanimously. Meeting materials and minutes are
available online.

September 2018
On September 18, 2018, the Subcommittee holds Meeting # 5 with the agency. The Subcommittee
receives testimony from the agency on its internal and law recommendations. Following this testimony,
Subcommittee members ask questions related to the following topics: (a) general responsibilities of the
agency; (b) agency website; (c) performance; (d) employees; (e) court dockets; (f) diversion programs;
(g) case management software; and (h) solicitor discussions with law enforcement. The Commission chair
and executive director answer the questions. Subcommittee members make motions for various
recommendations and findings. A roll call vote is held for each of these motions, and, among the
members present, the motions pass unanimously. Meeting materials and minutes are available online.

October 2018
On October 23, 2018, the Committee holds Meeting # 6 with the agency. Subcommittee Chairman Tallon
presents a summary of the Subcommittee’s study of the agency to the full Committee. The full
Committee had a copy of the Subcommittee study prior to the day of the meeting. Committee members
ask questions of Subcommittee Chairman Tallon, which he answers. Also, members ask questions of
agency personnel, which they answer. Subcommittee Chairman Tallon makes a motion for the full
Committee to approve the Subcommittee Study. Meeting materials are available online.

Next Steps
To support the Committee’s ongoing oversight by maintaining current information about the agency, the
agency may receive an annual Request for Information.
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FINDINGS
The Committee has three findings arising from its study of the agency. The first identifies an emerging
issue for the General Assembly. The second and third identify lack of transparency available in criminal
justice data.
First, the Committee finds the expense of storing body camera videos and other law enforcement videos is
an emerging issue the General Assembly may need to address in the future. 92
Second, the Committee finds no state agency has aggregated data on the total number of individuals
prosecuted each year. Additionally, there is not an efficient method in place in every jurisdiction by which
this data may be obtained.
Third, the Committee finds the Commission on Prosecution Coordination and the Commission on Indigent
Defense currently do not track the performance of circuit solicitor and circuit public defender offices.
While agency personnel are passionate about the work they perform and strive to obtain the best
outcomes for their respective clients, as a means to help inform decisions when analyzing programs
and/or processes to keep, revise, or eliminate, the entities should track their performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS
General Information
The following recommendations include areas the Committee identifies for potential improvement. The
Committee recognizes these recommendations will not satisfy everyone nor address every issue or
potential area of improvement at the agency. These recommendations are based on the agency’s selfanalysis requested by the Committee, discussions with the agency during multiple meetings, and analysis
of the information obtained by the Committee. This information, including, but not limited to, the
Program Evaluation Report, Accountability Report, Restructuring Report and videos of meetings with the
agency, is available on the Committee’s website.

Continue
The Committee does not have any specific recommendations with regards to continuance of agency
programs.
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Curtail (i.e. Revise)
The Committee has 35 recommendations arising from its study of the agency. These recommendations
fall into seven categories: (1) accountability; (2) efficiencies in operations;
(3) effectiveness of programs; (4) transparency; (5) employee input; (6) collaboration; and
(7) modernization of statutes.

Accountability
The Committee has three recommendations related to accountability, and a summary is set forth in Table
10.
Table 10. Summary of recommendations to provide accountability.

Topic
Accountability

Recommendations
1. Authorize the agency to enforce its regulations applicable to circuit
solicitors*
2. Affirm appropriate internal finance policies exist at each circuit
solicitor’s office prior to providing state funding*
3. (a) Publish online the agency’s finance task force report
(b)Follow up with the agency on its finance task force’s report^

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly. A caret (^)
indicates the recommendation is for the House Legislative Oversight Committee.

1. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider authorizing the agency to enforce its
regulations applicable to circuit solicitors. Specifically, the Committee recommends the General Assembly

consider revising S.C. Code Section 1-7-990, which allows the agency to promulgate regulations, to state
the agency has statutory authority to enforce, through mechanisms the agency deems effective, its
regulations applicable to circuit solicitors . 93 There is no recommendation for a particular enforcement
mechanism. However, accountability may be improved with statutory revisions that provide the agency
enforcement authority. 94
Granting this authority is consistent with existing law. Under existing law, the General Assembly directs
the agency, “to coordinate all activities involving the prosecution of criminal cases in this state.” 95
Additionally, the General Assembly authorizes the agency to promulgate any regulations necessary to
assist in performing its duties. 96 While the agency believes it can promulgate regulations which require
solicitors to provide specific information or follow certain policies to assist the agency in coordinating
activities which strive to accomplish the General Assembly’s intent, the agency is unclear whether it has
statutory authority to create an enforcement mechanism to ensure compliance with the regulations. 97

As evidence for the necessity of this express authority, the General Assembly requires the agency to
provide a report on each circuit solicitor’s financial information, and the agency has been unable to
obtain necessary information from all circuits. 98 When the Commission on Indigent Defense had a similar
issue with circuit public defenders, the General Assembly authorized it to withhold the circuit public
defender’s funding as an enforcement mechanism. 99
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2. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider requiring affirmation that appropriate
finance policies exist at each circuit solicitor’s office prior to providing state funding. Circuit solicitors

receive more than 35 million dollars in funding from the state. 100 Accordingly, the Committee
recommends the General Assembly consider adding prerequisites to each circuit solicitor office receiving
state funding. These prerequisites may include, but are not limited to: proof of spending policies, such as
those recommended in financial audits, and assurances those with access to funds have undergone and
passed appropriate background checks. 101 As an example for the necessity of this recommendation, a
recent audit of the fifth circuit solicitor reportedly has found the office did not have a credit card usage
policy and alleges a staffer with a history of financial fraud had credit card oversight authority. 102

3(a). The Committee recommends the agency publish online its finance task force report. In an effort to

ensure transparency, uniformity, and accountability, the agency has of its own initiative formed a finance
task force to determine a financial best practices framework for circuit solicitors. 103 This task force begins
the process of gathering information during the study. 104 The information gathering phase is expected to
conclude in the fall with the analysis phase to begin thereafter. 105 The agency anticipates receiving
recommendations from the task force by February 2019. 106

To increase government accountability through transparency, the Committee recommends the agency’s
finance task force publish online a report, which includes: the questions the task force seeks to answer,
information reviewed, recommendations, and the basis for the recommendations. 107
Circuit solicitors are responsible for their respective offices’ funding, including the establishment of
proper procedures and audits of their funds. 108 However, as the Commission chair notes during the study
process, circuit solicitors are dedicated prosecutors, not accountants; therefore, some circuit solicitors
may prefer to have a framework of uniform financial best practices to follow. 109

3(b). The Committee recommends follow-up with the agency on its finance task force’s report and any other
matters. The Committee recommends it follow up with the agency about its finance task force report

after the agency publishes it online. 110

Efficiencies in Operations
The Committee has six recommendations to improve efficiencies in operations, and a summary is set forth
in Table 11.
Table 11. Summary of recommendations to improve efficiencies in operations.

Topic
Efficiencies in
operations

Recommendations
4. Establish electronic transfer of state funds to circuit solicitors’ offices
5. Reduce personnel time and costs when collecting data from circuit solicitors’
offices for analysis and reporting
6. Establish a replacement plan for technology and educational resources
essential to agency staff
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7. Research case management options to determine if software may allow for
receipt of evidence from law enforcement in the way it is currently
transmitted (i.e., compact disc and flash drive) as well as via cloud upload
8. Create a uniform method of case data management for circuit solicitors
9. Conduct management training for circuit solicitors

4. The Committee recommends the agency establish electronic transfer of state funds to circuit solicitors’
offices. The agency transfers state appropriations and funds to the sixteen circuit solicitors’ offices on a

quarterly basis. To improve efficiencies in operations through time and cost savings, the Committee
recommends the agency transfer state appropriations and funds to the sixteen circuit solicitors’ offices
electronically, instead of printing and mailing individual checks each quarter. 111 This recommendation
supports a change the agency is in the process of implementing. 112

5. The Committee recommends the agency reduce personnel time and costs when collecting data from
circuit solicitors’ offices for analysis and reporting. This recommendation is made to improve efficiencies in
operations by avoiding the costs of time, which may otherwise be utilized more effectively, in re-entering
information. Evidence for the necessity of this recommendation is how the agency currently creates its
annual, statutorily required, report on statewide diversion programs: the agency re-enters information
from circuit solicitors into a format for analysis and reporting. 113 With other reports (e.g., report on
circuit solicitor revenues and expenses required by statute), the agency scans the typed or handwritten
information circuit solicitors provide. While this method avoids spending time to re-enter the
information, it also limits substantive analysis as the information is not in a searchable, sortable format. 114
Accordingly, the Committee recommends the agency accomplish the following: (1) determine the cost of
re-entering information individual circuit solicitors provide to the agency about traffic education, alcohol
education, diversion programs, and pre-trial intervention programs; and (2) research if there is a method,
to the extent it can securely and efficiently be done, by which individual circuit solicitors may enter data
on these programs so the data automatically is in a format the agency may utilize for analysis and
reporting. 115

6. The Committee recommends the agency establish a replacement plan for technology and educational
resources essential to agency staff. One of the agency’s strategic objectives is to “provide sufficient

resources for staff.” 116 Currently, the agency does not have a plan with a cycle for how often essential
resources (e.g., computers, digital or print publications, etc.) will need to be replaced, anticipated costs to
purchase replacements, and how the agency may budget for those costs. 117
To improve efficiencies in agency operations, the Committee recommends the agency develop a formal
replacement cycle plan for resources it deems essential. 118 During the study process, the agency
identifies the following as essential:
[t]echnological resources (including computers, productivity software,
printers/scanners/copiers, website access and support, Internet research resources
such as Westlaw™, remote network accessibility, and tech support); educational
resources to ensure that staff is current on issues and trends related to the law and
practice (including digital or print publications and in-person and online training
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opportunities); adequate staff support; sufficient physical workspace; appropriate
delegation of authority; and appropriate managerial guidance and oversight. 119
The plan should be updated regularly and include, but not be limited to, anticipated costs and how those
costs will be paid. 120

7. The Committee recommends the agency research case management options to determine if software
may allow for receipt of evidence from law enforcement in the way it is currently transmitted (i.e., compact
disc and flash drive) as well as via cloud upload. To increase efficiencies in operation, the Committee

recommends the agency further research case management software to determine if there is software
available allowing a circuit solicitor’s office to obtain evidence through uploading online as well as
through transferring from a portable storage medium (e.g., compact disc or flash drive). 121

Currently, law enforcement entities transfer evidence to circuit solicitors’ offices in two ways, (1)
uploading it to a cloud online; and (2) providing it on a compact disc or flash drive. Since all law
enforcement entities may not have the same technology capabilities, or the same level of confidence in
the security of an online cloud, it may be advantageous for circuit solicitors’ offices to obtain case
management software with the flexibility to accept evidence received in different manners.

8. The Committee recommends the agency create a uniform method of case data management for circuit
solicitors. The Committee recommends the agency meet with applicable law enforcement, circuit

solicitors, circuit public defenders, and criminal defense attorneys associations to promulgate a uniform
method of case data management, and determine if backlog may be reduced with an electronic case data
management system. 122

Case data management systems provide “an efficiency in the management process,” by allowing an office
to effectively organize information related to a case including files, emails, and notes. 123 Additionally,
these systems can capture other information to assist individual employees and office management in
tracking the progress of a specific case and analyzing trends based on aggregating data from all cases in
the office or just certain case types.
This recommendation does not request a case data management method that is uniform for all impacted
parties as law enforcement, circuit solicitors, and criminal defense attorneys access information in a case
at different times. Rather, it seeks discussion among the parties, so the agency may potentially meet as
many needs as possible when determining a uniform method for circuit solicitors. A uniform method of
case data management for circuit solicitors may help the agency (1) standardize the data collection
process (e.g., number of individuals prosecuted, recidivism), (2) increase the information available (e.g.,
aggregated data statewide) when explaining situations to policy makers, and (3) improve efficiencies and
effectiveness of prosecution statewide.
The Commission on Indigent Defense has a statewide system, which allows it to collect case information
from across the state without expending time to contact each circuit public defender office to request
information. 124 Their system is accessible to all circuit public defender staff in all sixteen judicial circuits,
attorneys and administrative assistants from the agency’s appellate division, and the agency’s database
specialist. 125 The upfront cost of unifying the existing systems into the statewide defender data system in
2012-13 was $160,000. 126 The annual cost of the system, which the Commission pays as opposed to the
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individual circuit public defender offices paying, is based upon a $2.00 per new case charge which totaled
$117,126 in fiscal year 2015‐16; $123,790 in fiscal year 2016‐17; and $128,512 in fiscal year 2017‐18.127

9. The Committee recommends the agency conduct management training for circuit solicitors. Providing
legal representation and managing an office of attorneys and non‐attorneys require different skill sets.
Prior to their election as circuit solicitor, an attorney may have extensive management experience or no
management experience. In an effort to seek efficiencies in operation, the Committee recommends the
Commission on Prosecution Coordination and Commission on Indigent Defense conduct training,
together or separately, when a new circuit solicitor and/or new circuit public defender is first elected, as
well as annual training thereafter.128 These trainings may provide information on, and opportunities for
discussion about, a variety of topics, to include, but not be limited to: conducting annual employee
evaluations, conducting exit interviews, mentoring staff, tracking data, and leadership styles.129

Effectiveness of Programs
The Committee has nine recommendations related to the effectiveness of programs, and a summary is set
forth in Table 12.
Table 12. Summary of recommendations related to the effectiveness of programs.

Topic

Effectiveness of
programs

Recommendations
Prosecution of Cases
10. Define, in regulation, the term “case” for circuit solicitors to utilize in measuring
workload, backlog, and other metrics
11. Promulgate regulations outlining a procedure to measure the success of circuit
solicitors’ offices
12. Report concerns, if any, about court rules for the General Assembly’s
consideration
Diversion Programs
13. Define recidivism for measuring outcomes of diversion programs
14. Track which diversion programs most frequently and efficiently obtain the
outcomes sought by the General Assembly*
15. Require circuit solicitors to seek input from circuit public defenders on
establishing and/or revising diversion programs
16. Meet on a regular basis with Commission on Indigent Defense to discuss
diversion programs and performance of these programs*
17. Update standards and guidelines to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of
pre‐trial intervention programs
Communication with Customers
18. Analyze the agency’s new communication methods and use the data to
continually improve investment in technology

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly.
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Prosecution of Cases
10. The Committee recommends the agency define, in regulation, the term “case” for circuit solicitors to
utilize in measuring workload, backlog, and other metrics.130 In an effort to increase the effectiveness of
programs, the Committee recommends the agency address the following.
a. Determine, and set in regulation, a uniform definition of the term “case” for circuit solicitors
to utilize when calculating workload, backlog, cost per case, and other metrics. 131
b. Draft a memorandum, which provides an explanation of the definition and the basis for how
it was reached, including any alternative definitions which had substantial discussion, but
were not utilized.132
c. Publish the memorandum on the agency website.133
d. Utilize the definition when the agency or circuit solicitors present information to the General
Assembly on a subject which includes “case” statistics. In the information presented, include
the definition of “case” and include a statement that while the definition is utilized by circuit
solicitors, it is not utilized by circuit public defenders nor the judiciary branch.134
This may assist the agency in tracking its performance and in fulfilling the intent of the General Assembly
to reduce backlog in criminal cases as reflected in the enabling legislation for the agency.135 Determining
if the agency is helping address backlog requires collection of standardized data and a uniform calculation
method.
A circuit solicitor may utilize the numbers tracked by court administration. However, court administration
tracks the number of warrants (i.e., each individual charge brought against an individual), which is not
how most circuit solicitors define the term “case.” Additionally, the Commission chair asserts, “backlog is
not the number of cases that are sitting on your docket,” which court administration tracks.136 The
agency describes backlog as follows:
Backlog is not the same as pending. A solicitor may have thousands of cases pending that are
within months of arrest. These cases should not be considered a backlog. Backlog should be
determined as a percentage of cases that are still pending from previous years once at least six
months has passed into the next year.137
This is an initial description because the agency’s Commission has not yet met to vote on a definition or
calculation method. Additionally, agency staff is drafting a proposed definition for the term “case” to
present to the Commission on Prosecution Coordination.138

11. The Committee recommends the agency promulgate regulations outlining a procedure to measure the
success of circuit solicitors’ offices.139 This recommendation does not seek to measure an individual
attorney’s performance on each case (i.e., guilty verdicts versus non‐guilty verdicts). Instead, it seeks to
examine the performance of an entire circuit solicitor’s office in the aggregate. In an effort to increase
the effectiveness of the agency’s programs, the Committee recommends the agency establish
regulations, which provide uniform metrics to measure success of circuit solicitor offices including
potential improvements in outcomes and/or cost savings that may be gained from using the metrics.140
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There may be several metrics utilized for different types of cases (e.g., adult versus juvenile, first time
versus repeat offender, felony versus misdemeanor, etc.) but having some uniform metrics (e.g., backlog
of cases) utilized across all circuits may allow for comparison (e.g., from circuit to circuit and county to
county).141
During the study process, the Commission chair acknowledges the agency should focus on data‐driven
analysis and not just anecdotal stories.142 Further, the Commission chair asserts this is where he sees the
agency’s biggest role.143

12. The Committee recommends the agency report concerns, if any, about court rules for the General
Assembly’s consideration. The Committee recommends the Commission on Prosecution Coordination and
the Commission on Indigent Defense report any concerns on how judicial opinions and court rules are
impacting the criminal justice process and recommend revisions or changes to the General Assembly for
consideration.144 This information may help inform policy makers on potential ways to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the state’s criminal justice system.

Diversion Programs
13. The Committee recommends the agency define recidivism for measuring the outcomes of diversion
programs. While some circuit solicitors’ offices track recidivism for some or all of their diversion
programs, others do not.145 Appendix B includes a chart of information tracked by different circuit
solicitors’ offices.146 Even with circuit solicitors that track recidivism, it is unclear if the data can be
compared because “there is no adopted uniform definition of recidivism in our state for solicitors in
diversion programs.”147 This recommendation seeks to increase the effectiveness of the agency programs
by establishing a uniform definition to identify effective programs and to assist those that are not.148
The Committee recommends the agency work with impacted parties, including, but not limited to,
(a) law enforcement entities, (b) Department of Juvenile Justice, (c) Department of Corrections,
(d) Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon, and (e) Department of Mental Health, to determine a
uniform definition, or definitions, of recidivism.149 The definition(s) should allow each entity involved to
collect the type of data the agency needs to reliably report recidivism. There may be several definitions
of recidivism to account for different types of cases as well as for adult versus juvenile offenses, but the
Committee recommends the definitions be uniform statewide.150
The Committee recommends the agency focus first on domestic violence and driving under the influence
cases and by the end of next year have the following to promulgate in regulations: (a) uniform definition
for recidivism in domestic violence and driving under the influence matters, (b) list of data that can be
tracked by all parties involved with their current systems, (c) process for how the data will be tracked,
aggregated, and electronically reported, and (d) timeline for determining a uniform definition of
recidivism in other types of matters.151

14. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider tracking which diversion programs most
frequently and efficiently obtain desired outcomes. A stated intent of the General Assembly in requiring
the agency to report data on diversion programs is to provide “cost‐effective prison release and
community supervision mechanisms and cost‐effective and incentive‐based strategies for alternatives to
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incarceration in order to reduce recidivism and improve public safety.” 152 The agency acknowledges the
information it is required to collect on the diversion programs “does not provide evidence that can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the programs in reducing recidivism rates.” 153 According to the
agency, “[i]nformation on the actual recidivism rate for participants that successfully complete diversion
programs would be an indicator of the success of these programs.” 154
To increase the effectiveness of agency programs, the Committee recommends the General Assembly
revise statutes that list information entities which administer traffic education, alcohol education, and
diversion programs must collect and report by granting the agency discretion to determine the data
needed (e.g. recidivism rate, etc.). To track this data, the Committee recommends the agency add the
following to its annual report on statewide diversion programs: (a) explanation of the applicable laws and
legislative intent, (b) list of the data being collected, and (c) explanation of why the data best illustrates
whether the outcomes sought by the General Assembly are being achieved. This recommendation may
allow flexibility to account for changes over time in what data and metrics may best illustrate the
outcomes being achieved. 155

15. The Committee recommends the agency require circuit solicitors to seek input from circuit public
defenders on establishing and/or revising diversion programs. 156 The unfettered discretion to prosecute

rests solely in the prosecutor’s hands. A prosecutor may pursue a case to trial, or may offer a plea to a
lesser offense, or may opt to not prosecute the offense. 157 Absent a statute to the effect, “a court has no
power …to dismiss a criminal prosecution except at the instance of the prosecutor.” 158 Additionally,
where a solicitor makes a decision, “such as there shall be no pretrial diversion programs established for
summary court cases - that decision is binding and must be followed.” 159

16. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider requiring the Commission on Prosecution
Coordination and Commission on Indigent Defense to meet on a regular basis to discuss diversion programs
and performance of these programs. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider
requiring these Commissions to meet at least annually to collaborate on and discuss diversion programs,
performance of these programs, and ideas for how to continually improve the performance of these
programs in reducing recidivism. 160

17. The Committee recommends the agency update standards and guidelines to measure the effectiveness
and efficiency of pre-trial intervention programs. To increase the effectiveness of agency programs, the

Committee recommends the agency analyze how to measure whether outcomes intended from pre-trial
intervention (PTI) programs are being achieved. Further, the Committee recommends inclusion of the
following in any updated PTI standards and guidelines: (a) outcome(s) sought from the programs; (b) how
each program should measure its effectiveness and efficiency in achieving these outcomes; and (c)
method and frequency by which each program must record and report its target and actual results on the
measures. 161
Pre-trial intervention is for first-time offenders. 162 The purpose of the guidelines and standards is to
ensure these programs across the state follow the same processes and procedures. 163 During the study,
the agency indicates it plans to review the PTI standards and guidelines but is unsure if the standards and
guidelines will address outcome measures. 164 Ensuring outcome measures are included in the statewide
standards and guidelines may provide standardization to allow the agency, and policy makers, to
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determine which programs are most effective in achieving the desired outcomes and which may need to
be revised or eliminated.

Communication with Customers
18. The Committee recommends the agency analyze its new communication methods and use the data to
continually improve investment in technology.165 Specifically, the Committee recommends the agency

complete the following: (1) obtain baseline customer satisfaction data on the current methods in which
the agency provides information, including, but not limited to, frequency and ease with which
information may be accessed; and (2) after the new website is created, continue tracking customer
satisfaction to gauge the success of the agency’s new methods of communicating. 166 Additionally, the
Committee recommends the agency retain its data. 167
The agency’s duties include acting as a clearinghouse and distribution source for publications involving
circuit solicitors and their affiliate services and providing legal updates on matters of law affecting
prosecution of criminal cases. 168 An avenue through which the agency plans to continually improve in
this area is upgrading its website as the capabilities of its current website are very limited. 169 The agency
anticipates spending between $10,000 and $100,000 on upgrading its website. 170 As this is a significant
investment, obtaining data on customer satisfaction may assist the agency in determining the return on
its investment in the new technology and assist it in making revisions necessary to continually improve.

Transparency
The Committee has six recommendations to increase transparency, and a summary is set forth in Table 13.
Table 13. Summary of recommendations to increase transparency.

Topic

Transparency

Recommendations
19. Obtain data on the number of individuals prosecuted annually by circuit and
county*
20. Collect and publish employee data (e.g., number of employees, years of
experience, etc.) from each circuit solicitor’s office
21. List any additional data the agency recommends collecting and potential benefits
of each
22. Determine the intended purpose of agency funds appropriated to the S.C.
Center for Fathers and Families
23. Consider whether funds appropriated to the S.C. Center for Fathers and Families
should pass through a different agency*
24. Determine who pays for asbestos abatement and removal in the offices of state
agencies^

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly. A caret (^)
indicates the recommendation is for the House Legislative Oversight Committee.

19. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider assisting the agency in obtaining data on
the number of individuals prosecuted annually by circuit and county. To increase government

transparency, the Committee recommends the General Assembly consider assisting the agency in finding
a method to obtain data on the number of individuals prosecuted annually by circuit and county. 171
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Helping the agency find an efficient method to calculate this data may assist policy makers when
considering options for indigent screening or making other cost/benefit analyses.
According to the agency, for circuit solicitors who do not have a case management system, it is very hard
to track this data. 172 However, circuit solicitors who have already developed a case management system
can track this type of data on a per case basis. 173 The agency asserts efficient case management systems
have the ability to distinguish between the number of cases prosecuted annually and the number of
warrants issued. 174

20. The Committee recommends the agency collect and publish employee data (e.g., number of employees,
years of experience, etc.) from each circuit solicitor’s office. To increase government transparency and

assist policy makers in comparing caseloads and resources, the Committee recommends the agency (1)
create a way for each circuit solicitor to electronically report to the agency the same personnel
information included in the Commission on Indigent Defense’s annual human resources and funding
survey, (2) promulgate regulations to require this reporting from circuit solicitors on a regular basis; and
(3) publish this information in a report on the website of each circuit solicitor and the agency. 175

21. The Committee recommends the agency list any additional data it recommends collecting and potential
benefits of each. Specifically, the Committee recommends the agency provide it a list of data it

recommends collecting annually (e.g., backlog by circuit) and/or every three years (e.g., caseload
analysis). The following should be included for each type of data: (a) to whom it would be available, and
(b) what may be gained from knowing it (e.g., notice that changes may be needed in certain circuits to
address backlog, number of prosecutors and public defenders needed to maintain reasonable caseload
per attorney, etc.) 176

Requiring this list of data may assist the agency in its strategic, long term planning. According to the
Commission chair’s testimony, the agency should focus on data driven analysis. 177 The Commission chair
views the agency as a clearinghouse for information to help explain to the General Assembly the needs of
prosecutors and what may make the biggest difference for them in prosecuting crimes. 178

22. The Committee recommends the agency determine the intended purpose of agency funds appropriated
to the S.C. Center for Fathers and Families. Last year $400,000 passed through the agency to the S.C.

Center for Fathers and Families in quarterly disbursements. 179 During the study process, the Commission
chair testifies the agency has nothing to do with the organization, does not know what the organization
does, and does not receive any reports on how the organization spends the funds. 180
The 2018-2019 General Appropriation Act requires an organization receiving contributions to submit a
report to the state agency making the contribution that includes an accounting of how the funds were
spent and the outcome measures used to determine the success of the stated goals. 181 Accordingly, the
Committee recommends the agency receive this accountability information.

23. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider whether funds appropriated to the S.C.
Center for Fathers and Families should pass through a different agency.
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24. The Committee requests Committee staff determine who pays for asbestos abatement and removal in
the offices of state agencies. Specifically, the Committee recommends its staff investigate if an agency’s

carryforward money may be used in asbestos abatement and removal or if the state covers these costs so
an agency may focus the spending of its carryforward funds on the agency mission. 182

During the study, an agency representative notes the agency has allocated its carryforward funds, which
in fiscal year 2016-17 was almost $900,000, to construction for training in their offices. 183 A large sum of
money may be needed for construction because part of the discussion includes whether the agency will
have to pay to remove asbestos in the building, which the agency leases from the state. 184 The state does
not have an asbestos fund, but there is a more general fund for deferred maintenance and critical
issues. 185
Department of Administration representatives inform Committee staff when asbestos abatement is
requested based on elective renovations an agency wants to perform, the state does not cover it. 186
However, any construction for deferred maintenance in the building, which would require asbestos
abatement, the state would cover. 187

Employee Input
The Committee has one recommendation related to employee input, and a summary is set forth in Table
14.
Table 14. Summary of recommendations related to employee input.

Topic

Recommendations

Employee input

25. Allow opportunities for anonymous employee feedback

25. The Committee recommends the agency allow anonymous employee feedback. In an effort to address
issues before they become a crises, the Committee recommends the agency establish a way for current
agency employees, as well as staff of individual circuit solicitors, to provide anonymous input directly to
the agency’s Commission relating to any concerns about the agency or individual circuits. 188 Currently,
the agency does not allow anonymous input from agency employees or methods through which
employees of circuit solicitors can submit anonymous input directly to the agency’s Commission. 189
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Collaboration
The Committee has four recommendations for collaboration, and a summary is set forth in Table 15.
Table 15. Summary of recommendations for collaboration with law enforcement.

Topic

Collaborate

Recommendations
26. Collect and share data, which may indicate a need for targeted training for law
enforcement entities, with the Criminal Justice Academy
27. Track the following information:+
(i) training recommended to specific law enforcement entities based on data
received from circuit solicitors’ offices;
(ii) whether those law enforcement entities are taking part in the training;
and (iii) customer satisfaction related to the training
28. Evaluate the need for potential legislation to encourage increased
communication between law enforcement and circuit solicitors prior to arrests*
29. Collect information on the costs associated with cloud based transfer of
electronic evidence

Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly. A plus (+)
indicates the recommendation is for the Criminal Justice Academy.

26. The Committee recommends the agency collect and share data, which may indicate a need for targeted
training for law enforcement entities, with the Criminal Justice Academy. To foster collaboration, the

Committee recommends the agency accomplish the following within the next year:

(1) work with the Criminal Justice Academy (academy) and Law Enforcement
Training Council to determine different statistical information that, if circuit
solicitors’ offices collect it, may be beneficial to the academy in determining topics
which may need additional emphasis during training of all law enforcement
personnel, and/or in suggesting specific areas of additional training for certain law
enforcement entities or officers. 190 The information may include, but is not limited
to, the percentage of cases received from each law enforcement entity which are
prosecuted. 191
and
(2) promulgate regulations which accomplish the following: (a) explain why the data
is needed, what it is to be used for, and how it can be beneficial for all involved, (b)
clearly define what data is tracked, the method of collection, and the method of
reporting; and (c) state the frequency in which the information, including examples
of how it has helped all impacted parties in the performance of their jobs, will be
available to law enforcement entities, circuit solicitors, General Assembly, and the
public. 192

27. The Committee recommends the Criminal Justice Academy track: (i) training recommended to specific
law enforcement entities based on data received from circuit solicitors’ offices; (ii) whether those law
enforcement entities are taking part in the training; and (iii) customer satisfaction related to the training.

This data may assist in determining the impact of the training and providing insight on how to improve
the training. 193
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28. The Committee recommends the General Assembly evaluate the need for potential legislation to
encourage increased communication between law enforcement and circuit solicitors prior to arrests. While

law enforcement and circuit solicitors want to collaborate more, the issues of timing and liability are
currently preventing increased pre-arrest communication and collaboration. 194 However, if a consensus
can be reached, the General Assembly may have an opportunity to assist the parties and criminal
prosecution statewide. Accordingly, the Committee recommends the following: (1) the agency continue
to obtain input from impacted parties regarding potential language for legislation that may encourage
increased communication pre-arrest between circuit solicitors’ offices and law enforcement personnel;
and (2) if a consensus is reached among the parties regarding potential legislation, the General Assembly
consider adopting the recommended language. 195

29. The Committee recommends the agency collect information on the costs associated with cloud-based
transfer of electronic evidence. A basis for this recommendation is testimony from the Commission chair

that the United States Supreme Court expects circuit solicitors to manage this discovery once an arrest
has been made and the desire of some solicitors to accomplish this through the cloud. 196 The Committee
does not take a position on the issue, but instead recommends the following occur prior to any General
Assembly decisions: the agency communicate with impacted parties (e.g., Law Enforcement Training
Council, applicable law enforcement associations, local government associations, and Judicial
Department), and other jurisdictions across the country that transfer electronic evidence via the cloud, to
(1) determine a method to collect applicable data related to the safekeeping and transfer of evidence
upon which policy makers can make recommendations, and (2) collect the applicable data. Applicable
data may include, but is not limited to (a) current protections from evidence mishandling (i.e., policies
and practices relating to lost/stolen computer/flash drive; access by separated employee; etc.); (b) annual
personnel time and costs related to transferring evidence through current methods; and (c) if possible,
situations in which all evidence has not been transferred from and to the appropriate parties. 197 See
Appendix C for additional information on this topic from the agency.

Modernization of Statutes
The Committee has six recommendations related to modernization of statutes, and a summary is set forth
in Table 16.
Table 16. Summary of recommendations to modernize statutes.

Topic

Modernization
of statutes

Recommendations
30. Eliminate older statutes authorizing staff for individual judicial circuits as newer
statutes grant the same authority statewide*
31. Strike the agency’s statutory duty to provide solicitors indictment forms since
the forms are now computer generated*
32. Repeal older criminal domestic violence statute authorizing prosecution in
General Sessions Court, in light of new statutes which accomplish the same*
33. Eliminate or enforce the statutory requirement that circuit solicitors study the
office of other elected officials* (i.e., sheriff, clerk of court, and register of
deeds)
34. Revise statutes which have been held unconstitutional relating to the setting of
court dockets by circuit solicitors*
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35. Ensure court records are not destroyed before the timeframe in which a
defendant may appeal expires*
Table Note: An asterisk (*) indicates the entire recommendation, or a portion of it, is for the General Assembly.

30. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider eliminating older statutes authorizing staff
for individual judicial circuits as newer statutes grant the same authority statewide. Specifically, the

Committee recommends, as requested by the agency, that the General Assembly consider repealing S.C.
Code Sections 1-7-420 through 1-7-540, which discuss assistant solicitors and special investigators for
individual circuits.

These statutes may no longer be necessary considering S.C. Code Sections 1-7-405 and 1-7-406. 198 S.C.
Code Section 1-7-405 allows each circuit solicitor to appoint as many assistant solicitors, investigators,
and secretaries as the circuit solicitor deems necessary. S.C. Code Section 1-7-406 states each judicial
circuit solicitor shall have at least one assistant solicitor and one investigator. Considering the authority
granted in these two statutes, having fourteen separate statutes which provide the same authorization
may no longer be necessary. 199 Additionally, each of the sixteen judicial circuit solicitors, whose circuits
this recommendation would impact, agree with repealing S.C. Code Sections 1-7-420 through 1-7-540. 200
For reference, the full text of these statutes is included in Appendix D.

31. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider striking the agency’s statutory duty to
provide solicitors indictment forms since the forms are now computer generated. Specifically, the
Committee recommends, as requested by the agency, that the General Assembly consider repealing
subsection (A)(4) of S.C. Code Section 1-7-940, which relates to indictment forms. 201

Subsection (A)(4) requires the agency to provide circuit solicitors blank copies of indictment forms. 202
However, each indictment is now created on the computer, based on the unique elements of the
crime. 203 Since circuit solicitors no longer need blank copies from the agency, subsection (A)(4) may no
longer be necessary.
Proposed language to implement this recommendation is included in Table 17.
Table 17. Proposed statutory changes to repeal duty to provide blank indictment forms. 204

Recommended SECTION 1-7-940. Duties.
revision
(A) The commission has the following duties:
(1) coordinate all administrative functions of the offices of the solicitors and any
affiliate services operating in conjunction with the solicitors' offices;
(2) submit the budgets of the solicitors and their affiliate services to the General
Assembly; and
(3) encourage and develop legal education programs and training programs for
solicitors and their affiliate services, organize and provide seminars to help
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the prosecution of criminal cases
in this State, and act as a clearinghouse and distribution source for
publications involving solicitors and their affiliate services and provide legal
updates on matters of law affecting the prosecution of cases in this State;
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(4) provide blank indictments for the circuit solicitors.
(B) Nothing in this section may be construed to displace or otherwise affect the
functions and responsibilities of the State Victim/Witness Assistance Program as
established in Section 16-3-1410.

32. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider repealing an older criminal domestic
violence statute authorizing prosecution in General Sessions Court, in light of new statutes which accomplish
the same. Specifically, the Committee recommends, as requested by the agency, that the General

Assembly consider repealing S.C. Code Section 22-3-546, which applies to first offense criminal domestic
violence (which carried a penalty of 30 days and was triable in the summary court) in circuits with five or
more counties. 205

Since the crime of criminal domestic violence has been replaced with tiered crimes of domestic violence,
and S.C. Code Section 16-22-25(D)(1) increases the penalty such that the lowest degree of domestic
violence (3rd degree) must be prosecuted in General Sessions Court (unless the circuit solicitor decides to
prosecute them in the summary court), a separate statute which only allows circuit solicitors in circuits
with five or more counties to prosecute these charges in General Sessions court may no longer be
necessary. 206
For reference, S.C. Code Section 22-3-546 and 16-22-25(D)(1) are included in Table 18.
Table 18. Proposed statutory changes regarding domestic violence. 207

Statute which
makes S.C.
Code Section
22-3-546 no
longer
necessary

SECTION 16-25-20. Acts prohibited; penalties.
(D) A person commits the offense of domestic violence in the third degree if the person
violates subsection (A).
(1) A person who violates this subsection is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, must be fined not less than one thousand dollars nor more than two
thousand five hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than ninety days, or both.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 22-3-540, 22-3-545, and 22-3-550, an
offense pursuant to the provisions of this subsection may be tried in summary court.
Recommended Title 22 - Magistrates and Constables
revision
Article 5 - Criminal Jurisdiction
SECTION 22-3-546. Establishment of program for prosecution of first offense
misdemeanor criminal domestic violence offenses.
A circuit solicitor, in a circuit with five or more counties, may establish a program
under his discretion and control, to prosecute first offense misdemeanor
criminal domestic violence offenses, as defined in Section 16-25-20, in general
sessions court. Whether to establish a program, and which cases may be
prosecuted in general sessions court, are within the sole discretion of the
solicitor. A solicitor shall report the results of the program to the Prosecution
Coordination Commission.
HISTORY: 2006 Act No. 366, Section 2, eff June 9, 2006.
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33. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider eliminating or providing an enforcement
mechanism to the statutory requirement that circuit solicitors study the office of other elected officials (e.g.,
sheriff, clerk of court, and register of deeds). The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider
eliminating S.C. Code Section 1‐7‐730, which requires examinations of the offices of elected officials, or
revise it to include an enforcement mechanism to require compliance with the statute.208
S.C. Code Section 1‐7‐730 requires the Attorney General and circuit solicitors to conduct annual
examinations of the offices of the clerk of the court, sheriff, and register of deeds in each county, to
determine if those officers are performing their duties under the law, and make a report to the General
Assembly.209 It is unknown when the General Assembly last received a report pursuant to this statute,
and the agency is unaware of the last time a circuit solicitor conducted an examination pursuant to the
statute.210 Additionally, the agency believes it would take longer than a year to conduct the examination
properly, unless there were only specific areas circuit solicitors were tasked to examine.211 For reference,
the statute at issue is listed below:
SECTION 1‐7‐730. Examination of offices of county officers.
The Attorney General and solicitors shall annually, at such times as they may deem
expedient, examine into the condition of the offices of the clerk of the court of
common pleas and general sessions, of the sheriff and of the register of deeds in the
counties of the respective solicitors and ascertain if such officers have discharged the
duties which now are, or shall be, required of them; and they shall make a report of
the condition of said offices and of the manner in which said officers have discharged
their duties to the circuit court in each county, respectively, at the fall term in each
year, and also to the General Assembly at its annual session.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1‐263; 1952 Code Section 1‐263; 1942 Code Section
3131; 1932 Code Section 3131; Civ. C. '22 Section 813; Civ. C. '12 Section 728; Civ. C.
'02 Section 654; G. S. 509; R. S. 571; 1837 (6) 577; 1997 Act No. 34, Section 1.

34. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider revising statutes which have been held
unconstitutional relating to the setting of court dockets by circuit solicitors. A statute granting individual
circuit solicitors exclusive authority to determine the order in which cases are called for trial (i.e., setting
the court docket), has been held by the S.C. Supreme Court in 2012 as unconstitutional.212 Currently,
there is not uniformity among the counties as to who sets the court docket for criminal cases. In some
the circuits, the solicitor controls it, and in others a judge has almost exclusive control.213
Accordingly, the Committee recommends the agency make reasonable efforts to communicate with
potentially impacted parties about issues present in our state relating to the setting of court dockets; and,
afterward, submit to it recommended statutory language to address the issues, so the General Assembly
may consider revising S.C. Code Section 1‐7‐330, which addresses court dockets.214 As there are multiple
parties impacted by any revisions to statute, having the agency work with all potential impacted parties
may provide a starting point for language the General Assembly may wish to utilize in revising the statute.
For reference, the statute at issue is below and the S.C. Supreme Court case is included in Appendix E.
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SECTION 1‐7‐330. Attendance at circuit courts; preparation and publication of docket.
The solicitors shall attend the courts of general sessions for their respective circuits.
Preparation of the dockets for general sessions courts shall be exclusively vested in
the circuit solicitor and the solicitor shall determine the order in which cases on the
docket are called for trial. Provided, however, that no later than seven days prior to
the beginning of each term of general sessions court, the solicitor in each circuit shall
prepare and publish a docket setting forth the cases to be called for trial during the
term.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1‐252; 1952 Code Section 1‐252; 1942 Code Section
3132; 1932 Code Section 3132; Civ. C. '22 Section 814; Civ. C. '12 Section 729; Civ. C.
'02 Section 655; G. S. 510; R. S. 572; 1842 (11) 222; Const. 1895, Art. 5, Section 29;
1972 (57) 2477; 1980 Act No. 462, Section 3.

35. The Committee recommends the General Assembly consider ensuring court records are not destroyed
before the timeframe in which a defendant may appeal expires. The Committee recommends the General
Assembly consider conforming the retention period for court recordings with the retention period for
evidence as established in S.C. Code Section 17‐28‐320(C), the "Preservation of Evidence Act," so that it is
sufficient in duration to cover the time period during which a defendant may challenge a conviction.215
The retention period for and, therefore, the availability of recordings of court proceedings is established
by the S.C. Supreme Court in Rule 607(i), SCACR. Challenges arise when the period within which
defendants can pursue an appeal or a collateral attack upon a conviction exceeds the retention period for
recordings of court proceedings.216 Some conviction challenges pursued by defendants have no time
limitation.217 If such a challenge is made after the retention period for court proceeding recordings have
ended, access may be lost to court proceedings which may be necessary to determine the relevancy of
any new evidence or to review the actions made in court.218 Since the agency asserts a court recording is
an essential piece of evidence and this evidence may not be available under current law, the General
Assembly may wish to consider revising this law.219
For reference, the applicable court rule and statute are included in Table 19.
Table 19. Court rule and statute applicable to records retention.220

Court Rule
Rule 607(i), SCACR. Retention of Tapes.
Except as provided below, a court reporter shall retain the primary and backup tapes of a proceeding for
a period of at least five (5) years after the date of the proceeding, and the court reporter may reuse or
destroy the tapes after the expiration of that period. If the proceeding was a hearing or trial which
lasted for more than one day, the time shall be computed from the last day of the hearing or trial. In
any proceeding which has been transcribed on or after March 1, 2017, the court reporter shall retain
the primary and backup tapes which have been transcribed for a period of at least one (1) year after
the original transcript is sent to the requesting party, to allow any party to challenge the accuracy of
the transcription. If no challenge is received by the court reporter within the one (1) year period, the
tapes may be reused or destroyed. (emphasis added)
Statute
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SECTION 17‐28‐320. Offenses for which evidence preserved; conditions and duration of preservation.
(A) A custodian of evidence must preserve all physical evidence and biological material related to the
conviction or adjudication of a person for at least one of the following offenses:
(1) murder (Section 16‐3‐10);
(2) killing by poison (Section 16‐3‐30);
(3) killing by stabbing or thrusting (Section 16‐3‐40);
(4) voluntary manslaughter (Section 16‐3‐50);
(5) homicide by child abuse (Section 16‐3‐85(A)(1));
(6) aiding and abetting a homicide by child abuse (Section 16‐3‐85(A)(2));
(7) lynching in the first degree (Section 16‐3‐210);
(8) killing in a duel (Section 16‐3‐430);
(9) spousal sexual battery (Section 16‐3‐615);
(10) criminal sexual conduct in the first degree (Section 16‐3‐652);
(11) criminal sexual conduct in the second degree (Section 16‐3‐653);
(12) criminal sexual conduct in the third degree (Section 16‐3‐654);
(13) criminal sexual conduct with a minor (Section 16‐3‐655);
(14) arson in the first degree resulting in death (Section 16‐11‐110(A));
(15) burglary in the first degree for which the person is sentenced to ten years or more (Section 16‐11‐
311(B));
(16) armed robbery for which the person is sentenced to ten years or more (Section 16‐11‐330(A));
(17) damaging or destroying a building, vehicle, or property by means of an explosive incendiary
resulting in death (Section 16‐11‐540);
(18) abuse or neglect of a vulnerable adult resulting in death (Section 43‐35‐85(F));
(19) sexual misconduct with an inmate, patient, or offender (Section 44‐23‐1150);
(20) unlawful removing or damaging of an airport facility or equipment resulting in death (Section 55‐1‐
30 (3));
(21) interference with traffic‐control devices or railroad signs or signals resulting in death (Section 56‐5‐
1030(B)(3));
(22) driving a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol or drugs resulting in death (Section 56‐5‐
2945);
(23) obstruction of railroad resulting in death (Section 58‐17‐4090); or
(24) accessory before the fact (Section 16‐1‐40) to any offense enumerated in this subsection.
(B) The physical evidence and biological material must be preserved:
(1) subject to a chain of custody as required by South Carolina law;
(2) with sufficient documentation to locate the physical evidence and biological material; and
(3) under conditions reasonably designed to preserve the forensic value of the physical evidence and
biological material.
(C) The physical evidence and biological material must be preserved until the person is released from
incarceration, dies while incarcerated, or is executed for the offense enumerated in subsection (A).
However, if the person is convicted or adjudicated on a guilty or nolo contendere plea for the offense
enumerated in subsection (A), the physical evidence and biological material must be preserved for seven
years from the date of sentencing, or until the person is released from incarceration, dies while
incarcerated, or is executed for the offense enumerated in subsection (A), whichever comes first.
HISTORY: 2008 Act No. 413, Section 2, eff January 1, 2009. (emphasis added)
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Eliminate
The Committee does not have any specific recommendations with regards to elimination of agency programs.

INTERNAL CHANGES IMPLEMENTED BY AGENCY
RELATED TO STUDY PROCESS
During the study process, the agency implements two internal changes directly related to participation in
the study process. The internal changes implemented are as follows:
1. The agency corrects a report provided to legislative committees containing information on
individual solicitor office spending and funding. 221
2. The agency is made aware of, and in 2018, complies with, two state agency reporting
requirements. 222 S.C. Code Section 2-1-230 requires agencies to submit data and reports
collected for the General Assembly to the Legislative Services Agency for publication on the
legislature’s website. S.C. Code Section 60-2-30 requires submission of reports to the State
Library. Agency reports subject to these requirements include:
a. a report on the solicitors’ diversion programs required by S.C. Code Section 17-22-1120;
b. domestic violence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 60.7, 2017-18 General
Appropriations Act, Part 1B;
c. driving under the influence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 60.9, 2017-18
Appropriations Act, Part 1B; and
d. driving under the influence prosecution data report, required by Proviso 117.109, 201718 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A. Backlog of Cases
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Backlog of Cases
Since the General Assembly, when creating the SCCPC, stated there was a record backlog of 42,577
criminal cases in General Sessions and Family Courts, the Committee asked the agency to provide a
recommended methodology for calculating the backlog of cases, and range for acceptable and
unacceptable backlog. 223 Additionally, the Committee asked the agency to explain current actions, if any,
and actions it is planning for the future, if any, to help reduce the current backlog of criminal cases, and
maintain a minimal backlog going forward. Below are the responses provided by the agency. 224
According to SCCPC, backlog is not the same as pending cases. 225 A solicitor may have thousands of cases
pending that are within months of arrest. These cases should not be considered a backlog.
Total Backlog
Backlog should be determined as a percentage of cases pending from previous years after at least six
months has passed into the next year.
To obtain the gross backlog number, you should determine the number of pending cases in the previous
year and the number of cases that came into the system that year.
The gross backlog should then be converted to a percentage, and a benchmark set to determine best
practices for backlogs statewide. Table 20 includes an example. 226
Table 20. Example of how to calculate backlog for all cases.

Year Benchmark
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

0
0
0
0
1
5
10
20
40

# of cases that come in
# of cases still pending (no
during the year
disposition) at the end of the year
3111
2
3289
0
2993
0
2818
2
2580
6
2548
12
3522
207
3362
738
3160
1363

Percentage
0.06428801
0
0
0.070972321
0.23255814
0.470957614
5.877342419
21.95121951
43.13291139
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Case Specific Backlog
Some cases take longer than others to prosecute. For example, in comparison to a driving under the influence case, murder
or rape cases usually involve scientific testing, gathering of information from multiple agencies, and many more pieces of
evidence. Thus, the murder or rape case takes longer to prepare and therefore to prosecute.
To calculate acceptable backlog based on type of cases, cases should be separated by their complexity and then assigned a
time table. Cases pending after their assigned timeline has expired are considered backlogged. Table 21 includes an
example all cases outside the parameters would be considered backlogged.
Table 21. Example of how to calculate backlog for specific types of cases.

Name
Career Criminal

Total Cases in Profile

Outside of Parameters
39

1

51

6

270 day track

19979

1368

210 day track

27817

700

365 day track

3855

4

51741

2079

Murder/CSC w/ minor 1st degree

Totals

These calculations can be performed by the case management systems of both Matrix Pointe Software (MatrixProsecutor)
and Karpel Solutions (Prosecutor by Karpel). These systems can also communicate with each other and with SCCPC once
all of the solicitors have a system and SCCPC has the information technology infrastructure to collect and process the
information.
Note: SCCPC requested additional funding in its 2018-19 budget requests to allow each circuit
solicitor to purchase and maintain a case management system. The agency did not receive the
funding requested, but plans to request it again next year.
This is one way of calculating a backlog. SCCPC does not know of any studies that have attempted to establish a best
practices policy for this issue. Many factors can affect this other than case complexity such as prosecution, defense, or
judicial resources available to address the caseload. Most recently, the addition of bodycams to the law enforcement
standard equipment has created thousands of hours of new video that need to be reviewed in every prosecutor’s office
that did not exist before.
Generally, every Circuit strives to move at least as many cases as come in in a given year. A backlog is the accumulation of
cases in excess of those moved year over year.
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Reduction of Backlog - Agency Actions
According to SCCPC, managing the docket and ensuring backlogs are reduced and maintained low depends entirely on
having the appropriate number of prosecutors. SCCPC started this process with the caseload equalization project in 2015.
SCCPC studied Court Administration statistics for the number of incoming cases into the general sessions court every year.
These numbers were fairly consistent for the previous three years. The average number of cases coming into the system
at that time was just under 115,000. There were 303 general sessions prosecutors statewide. SCCPC then studied
national standards for caseloads for attorneys and determined South Carolina prosecutors had more than twice the
number of cases the American Bar Association recommended for public defenders and four times the number of cases
prosecuted by attorneys in other states.
SCCPC determined the goal should be no more than 200 cases per prosecutor. However, as that would have meant a
request for funding from the legislature for over $20 million, SCCPC recalculated at 280 cases per prosecutor, requested,
and obtained funding for 104 new prosecutors.
SCCPC states that as South Carolina’s population continues to grow, so will crime. Accordingly, SCCPC believes it should
analyze the caseload every three years in order to react to any surge in caseload. Also, SCCPC believes it should analyze
the percentage of cases handled statewide by public defenders in order to advise the legislature on the proper number of
public defenders.
SCCPC is unaware of how to potentially calculate the costs to a jurisdiction and/or the state associated with backlogged
cases. 227
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Appendix B. Diversion Programs
Appendix includes
• Summary of diversion programs and number of counties in which they are offered; and
• Cost and recidivism rates for drug courts and other diversion programs
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Diversion Programs and Counties in Which They Are Offered
The following diversion programs are required by law to be offered in every county: (1) pre-trial intervention; (2) alcohol
education; and (3) traffic education. 228 The other programs are allowed in law, but not required. Table 22 includes
general statistics on diversion programs.
Table 22. Diversion programs, general statistics.

Program

Counties offering
program

Judicial circuits in which no counties
offer the program

Pre-trial Intervention

46 of 46

Alcohol Education

46 of 46

Traffic Education

46 of 46

Worthless Check Program

43 of 46

Drug Court

36 of 46

Veterans Court

11 of 46

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th

Mental Health Court

8 of 46

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th

Juvenile Arbitration

41 of 46

Juvenile Drug Court

14 of 46

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 15th

Juvenile Pre-trial Intervention

17 of 29

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 15th

1st

Table 23 includes a chart of information on cost and recidivism rates for drug courts and other diversion programs. 229
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Table 23. Information on cost and recidivism rates for drug courts and other diversion programs. 230

INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

1

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Calhoun

Juvenile Drug Court

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Dorchester

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Orangeburg

Juvenile Drug Court

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Aiken

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Bamberg

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Barnwell

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

2

Comments

The Solicitor’s Office does not
track recidivism rates for drug
court participants because of the
lack of resources to individually
monitor the participants longterm following their participation
in the program. In addition, there
is some concern about how
recidivism is to be defined. How
long a period (or periods) out
should each participant be
tracked? Should rates include
subsequent arrests or only
convictions resulting from
subsequent arrests? Should the
rates include all participants, or
only those people that
successfully completed the
program?
While the Solicitor’s Office does
not currently track the successful
graduates from the program once
they leave, the individual
responding for the Office is only
aware of two people being
arrested in the Second Judicial
Circuit after completing the
program (no knowledge of
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

whether any successful drug
court participants have been
arrested outside of the Second
Judicial Circuit).
Clarendon

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Lee

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Sumter

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Williamsburg

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

3

Chesterfield

Drug Court (Adult)

4

Marlboro

Drug Court (Adult)

Juvenile Drug Court
5

Kershaw
Drug Court (Adult)

Based on the most current
figures available (FY1617), the State spends an
average of $19,935 per
year for each incarcerated
inmate. Using this figure,
the cost of incarcerating
40 inmates for a year
would cost the State
$797,400. In comparison,
the approximate cost of
operating a drug court and
serving 40 participants for
one year is $292,700.
The Fifth Judicial Circuit
Solicitor’s Office spent
$877, 528.93 on its drug
courts in FY 20 / and
served
participants.
The costs includes staff
salaries & fringe of
$643,731.03; Judges

Recidivism is not tracked for any
diversion programs.

26.6%

Do not track recidivism rates for other
diversion programs.

Unknown

Unknown

The recidivism rate is not
calculated by county; calculated
in the Fourth Judicial Circuit, but
circuit-wide since some
participants transfer to another
county for treatment.

Recidivism is not tracked for any
diversion programs (insufficient
resources to do so).
Unknown

Unknown
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Juvenile Drug Court
Richland
Drug Court (Adult)

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”
$72,499.92; drug tests
$72,875.00; office Space,
etc.: $52,550.38;
contractual services
(Alpha Center-Kershaw
County): $10,750.00; and
other operating costs:
$25,122.60.

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Juvenile Drug Court

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Juvenile Drug Court

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Chester

6

Lancaster

Comments

The Solicitor’s Office does not
track recidivism with PTI, TEP
or any other adult diversion
programs, but its staff reports
that it is very rare that they see
who has successfully completed
a diversion program in the
Office come through with new
charges. However, apart from
periodically running a new
NCIC criminal history on
graduates, the Solicitor’s Office
is unsure of how they could
track reoffending stats unless a
participant reoffends in the same
county and staff noticed it.
The Adult Drug Court program
has only been in place for the
last 10 months. While the Office
does not yet track graduates, the
last stage (the 5th phase) of the
program does involve tracking
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Juvenile Drug Court

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Cherokee

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Spartanburg

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Abbeville

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Greenwood

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Laurens

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Newberry

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Berkeley

Juvenile Drug Court

Comments

graduates for a year to ensure
they do not reoffend or slip back
into using drugs (they are
randomly drug-tested for a year
after graduation). It takes a drug
court participant a minimum of
18 months in the program before
they reach the last
stage/5th phase. (The Solicitor’s
Office has only had the program
for 10 months, and does not yet
have anyone who has reached
Stage 5/the final phase yet.)
As for Juvenile Drug Court
program, the Office does not
track recidivism. However, if it
did, it would only be up until the
juvenile turned 17.

Fairfield

7

8

9

The Solicitor’s Office tracks recidivism
rates (by both arrests and convictions
within the Ninth Judicial Circuit after
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Drug Court (Adult)

Juvenile Drug Court
Charleston

Drug Court (Adult)

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”
The total revenue for the
Berkeley County Adult
Drug Court is $52,301
(state support - $37,307,
and client fees - $15,000),
and the total expenses –
not including judge,
solicitor, public defender,
deputy sheriff, financial
officer, etc. salaries and
benefits – is $52,301
(40% of the coordinator’s
salary - $31,441; drug
tests - $18,000; mileage $1,500; training - $860;
and office expenses $500).
The total revenue for the
Charleston County Adult
Drug Court is $26,750
(state support - $26,750),
and the total expenses –
not including judge,
solicitor, public defender,
deputy sheriff, financial
officer, etc. salaries and
benefits – is $26,750 (drug
tests - $15,000; training $6,250; transportation $5,000; and office
expenses - $500).
The total revenue for the
Charleston County Adult

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

Program completion) for its Berkeley
PTI Program going back to at least FY
2010. For FY2017, 248 persons
successfully completed PTI. Of those
248, only 6 have been rearrested (but
only 1 has been convicted). For FY
2010, 410 persons successfully
completed PTI. Of those 410, only 28
have been rearrested (but only 26 have
been convicted).
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

Drug Court is $221,502
(county support $101,027; state support $95,475; and client fees $25,000), and the total
expenses – not including
judge, solicitor, public
defender, deputy sheriff,
financial officer, etc.
salaries and benefits – is
$221,502 (60% of the
coordinator’s salary $47,162; counselors $135,440; drug tests $31,000; training - $7,000;
office expenses - $500;
and dues - $500).
Anderson

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Oconee

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

10

Edgefield

Drug Court (Adult)

Lexington

Drug Court (Adult)

11

By bonding offenders into
the program as soon as
possible after their arrest
and while they are
incarcerated, the
Solicitor’s Office’s
program saves the
counties the expense of
providing for the inmate at
approximately $58/day in
our county jail.

The Solicitor’s Office does not
have a method of tracking
recidivism in drug court or other
diversion programs.
While the Solicitor’s Office is not
currently tracking recidivism, it
is working with the National
Association of Drug Court
Professionals to revitalize its
drug court program. Their goal is
not only to have the data
necessary to track the progress of
participants during and after the
program, but to better meet their
individual needs to ensure their
life-long recovery.
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

McCormick

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Saluda

Drug Court (Adult)

Unknown

Unknown

Juvenile Drug Court

12

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Florence

Drug Court (Adult)

Cost to operate Adult and
Juvenile Drug Court in
2017 was just over
$274,000.00. Of the 25
adult participants in 2017,
15 successfully
completed. If we assign
an average potential
sentence exposure of 5
years for the 15 who
successfully completed,
we realize the potential
cost of incarceration
would have been
$299,025 based on SCDC
annual cost of $19,935
per inmate. Instead these
participants not only
avoided SCDC but were

Comments

In regard to costs, drug testing
and counseling begins
immediately upon entry into the
program, addressing the
underlying cause of the
offender’s criminal behavior.
Most participants successfully
complete the program, and
although the Solicitor’s Office
has not tracked the recidivism
rate, it appears as if the vast
majority have not reoffended,
thereby reducing costs to the
county, state, and victims for
crimes that were not committed

20%
DUI Court:
• Florence 18%
• Marion: n/a (no cases)
Juvenile Arbitration:
• Florence 1.35%
• Marion: 5.88%
17%
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

employed full time while
in Drug Court, paid taxes,
paid child support, met
other financial obligations
and contributed to their
communities and families.
Juvenile Drug Court
Successfully completed 4
participants of the 9
participants for 2017,
allowing them to stay with
their families and continue
their education locally.
JDC is cost effective
considering DJJ cost of
$178.00 per day for
housing Juvenile
Offenders.
Juvenile Drug Court
Marion

Drug Court (Adult)

Juvenile Drug Court

13

Greenville
Drug Court (Adult)

See
above
County)

(Florence

Annual cost to operate
Drug Court is $285,591,
and the average number of
participants per year is 30
for a per participant cost of
$19,000.
The cost per year to house
30 inmates is $570,000
(almost double the cost of
30 persons going through
drug court in that same
time period).

25%
25%

Unknown

Unknown
The Solicitor’s Office does not
maintain recidivism data for the
Drugs Courts or any of the other
diversion programs.

Unknown

Unknown
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Beaufort

Drug Court (Adult)

Horry

Drug Court (Adult)

15

Georgetown

Drug Court (Adult)

Comments

Recidivism rates are not calculated for
AEP, TEP, and Worthless Check
programs.
Rates for other programs are tracked by
county (where offered) and circuit:

Juvenile Drug Court

14

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

The Solicitor’s Office’s
2018-2019 budget for the
drug court programs in
the two Counties and
mental health court in
Horry County is $525,077
(includes all salaries,
fringes and operating
costs).
The Solicitor’s Office’s
funding sources/amounts
from the FY 2017/18
budget:
• Client Fees:
$163,240.00

Recidivism
Rates:
2013
Graduates (45 years out of
program):
28%; and
2016
Graduates (12 years out of
program):
15%
Recidivism
Rates:

COUNTY

PTI

JA

JPTI

Allen.

NP

0%

NP

Beau.

14%

47.2%

38.3%

Colle.

29%

43.8%

42.3%

Hamp.

23%

25%

NP

Jasper

25%

10%

NP

Circuitwide

18%

38.6%

388%

Mental Health Court (program started
in 2015): 0%.
PTI:
• 2013 graduates: 10.3%
• 2016 graduates: 8.6%

PTI:
• 2013 graduates: 13.5%
• 2016 graduates: 9.6%
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”
• Conditional
Discharges and State
Drug Court funding:
$216,243.00
• Horry County
Government:
$80,000.00 (only cost
to County)
In 2017, the Solicitor’s
Office provided services
to 173 clients through
these three programs.

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

2013
Graduates (4-5
years out of
program):
18%; and 2016
Graduates (1-2
years out of
program): 0%

Juvenile Drug Court

16

York
Drug Court (Adult)

It costs $19,935 per year
($54.47 per day) to house
one inmate in SCDC as of
2016. It cost York County
$23,360 ($64 per day) to
house one inmate for one
year.
• 25 defendants would
cost the state $498,375
to house for one year.
• 25 defendants would
cost the County
$140,160 for six
months. One year
would cost $584,000.

York County:
• AEP – 13%
• PTI – 17%
• TEP – 34%
28%

Union County:
• AEP – 0 %
• PTI – 13%
• TEP – 0%

The Solicitor’s Office tracks the
Drug Court participants’ income
earned and taxes paid while in the
program. Drug Court participants
paid $160,174.45 in South
Carolina income taxes for the last
three years, which averages to
$53,391.39 per year paid to the
State of South Carolina.

For fiscal year 2017-2018,
the Solicitor’s Office
received $167,431 from
the State for Drug Court
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INFORMATION ON COST AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR DRUG COURTS, AND RECIDIVISM RATES FOR OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS

Circuit

(Chart only lists those Counties within the 16 Judicial Circuits which have a Drug Court diversion program)

County(ies) in which Drug Court
Program Operated

Comparison of Costs
Associated with Drug
Court to Costs
Associated with
“Regular Prosecution
Track”

Recidivism
Rate of
Successful
Drug Court
Participants

Recidivism Rate of Successful
Participants in Other Diversion
Programs

Comments

and spent $166,835, which
means FY 2017/18 was
the first year the County
did not have to kick in
extra funds.
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Appendix C. Pros and Cons of Cloud-Based Electronic Discovery
Table 24 includes information SCCPC provided on the pros and cons of all applicable parties (e.g., law
enforcement entities, solicitors’ offices, court administration, individual defendants, etc.) utilizing a cloudbased system for evidence.
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Table 24. Pros and Cons of utilizing a cloud based evidence storage system 231

Utilization of Cloud Based Evidence Storage
Pros
Cons
Efficiency - Utilizing a cloud based evidence storage platform
provides a quicker method of information dissemination (sending
an email link to someone for them to access the data is much more
efficient than putting a copy on a DVD and mailing or delivering it
to another person). A single link can be shared many times.
Example: The “old” way is to receive a copy of a DVD (which might
be misplaced, damaged, stolen, might require special software to
view, etc.) and then transferring that data by making copies of the
DVD for distribution by mail or by hand (is laborious and time
consuming). With cloud based storage, a particular file can be
shared with the appropriate parties via an email link that requires
authentication to view.
Redundancy - Once in the system data will not be lost or misplaced.
Protection against tampering of evidence - Versioning occurs when
the original component is changed, and it also records by whom
the change has taken place. Versioning acts as a form of backup of
the original dataset.
Security and accountability - The data transfer in the cloud is
Security - Similar scenarios exist whether the data
encrypted, and the platform on which the data is residing is
is physical or not. Example: someone downloads
encrypted. The person who accesses the data must have (a) email
the file locally and their laptop is stolen and
access and (b) the password that has been set up by the email
hacked, or the laptop is taken by someone who
address user. The platform records both the email address and IP
has phished the credentials of the laptop owner.
address of the person accessing the data. A log of who accesses the
data is maintained. The data transfer in the cloud is encrypted, and
the platform on which the data is residing is encrypted.
Accessibility - The data is readily accessible from multiple platforms Ex-employees - This is for both DVD and cloud
so long as one has the ability to remotely access the data store.
based. Ex-employees should have access to data
removed at the time of dismissal (requires
removing access to be part of the human
resources’ dismissal process).
Cost - The amount of money saved in expediting the transfer of data Implementation - Requires supervisors to require
is immense. For instance, the value of the amount of time a lawyer 100% adoption within the organization for it to be
spends dealing with sharing or transferring DVD data (finding the consistent.
data, copying it, mailing or delivering it, and driving back one time)
would pay for the software of 20 people for a month. Example: Upload and download times for large files - If the
Imagine five lawyers having the ability to move data around securely file is extremely large and the upload speed is
through the internet per month: three data transfers each in a minimal, it takes a long time to transfer data.
month (cloud based storage takes less than five minutes to transfer
each time, as compared to transferring information via a DVD – for
which the lawyer must find data, copy DVD, meet with person or get
package mailed with signature security at extra expense – which
takes between 30 minutes to an hour each and that’s not even
delivering the data). Money and time is saved with cloud based
evidence storage and sharing.
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Appendix D. S.C. Code Sections 1-7-405, 1-7-406, 1-7-420 - 1-7-540
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SECTION 1-7-405. Appointment of assistant solicitors, investigators and secretaries.
Each solicitor may appoint as many assistant solicitors, investigators and secretaries as he deems
necessary and whose salaries are provided by the counties of the circuit in which they serve. They shall
serve at the pleasure of the solicitor and shall have such responsibilities as he directs.
HISTORY: 1976 Act No. 690, Art. IX, Section 2; 1977 Act No. 119, Section 1.
SECTION 1-7-406. Full-time assistant solicitor and investigator for each judicial circuit.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, each judicial circuit of this State, in addition to its other
assistant solicitors, shall have one assistant solicitor and one investigator who shall be full-time
employees. Such assistant solicitor and investigator for each circuit shall be appointed by the solicitor of
that circuit, shall serve at his pleasure and shall have such responsibilities as the solicitor directs. The
compensation of each such assistant solicitor and investigator or such other staff as may be designated by
each solicitor for his circuit and related employment expenses shall be as provided by the General
Assembly in the annual general appropriations act. Nothing contained herein shall prohibit the funds so
provided for such staff to be designated by the solicitor as being utilized with local and federal funds.
HISTORY: 1979 Act No. 191, Section 1.
SECTION 1-7-420. Assistant solicitor for first judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the first judicial circuit may, upon the approval of a majority of the Dorchester County
legislative delegation, appoint an attorney who is a resident of Dorchester County as his assistant who
shall perform any of the duties and functions imposed by law upon the circuit solicitor relating to
Dorchester County. The term of the assistant solicitor shall be coterminous with that of the solicitor and
he shall receive such compensation as may be provided by law. The compensation of the assistant
solicitor and any other expenses incurred pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be borne by
Dorchester County.
In Dorchester County, appointments made pursuant to this section are governed by the provisions of Act
512 of 1996.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-257.1:1; 1970 (56) 2073.
SECTION 1-7-430. Additional assistant solicitor for first judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the first judicial circuit may appoint an assistant solicitor, who shall be a licensed attorneyat-law residing in the circuit, to serve at the pleasure of the solicitor and have such responsibility as the
solicitor shall direct. The salary to be paid such assistant solicitor shall be paid from funds provided by
Public Law 90-351, The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-257.1:2; 1974 (58) 2989.
SECTION 1-7-440. Assistant solicitor for third judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the third judicial circuit may appoint an assistant solicitor, who shall be a licensed attorney
at law residing in the circuit, to serve at the pleasure of the solicitor and have such responsibility as the
solicitor shall direct. The solicitor shall also determine the salary to be paid such assistant solicitor and
such salary shall be paid from funds provided by Public Law 90-351, The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968, as amended.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-257.1:3; 1971 (57) 24.
SECTION 1-7-450. Assistant solicitor for fourth judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the fourth judicial circuit may appoint an attorney, who is a resident of the circuit, as an
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assistant solicitor, who shall perform such duties and functions as may be assigned him by the solicitor.
His term shall be coterminous with that of the solicitor and he shall receive as compensation for his
services such salary as may provided by the General Assembly, one fourth of which shall be paid by each
county of the circuit.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-257.2; 1966 (54) 2014.
SECTION 1-7-460. Assistant solicitors for fifth judicial circuit.
The circuit solicitor of the fifth judicial circuit may appoint competent attorneys, who are residents of the
circuit, as assistant solicitors who shall perform any and all of the duties and functions imposed by law
upon the circuit solicitor as the solicitor shall authorize, designate and direct. The solicitor shall designate
in which county of the circuit such assistant solicitors shall perform their duties. The assistant solicitors
shall be appointed by the solicitor to serve for the same term as the solicitor. The assistant solicitors
performing services in Kershaw County shall receive as compensation for their services such annual salary
as may be provided by the Kershaw County Council and the assistant solicitors performing services in
Richland County shall receive as compensation for their services such annual salary as may be provided by
the Richland County Council.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-258; 1959 (48) 139; 1975 (59) 819.
SECTION 1-7-470. Assistant solicitor for seventh judicial circuit.
The circuit solicitor of the seventh judicial circuit may appoint a competent attorney, who is a resident of
Spartanburg County, as assistant solicitor. He shall perform any and all of the duties and functions now or
hereafter imposed by law upon the circuit solicitor in Spartanburg County, as the solicitor of the circuit
shall authorize, designate and direct. The assistant solicitor shall be appointed by the solicitor of the
seventh judicial circuit and shall after appointment be commissioned by the Governor; provided,
however, the solicitor of the seventh judicial circuit shall have the right to remove the assistant solicitor
from office at his pleasure, and in no event can the assistant solicitor be appointed for a period beyond
the term of office of the circuit solicitor. The assistant solicitor shall receive from Spartanburg County as
compensation for his services such sum per year as may be provided by the General Assembly, payable
the first and fifteenth of each month, and eight hundred dollars per year for travel.
The assistant solicitor shall appear and represent the State in magistrates' courts when requested by the
sheriff's department or the highway patrol located in Spartanburg County. He shall further prosecute
appeals from magistrates' courts in that county.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260; 1953 (48) 401.
SECTION 1-7-480. Assistant solicitor for eighth judicial circuit.
There is hereby created the office of assistant solicitor for the eighth judicial circuit, the qualifications for
which shall be the same as those of a solicitor. The assistant solicitor shall be appointed by and serve at
the pleasure of the circuit solicitor and shall perform such duties as may be assigned to him by the
solicitor.
The assistant solicitor shall receive an annual salary equal to one half of that received by the solicitor. He
shall also receive the same amount for expenses as received by the solicitor. Each county in the circuit
shall pay its pro rata share of such salary and expense allowance based upon population according to the
latest official United States census. Such amounts shall be paid monthly in equal payments by the
treasurer of each county in the circuit from the general fund of the county.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.01; 1970 (56) 2276.
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SECTION 1-7-490. Assistant solicitors for ninth judicial circuit.
The Circuit Solicitor for the Ninth Judicial Circuit may appoint seven competent attorneys, each of whom
are residents of the circuit, as his assistants who shall perform any and all of the duties and functions now
or hereafter imposed by law upon the circuit solicitor as the solicitor of the circuit shall authorize,
designate and direct. The assistant circuit solicitors shall be designated in their appointment as first,
second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth assistants for Charleston County and assistant circuit solicitor for
Berkeley County. The first and second assistants shall enter upon their duties upon the approval of the
majority of the Charleston County Legislative Delegation. The first assistant shall receive such
compensation for his services as may be provided by law and the second assistant such compensation as
may be provided by law to be paid by the County of Charleston. The third assistant shall receive such
compensation for his services as may be provided by law, such compensation to be paid from federal
funds or from funds appropriated by the Governing Body of Charleston County. The fourth assistant shall
devote full time to his duties as assistant solicitor and shall receive such compensation for his services as
may be provided by law to be paid from funds appropriated by the Governing Body of Charleston County.
The fifth assistant shall receive such compensation for his services as may be provided by law to be paid
from funds appropriated by the Governing Body of Charleston County. The sixth assistant shall devote full
time to his duties as assistant solicitor and shall receive such compensation for his services as may be
provided by law to be paid from funds appropriated by the Governing Body of Charleston County or from
federal funds made available to the Governing Body of Charleston County for such purpose. The assistant
circuit solicitor for Berkeley County shall enter upon his duties upon the approval of the majority of the
Berkeley County Legislative Delegation and shall receive such compensation for his services as may be
provided by law to be paid by the County of Berkeley.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.1; 1952 (47) 2076; 1966 (54) 2154; 1969 (56) 2; 1975 (59) 74; 1975
(59) 574; 1976 Act No. 480, Section 1; 1976 Act No. 660, Section 1.
SECTION 1-7-500. Assistant solicitor for tenth judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the tenth judicial circuit may employ a lawyer residing in his circuit to assist in performing
the duties of his office. The term of office shall be at the pleasure of the solicitor; however, such term
shall not extend beyond the term of office of the employing solicitor; provided, that the person named by
the solicitor shall be confirmed by a majority of the members of the Anderson and Oconee delegations.
The salary for the person provided by this section shall be such sum annually as may be provided by the
General Assembly, to be paid as follows: Seventy per cent shall be paid by Anderson County and thirty per
cent shall be paid by Oconee County and such sum shall be paid by the two counties in the same manner
that county officers are paid by such counties. The assistant solicitor may receive from time to time such
further compensation as the General Assembly may provide.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.2; 1957 (50) 325.
SECTION 1-7-510. Assistant solicitor for thirteenth judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the thirteenth judicial circuit may appoint an attorney who is a resident of Greenville
County as his full-time assistant who shall perform any of the duties and functions imposed by law upon
the circuit solicitor relating to Greenville County. The term of the assistant solicitor shall be coterminous
with that of the solicitor and he shall receive such compensation as may be provided by the county
council for Greenville County. The compensation of the assistant solicitor and any other expenses
incurred pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be borne by Greenville County.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.6; 1973 (58) 219.
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SECTION 1-7-520. Assistant solicitor for fourteenth judicial circuit.
There is hereby created the office of assistant solicitor for the fourteenth circuit, the qualifications for
which shall be the same as those of a solicitor. The assistant solicitor shall be appointed by and serve at
the pleasure of the circuit solicitor and shall perform such duties as may be assigned to him by the
solicitor.
The assistant solicitor shall receive an annual salary equal to one half of that received by the solicitor. He
shall also receive the same amount for expenses as received by the solicitor. Each county in the circuit
shall pay its pro rata share of such salary and expense allowance based upon population according to the
latest official United States census. Such amounts shall be paid monthly in equal payments by the
treasurer of each county in the circuit from the general fund of the county.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.7; 1969 (56) 716.
SECTION 1-7-530. Assistant solicitor for sixteenth judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the sixteenth judicial circuit may appoint an attorney who is a resident of the circuit as an
assistant solicitor who shall perform such duties and functions as may be assigned to him by the solicitor.
The term of office shall be for a period of one year and the assistant solicitor shall receive for his services
such compensation as is provided for in the appropriations acts of Union and York Counties.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.9; 1971 (57) 26.
SECTION 1-7-533. Special investigator for third judicial circuit.
The solicitor of the third judicial circuit may appoint a special investigator to serve at the pleasure of the
solicitor and have such responsibility as the solicitor shall direct. The solicitor shall determine the salary to
be paid the investigator which shall be paid from such funds as may be provided by law. The investigator,
while engaged in official duties of his office, is authorized to carry a pistol or other handgun. He shall give
a bond in the sum of two thousand dollars which shall be in the same form and under the same
conditions as required for police officers. He shall be commissioned by the Governor and shall have all the
powers and duties provided for constables in Section 23-1-60, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, and
shall be a "police officer" as defined in Section 9-11-10.
HISTORY: 1976 Act No. 491, Section 1.
SECTION 1-7-540. Special investigator and assistant special investigator for ninth judicial circuit.
The circuit solicitor for the ninth judicial circuit may appoint two competent residents of the circuit who
shall be designated as special investigator and assistant special investigator for his office. The special
investigator and assistant special investigator shall work under the direction of the solicitor as full-time
employees. Their appointment shall be for a period not exceeding the term for which the solicitor was
elected. The special investigator and assistant special investigator shall each give a bond in the sum of
two thousand dollars, which shall be in the same form and provide the same conditions as required by
law of peace officers. The special investigator and assistant special investigator shall be commissioned by
the Governor and shall have all the powers, rights and duties, within the ninth judicial circuit, as any State
constable, as provided in Section 23-1-60. The special investigator and assistant special investigator shall
be "police officers," as defined in Section 9-11-10. The special investigator shall receive such salary as may
be provided by law, and an expense allowance of not less than fifteen hundred dollars, such sums to be
paid by the Governing Body of Charleston County. The assistant special investigator shall receive such
compensation for his services as may be provided by law, such compensation to be paid from federal
funds or from funds appropriated by the Governing Body of Charleston County.
HISTORY: 1962 Code Section 1-260.3; 1966 (54) 2155; 1969 (56) 656; 1975 (59) 74.
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Appendix E. State v. Langford
Included in this appendix is the S.C. Supreme Court case which held the statute granting individual circuit
solicitors exclusive authority to determine the order in which cases are called for trial (i.e., setting the
court docket) unconstitutional.
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LMUT\JKÿ\MKLUTXcÿUbKÿuW_T\TLJÿ_KQLMUYKXUOÿ\TM\WTU
SRJT\TURMSÿLMKÿYKY[KMSÿR^ÿUbKÿKgK\WUTVK
[MLX\bdÿIRXSUdÿiMUdÿOÿwÿd

ILSKSÿUbLUÿ\TUKÿUbTSÿbKL_XRUK
:< =>?@ABACAB>?DEÿGDH
fX\MRL\bYKXUÿTXÿcKXKMLJ
hKQLMLUTRXÿR^ÿQRtKMSOÿRMÿUbKÿ\RXSUTUWUTRXLJ
QMRbT[TUTRXÿLcLTXSUÿSTcXT^T\LXUÿTXUKM^KMKX\Kÿ[N
RXKÿ[MLX\bÿR^ÿcRVKMXYKXUÿtTUbÿUbKÿRQKMLUTRXS
R^ÿLXRUbKMÿ[MLX\bOÿTSÿXRUÿ^TgK_ÿLX_ÿTYYWUL[JKO
LSÿUbKMKÿLMKÿcMKNÿLMKLSÿtbT\bÿLMKÿURJKMLUK_
TXÿ\RYQJKgÿLMKLSÿR^ÿcRVKMXYKXUyÿUbKMK
\RXSKWKXUJNÿTSÿSRYKÿRVKMJLQÿR^ÿLWUbRMTUN
LX_ÿSRYKÿKX\MRL\bYKXUÿURÿLÿJTYTUK_ÿ_KcMKKd
IRXSUdÿiMUdÿvOÿwÿxd
ILSKSÿUbLUÿ\TUKÿUbTSÿbKL_XRUK
:< =>ClA@
XÿcKXKMLJyÿXÿLUWMKÿLX_ÿSRWM\KÿR^ÿuW_T\TLJ
LWUbRMTUN
iÿ\RWMUSÿQRtKMÿURÿbKLMÿLX_ÿ_K\T_Kÿ\LSKS
\LMMTKSÿtTUbÿTUÿUbKÿTXbKMKXUÿQRtKMÿURÿ\RXUMRJ
UbKÿRM_KMÿR^ÿTUSÿ[WSTXKSSd
ILSKSÿUbLUÿ\TUKÿUbTSÿbKL_XRUK
:< =>?@ABACAB>?DEÿGDH
fX\MRL\bYKXUÿRXÿjW_T\TLMN
KSUTXcÿLÿYKY[KMÿR^ÿUbKÿKgK\WUTVKÿ[MLX\b
tTUbÿUbKÿKg\JWSTVKÿLWUbRMTUNÿURÿQKM^RMYÿLX
TXbKMKXUJNÿuW_T\TLJÿ^WX\UTRXÿWXWKSUTRXL[JNÿTS
LÿVTRJLUTRXÿR^ÿSKQLMLUTRXÿR^ÿQRtKMSdÿIRXSUd
iMUdÿvOÿwÿxd
ILSKSÿUbLUÿ\TUKÿUbTSÿbKL_XRUK
:< =>?@ABACAB>?DEÿGDH
aTYKÿR^ÿaMTLJ
=>?@ABACAB>?DEÿGDH
hKJK\UTRXÿLX_ÿLSSTcXYKXU
=lBB?DEÿGDH
WUNÿR^ÿQMRSK\WUTRXÿURÿQMR\KK_ÿURÿUMTLJ
=lBB?DEÿGDH
aTYKÿ^RMÿUMTLJÿRMÿbKLMTXcyÿ\ÿRXUTXWLX\K
K^KX_LXUÿSW^^KMK_ÿXRÿQMKuW_T\KÿLSÿMKSWJU
R^ÿbLVTXcÿ\TM\WTUÿSRJT\TURMÿ_KUKMYTXKÿUbK
UMTLJÿ_LUKÿLX_ÿLSSTcXÿuW_cKÿQWMSWLXUÿUR
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:;<;=;>ÿ;@<;ÿA>:;>Bÿ>CDE=:FA>ÿDGH;IGEÿGJ
;@>ÿDIFKFH<EÿBGDL>;ÿFHÿ;@>ÿ:GEFDF;GIMÿ>A>H
;@G=N@ÿ;@>ÿ:;<;=;>ÿAFGE<;>Bÿ:>O<I<;FGHÿGJ
OGP>I:ÿQRÿFKO>IKF::FQERÿDGHJ>IIFHNÿS=BFDF<E
I>:OGH:FQFEF;F>:ÿ=OGHÿ<ÿK>KQ>IÿGJÿ;@>
>C>D=;FA>ÿQI<HD@Mÿ<HBÿ;@=:Mÿ=:>ÿGJÿ:;<;=;>ÿBFB
HG;ÿDGH:;F;=;>ÿI>A>I:FQE>ÿ>IIGIMÿFHÿOIG:>D=;FGH
JGIÿ<IK>BÿIGQQ>IRMÿLFBH<OOFHNMÿQ=INE<IRMÿ<HB
DFAFEÿDGH:OFI<DRTÿ=:>ÿGJÿ:;<;=;>ÿBFBÿHG;ÿAFGE<;>
B>J>HB<H;U:ÿB=>ÿOIGD>::ÿGIÿ:O>>BRÿ;IF<EÿIFN@;:V
WVXVYVZVÿYGH:;VZK>HB:Vÿ[Mÿ\]TÿYGH:;VÿZI;Vÿ\M
^^ÿ_Mÿ\]V
]ÿY<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>

àbc defghihjhiefklÿnko
pFK>ÿGJÿpIF<E
defghihjhiefklÿnko
X>E>D;FGHÿ<HBÿ<::FNHK>H;
qighrishÿkftÿuregvsjhifwÿxhherfvyg
X;<;=;GIRÿ<HBÿDGH:;F;=;FGH<EÿOIGAF:FGH:
X;<;=;>ÿ;@<;ÿFKO>IKF::FQERÿNI<H;>Bÿ;Gÿ;@>
DFID=F;ÿ:GEFDF;GIÿ;@>ÿ>CDE=:FA>ÿIFN@;ÿ;GÿDGH;IGE
;@>ÿDIFKFH<EÿBGDL>;ÿ<HBÿ:>E>D;FGHÿGJÿ;IF<E
S=BN>MÿFHÿAFGE<;FGHÿGJÿ:>O<I<;FGHÿGJÿOGP>I:M
BFBÿHG;ÿAFGE<;>ÿB>J>HB<H;U:ÿB=>ÿOIGD>::ÿIFN@;:M
<Q:>H;ÿ:@GPFHNÿ;@<;ÿ;IF<EÿS=BN>ÿP<:ÿFHÿJ<D;
QF<:>BMÿFHÿOIG:>D=;FGHÿJGIÿ<IK>BÿIGQQ>IRM
LFBH<OOFHNMÿQ=INE<IRMÿ<HBÿDFAFEÿDGH:OFI<DRV
WVXVYVZVÿYGH:;VZK>HBVÿ\]TÿYGH:;VÿZI;Vÿ\Mÿ^ÿ_T
YGB>ÿ\z{[Mÿ^ÿ\|{|}}~V
}ÿY<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc defghihjhiefklÿnko
KO<I;F<EF;RTÿQÿF<:ÿ<HBÿOI>S=BFD>
ZÿDIFKFH<EÿB>J>HB<H;ÿ@<:ÿ<ÿB=>ÿOIGD>::ÿIFN@;
;Gÿ@<A>ÿ@F:ÿD<:>ÿ@><IBÿQRÿ<ÿJ<FIÿ<HBÿFKO<I;F<E
S=BN>VÿWVXVYVZVÿYGH:;VZK>HBVÿ\]V
Y<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc defghihjhiefklÿnko
KO<I;F<EF;RTÿQÿF<:ÿ<HBÿOI>S=BFD>
ZÿDIFKFH<EÿB>J>HB<H;ÿ@<:ÿ;@>ÿB=>ÿOIGD>::
IFN@;ÿ;Gÿ@<A>ÿ<ÿS=BN>ÿ<::FNH>Bÿ;Gÿ@F:ÿD<:>
FHÿ<ÿK<HH>IÿJI>>ÿJIGKÿQF<:ÿGIÿ;@>ÿB>:FI>

;GÿFHJE=>HD>ÿ;@>ÿG=;DGK>ÿGJÿ;@>ÿOIGD>>BFHN:V
WVXVYVZVÿYGH:;VZK>HBVÿ\]V
Y<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc defghihjhiefklÿnko
KO<I;F<EF;RTÿQÿF<:ÿ<HBÿOI>S=BFD>
dejrhg
>:FNH<;FGHÿGIÿ<::FNHK>H;ÿGJÿS=BN>:
ZÿDIFKFH<EÿB>J>HB<H;ÿBG>:ÿHG;ÿ@<A>ÿ<ÿB=>
OIGD>::ÿIFN@;ÿ;Gÿ<HRÿO<I;FD=E<IÿOIGD>B=I>ÿJGI
;@>ÿ:>E>D;FGHÿGJÿ;@>ÿS=BN>Tÿ;@=:Mÿ;@>I>ÿF:ÿHG
IFN@;ÿ;Gÿ@<A>ÿGH>U:ÿS=BN>ÿ:>E>D;>BÿI<HBGKERM
HGIÿF:ÿ;@>I>ÿGH>ÿ;Gÿ@<A>ÿ<ÿD<:>ÿ@><IBÿQRÿ<HR
O<I;FD=E<IÿS=BN>VÿWVXVYVZVÿYGH:;VZK>HBVÿ\]V
Y<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc dejrhg
>:FNH<;FGHÿGIÿ<::FNHK>H;ÿGJÿS=BN>:
ZÿDIFKFH<EÿB>J>HB<H;ÿ@<:ÿHGÿA>:;>BÿIFN@;ÿFHÿ;@>
GIB>IÿFHÿP@FD@ÿD<:>:ÿ<I>ÿ<::FNH>BÿJGIÿ;IF<EV
ÿY<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc dejrhg
>:FNH<;FGHÿGIÿ<::FNHK>H;ÿGJÿS=BN>:
Zÿ:;<;>ÿK<Rÿ=:>ÿ<HRÿK>;@GBÿ;Gÿ:>E>D;ÿS=BN>:ÿ:G
EGHNÿ<:ÿF;ÿF:ÿFKO<I;F<Eÿ<HBÿHG;ÿN><I>Bÿ;GP<IB:
FHJE=>HDFHNÿ;@>ÿ;IF<EU:ÿG=;DGK>V
Y<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc dejrhg
>:FNH<;FGHÿGIÿ<::FNHK>H;ÿGJÿS=BN>:
F;@G=;ÿ<ÿBG=Q;MÿO>IKF;;FHNÿ:GEFDF;GI:MÿP@G
I>OI>:>H;ÿ<ÿO<I;RÿFHÿ;@>ÿD<:>Mÿ;Gÿ:>E>D;ÿ;@>ÿS=BN>
I<F:>:ÿ;@>ÿ:O>D;>IÿGJÿO<I;F<EF;Rÿ<HBÿD<EE:ÿ;@>
A<EFBF;RÿGJÿ;@>ÿ>H;FI>ÿ:R:;>KÿFH;Gÿ=>:;FGHV
Y<:>:ÿ;@<;ÿDF;>ÿ;@F:ÿ@><BHG;>
àc defghihjhiefklÿnko
KO<I;F<EF;RTÿQÿF<:ÿ<HBÿOI>S=BFD>
jtwvg
F<:ÿ<HBÿI>S=BFD>
jtwvg
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:;<;=>?@A<?B@ÿBDÿBEF;G<?B@H
IJ;ÿ=?KJ<ÿ<BÿAÿFLMK;ÿNJBÿ?HÿD=;;ÿD=B>ÿ<J;
>;=;ÿAOO;A=A@G;ÿBDÿOA=<?AP?<Qÿ?Hÿ@B<ÿOA=<ÿBD
ML;ÿO=BG;HHÿA<ÿAPPRÿJ;@G;SÿGBL=<HÿN?PPÿ@B<
O=;HL>;ÿ<J;ÿFLMK;ÿ?HÿOA=<?APÿH?>OPQÿE;GALH;ÿJ;
NAHÿH;P;G<;MÿEQÿ<J;ÿO=BH;GL<B=SÿDB=ÿAMBO<?@K
HLGJÿAÿ=LP;ÿNBLPMÿGB@DPA<;ÿ<J;ÿAOO;A=A@G;
BDÿOA=<?AP?<QÿN?<JÿAG<LAPÿOA=<?AP?<QTÿUTVTWTXT
WB@H<TX>;@MTÿYZT
YÿWAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;

[\]^ _`abcd
:;H?K@A<?B@ÿB=ÿAHH?K@>;@<ÿBDÿFLMK;H
e@ÿB=M;=ÿ<BÿE;ÿ;@<?<P;Mÿ<Bÿ=;P?;DÿD=B>ÿA
O=BH;GL<B=fHÿH;P;G<?B@ÿBDÿAÿ<=?APÿFLMK;SÿA
M;D;@MA@<ÿ>LH<ÿ;H<AEP?HJÿAG<LAPÿOA=<?AP?<QÿA@M
O=;FLM?G;ÿB@ÿ<J;ÿOA=<ÿBDÿ<J;ÿFLMK;T
gÿWAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\h^ _bijiklmÿolp
:;PAQÿGALH;MÿEQÿAGGLH;M
_bijiklmÿolp
q;@K<JÿBDÿ:;PAQ
_bijiklmÿolp
r=;FLM?G;ÿB=ÿAEH;@G;ÿBDÿO=;FLM?G;
_bijiklmÿolp
r=;HL>O<?B@HÿA@MÿEL=M;@ÿBDÿO=BBD
IN;@<Qs<J=;;s>B@<Jÿ M;PAQÿ ?@ÿ E=?@K?@K
M;D;@MA@<ÿ<Bÿ<=?APÿB@ÿGJA=K;HÿBDÿA=>;M
=BEE;=QSÿt?M@AOO?@KSÿEL=KPA=QSÿA@MÿG?u?P
GB@HO?=AGQSÿ<JBLKJÿO=;HL>O<?u;PQÿO=;FLM?G?APS
M?Mÿ@B<ÿu?BPA<;ÿJ?HÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APÿ=?KJ<HSÿNJ;=;
AÿH?K@?D?GA@<ÿOB=<?B@ÿBDÿ<J;ÿM;PAQÿNAHÿGALH;M
EQÿM;D;@MA@<fHÿGB;=G?B@ÿBDÿV<A<;fHÿN?<@;HHS
A@MÿM;D;@MA@<ÿHLDD;=;Mÿ@BÿAG<LAPÿO=;FLM?G;ÿAH
=;HLP<ÿBDÿ<J;ÿM;PAQTÿUTVTWTXTÿWB@H<TX>;@MTÿvR
WB@H<TÿX=<TÿYSÿwÿYZT
YÿWAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\\^ _bijiklmÿolp
r=;FLM?G;ÿB=ÿAEH;@G;ÿBDÿO=;FLM?G;
IJ;ÿ>A?@ÿKBAPHÿBDÿ<J;ÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APÿ=?KJ<
A=;ÿ<BÿO=;u;@<ÿL@ML;ÿO=;<=?APÿ?@GA=G;=A<?B@S
>?@?>?x;ÿ<J;ÿA@y?;<QÿH<;>>?@KÿD=B>ÿOLEP?G

AGGLHA<?B@ÿBDÿAÿG=?>;SÿA@MÿP?>?<ÿ<J;ÿOBHH?E?P?<Q
BDÿPB@KÿM;PAQHÿ?>OA?=?@KÿA@ÿAGGLH;MfHÿM;D;@H;T
UTVTWTXTÿWB@H<TX>;@MTÿvRÿWB@H<TÿX=<TÿYSÿwÿYZT
WAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\z^ _bijiklmÿolp
r=;FLM?G;ÿB=ÿAEH;@G;ÿBDÿO=;FLM?G;
:;PAQÿ?Hÿ@B<ÿA@ÿL@GB>>B@ÿM;D;@H;ÿ<AG<?GÿA@M
M;O=?uA<?B@ÿBDÿ<J;ÿ=?KJ<ÿ<BÿAÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APÿMB;H
@B<ÿO;=ÿH;ÿO=;FLM?G;ÿ<J;ÿAGGLH;MfHÿAE?P?<Qÿ<B
M;D;@MÿJ?>H;PDTÿUTVTWTXTÿWB@H<TX>;@MTÿvR
WB@H<TÿX=<TÿYSÿwÿYZT
YÿWAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\{^ _bijiklmÿolp
WB@H;@<ÿ<BÿB=ÿNA?u;=ÿBDÿM;PAQ
IJ;=;ÿ?Hÿ@BÿD?y;MÿOB?@<ÿNJ;@ÿ<J;ÿV<A<;ÿGA@ÿOL<
<J;ÿM;D;@MA@<ÿ<Bÿ<J;ÿGJB?G;ÿBDÿ;?<J;=ÿ;y;=G?H?@K
B=ÿNA?u?@Kÿ<J;ÿ=?KJ<ÿ<BÿAÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APTÿUTVTWTXT
WB@H<TX>;@MTÿvRÿWB@H<TÿX=<TÿYSÿwÿYZT
WAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\|^ _bijiklmÿolp
WB@H<?<L<?B@APÿKLA=A@<;;HRÿHÿO;;MQÿ<=?APÿ?@
K;@;=AP
_bijiklmÿolp
W?=GL>H<A@G;HÿAHÿM;<;=>?@A<?u;
IJ;ÿ=?KJ<ÿ<BÿAÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APÿ?Hÿ@;G;HHA=?PQ
=;PA<?u;ÿ?@ÿ<JA<ÿ?<ÿ?HÿGB@H?H<;@<ÿN?<JÿM;PAQH
A@MÿM;O;@MHÿLOB@ÿG?=GL>H<A@G;HTÿUTVTWTXT
WB@H<TX>;@MTÿvRÿWB@H<TÿX=<TÿYSÿwÿYZT
YÿWAH;Hÿ<JA<ÿG?<;ÿ<J?HÿJ;AM@B<;
[\}^ _bijiklmÿolp
WB@H<?<L<?B@APÿKLA=A@<;;HRÿHÿO;;MQÿ<=?APÿ?@
K;@;=AP
XÿHO;;MQÿ<=?APÿMB;Hÿ@B<ÿ>;A@ÿA@ÿ?>>;M?A<;
B@;Rÿ?<ÿMB;Hÿ@B<ÿ?>OPQÿL@ML;ÿJAH<;SÿDB=ÿ<J;
V<A<;Sÿ<BBSÿ?Hÿ;@<?<P;Mÿ<BÿAÿ=;AHB@AEP;ÿ<?>;ÿ?@
NJ?GJÿ<BÿO=;OA=;ÿ?<HÿGAH;Rÿ?<ÿH?>OPQÿ>;A@HÿA
<=?APÿN?<JBL<ÿL@=;AHB@AEP;ÿA@MÿL@@;G;HHA=Q
M;PAQTÿUTVTWTXTÿWB@H<TX>;@MTÿvRÿWB@H<TÿX=<T
YSÿwÿYZT
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:ÿ<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GHIJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
UEÿV?E?W=XYÿZÿ=X=EBCEVÿ@?>@
[=B@FW>ÿBFE>CD?W?DÿCEÿ@A?ÿ>\??D]ÿ@WC=Xÿ=E=X]>C>
CEBX^D?ÿ@A?ÿX?EV@AÿF_ÿ@A?ÿD?X=]ÿ̀@A?ÿW?=>FEÿ_FW
C@ÿ̀@A?ÿD?_?ED=E@a>ÿ=>>?W@CFEÿF_ÿAC>ÿWCVA@ÿ@Fÿ=
>\??D]ÿ@WC=X̀ÿ=EDÿ=E]ÿ\W?b^DCB?ÿA?ÿ>^__?W?DYÿ@A?
_=B@FW>ÿ=W?ÿ=XXÿW?X=@?Dÿ=EDÿc^>@ÿZ?ÿBFE>CD?W?D
=XFEVÿdC@Aÿ>^BAÿF@A?WÿBCWB^c>@=EB?>ÿ=>ÿc=]
Z?ÿW?X?e=E@fÿgfhf<fifÿ<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Yÿ<FE>@f
iW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
mÿ<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GHnJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
o=@^W?ÿ=EDÿ>BF\?ÿF_ÿW?c?D]
U_ÿ=ÿBF^W@ÿBFEBX^D?>ÿ@A=@ÿ@A?ÿ>\??D]ÿ@WC=X
WCVA@ÿA=>ÿZ??EÿeCFX=@?Dÿ̀DC>cC>>=XÿF_ÿ@A?
BA=WV?>ÿC>ÿ@A?ÿFEX]ÿ\F>>CZX?ÿW?c?D]fÿgfhf<fif
<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Yÿ<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GHpJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
qCc?ÿF_ÿ@WC=XYÿBÿFE@CE^=EB?
iÿBF^W@a>ÿD?BC>CFEÿFEÿdA?@A?Wÿ@FÿDC>cC>>ÿFE
>\??D]ÿ@WC=XÿVWF^ED>ÿC>ÿW?eC?d?Dÿ_FWÿ=Eÿ=Z^>?
F_ÿDC>BW?@CFEYÿ=Eÿ=Z^>?ÿF_ÿDC>BW?@CFEÿFBB^W>
dA?Eÿ@A?ÿ@WC=XÿBF^W@a>ÿD?BC>CFEÿC>ÿZ=>?Dÿ^\FE
=Eÿ?WWFWÿF_ÿX=dÿFWÿ^\FEÿ_=B@^=Xÿ_CEDCEV>ÿ@A=@
=W?ÿdC@AF^@ÿ?eCD?E@C=W]ÿ>^\\FW@fÿgfhf<fif
<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Yÿ<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
mÿ<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GrsJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
tW?>^c\@CFE>ÿ=EDÿZ^WD?EÿF_ÿ\WFF_
<F^W@>ÿ>AF^XDÿEF@ÿ?e?Eÿ?u=cCE?ÿ@A?ÿW?c=CECEV
>\??D]ÿ@WC=Xÿ_=B@FW>ÿ^E@CXÿ@A?W?ÿC>ÿ>Fc?ÿD?X=]
dACBAÿC>ÿ\W?>^c\@Ce?X]ÿ\W?b^DCBC=Xfÿgfhf<fif
<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Yÿ<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GrvJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT

iBBW^=XÿF_ÿWCVA@ÿ@Fÿ@Cc?ÿW?>@W=CE@>
qA?ÿBXFBwÿ>@=W@>ÿW^EECEVÿFEÿ=ÿD?_?ED=E@a>
>\??D]ÿ@WC=XÿWCVA@ÿdA?EÿA?ÿC>ÿCEDCB@?Dÿ̀=WW?>@?D`
FWÿF@A?WdC>?ÿF__CBC=XX]ÿ=BB^>?Dÿ̀=EDÿ@A?W?_FW?
BF^W@>ÿ=W?ÿ@FÿCEBX^D?ÿ@A?ÿ@Cc?ÿZ?@d??Eÿ=WW?>@
=EDÿCEDCB@c?E@fÿgfhf<fifÿ<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Y
<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
xÿ<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GrHJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
tW?>^c\@CFE>ÿ=EDÿZ^WD?EÿF_ÿ\WFF_
[FWÿ>\??D]ÿ@WC=Xÿ\^W\F>?>ÿ̀=ÿ>Cc\X?
\WF>?B^@CFEÿ_FWÿFWDCE=W]ÿ>@W??@ÿBWCc?ÿc=]
A=e?ÿ=ÿXFd?Wÿ@AW?>AFXDÿ_FWÿ=ÿ\W?>^c\@Ce?X]
\W?b^DCBC=XÿD?X=]ÿ@A=Eÿ=ÿcFW?ÿBFc\X?u
BFE>\CW=B]ÿB=>?fÿgfhf<fifÿ<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Y
<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GrrJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
y?XCZ?W=@?ÿVFe?WEc?E@=XÿBFED^B@
iÿD?XCZ?W=@?ÿ=@@?c\@ÿZ]ÿ@A?ÿh@=@?ÿ@FÿD?X=]ÿ@A?
@WC=Xÿ=>ÿ=ÿc?=E>ÿF_ÿCc\=CWCEVÿ@A?ÿ=BB^>?Da>
=ZCXC@]ÿ@FÿD?_?EDÿACc>?X_ÿ>AF^XDÿZ?ÿd?CVA@?D
A?=eCX]ÿ=V=CE>@ÿ@A?ÿVFe?WEc?E@ÿ_FWÿ>\??D]
@WC=Xÿ\^W\F>?>fÿgfhf<fifÿ<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Y
<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
GrzJ KLMNMOPQÿSPT
o?B?>>C@C?>ÿF_ÿ@WC=Xÿ\WFB?D^W?YÿDÿFBw?@
BFEV?>@CFE
KLMNMOPQÿSPT
y?X=]ÿi@@WCZ^@=ZX?ÿ@FÿtWF>?B^@CFE
o?^@W=XÿW?=>FE>ÿ_FWÿ=ÿD?X=]ÿCEÿ\WF>?B^@CFE`
dACBAÿBF^XDÿCEBX^D?ÿFe?WBWFdD?DÿDFBw?@>
FWÿE?VXCV?EB?ÿ̀@AF^VAÿd?CVA@?DÿX?>>ÿA?=eCX]
=V=CE>@ÿ@A?ÿh@=@?ÿ_FWÿ>\??D]ÿ@WC=Xÿ\^W\F>?>`
>@CXXÿBF^E@ÿ=V=CE>@ÿ@A?ÿh@=@?ÿZ?B=^>?ÿC@
Z?=W>ÿ@A?ÿ^X@Cc=@?ÿW?>\FE>CZCXC@]ÿ_FWÿ@A?>?
BCWB^c>@=EB?>fÿgfhf<fifÿ<FE>@fic?EDfÿ:Y
<FE>@fÿiW@fÿjÿ̀kÿjlf
jÿ<=>?>ÿ@A=@ÿBC@?ÿ@AC>ÿA?=DEF@?
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;<=> ?@ABACDEÿGDH
IJKLMÿOLPQJRÿSMÿLOOPQJR
IJKLMQÿTOOLQUTVJRÿSMÿWXJÿRJYJVRLVWÿLZJ
[JU\XWJRÿL\LUVQWÿXU]ÿYTZÿQ^JJRMÿWZULK
^PZ^TQJQ_ÿ`_a_b_c_ÿbTVQW_c]JVR_ÿdeÿbTVQW_
cZW_ÿfgÿhÿfi_
fÿbLQJQÿWXLWÿOUWJÿWXUQÿXJLRVTWJ
;<j> ?@ABACDEÿGDH
IJ]LVRÿYTZÿWZULK
kXJÿYLUKPZJÿWTÿLQQJZWÿWXJÿQ^JJRMÿWZULKÿZU\XW
[UKKÿ]LlJÿUWÿRUYYUOPKWÿYTZÿLÿRJYJVRLVWÿWTÿ^ZTmJ
WXLWÿXJÿ[LQÿRJVUJRÿLÿQ^JJRMÿWZULK_ÿ`_a_b_c_
bTVQW_c]JVR_ÿdeÿbTVQW_ÿcZW_ÿfgÿhÿfi_
bLQJQÿWXLWÿOUWJÿWXUQÿXJLRVTWJ
;<n> ?@ABACDEÿGDH
oZJpPRUOJÿTZÿLSQJVOJÿTYÿ^ZJpPRUOJ
kXJÿ^TQQUSUKUWMÿWXLWÿWXJÿLOOPQJRqQÿRJYJVQJÿ[UKK
SJÿU]^LUZJRÿRPJÿWTÿWXJÿRJLWXÿTZÿRUQL^^JLZLVOJ
TYÿ[UWVJQQJQÿTZÿWXJÿKTQQÿTYÿ]J]TZMÿ[UWXÿWXJ
^LQQL\JÿTYÿWU]JÿUQÿWXJÿ]TQWÿQJZUTPQÿWM^JÿTY
^ZJpPRUOJÿQPYYJZJRÿLQÿZJQPKWÿTYÿLÿ^ZJWZULKÿRJKLMg
YTZÿQ^JJRMÿWZULKÿLVLKMQUQÿ^PZ^TQJQgÿSJOLPQJÿWXJ
UVLSUKUWMÿTYÿLÿRJYJVRLVWÿLRJrPLWJKMÿWTÿ^ZJ^LZJ
XUQÿOLQJÿQlJ[QÿWXJÿYLUZVJQQÿTYÿWXJÿJVWUZJÿQMQWJ]_
`_a_b_c_ÿbTVQW_c]JVR_ÿdeÿbTVQW_ÿcZW_ÿfgÿhÿfi_
bLQJQÿWXLWÿOUWJÿWXUQÿXJLRVTWJ
;<s> ?@ABACDEÿGDH
oZJpPRUOJÿTZÿLSQJVOJÿTYÿ^ZJpPRUOJ
tTZÿ^PZ^TQJQÿTYÿOTVQURJZUV\ÿ^ZJpPRUOJÿ^ZTV\
TYÿQ^JJRMÿWZULKÿLVLKMQUQgÿWXJÿWU]JÿQ^JVWÿUVÿpLUK
L[LUWUV\ÿWZULKÿXLQÿLÿRJWZU]JVWLKÿU]^LOWÿTV
WXJÿUVRUmURPLKÿWXZTP\XÿUWQÿLWWJVRLVWÿpTSÿKTQQg
RUQZP^WUTVÿTYÿYL]UKMÿKUYJgÿLVRÿJVOTPZL\J]JVW
TYÿURKJVJQQ_ÿ̀_a_b_c_ÿbTVQW_c]JVR_ÿdeÿbTVQW_
cZW_ÿfgÿhÿfi_
bLQJQÿWXLWÿOUWJÿWXUQÿXJLRVTWJ
uvwxÿ?yzvCyxvw

{vEzÿ|C}yCwxAx~xAyCDE
a_b_ÿbTRJÿcVV_ÿhÿf_
xxy@CvwÿDCzÿGDHÿA@Bw
n=ÿKULSJWXÿcVVJÿtZLVlKUVJQWgÿTYÿaTPWXÿbLZTKUVL
bT]]UQQUTVÿTVÿVRU\JVWÿIJYJVQJgÿTYÿbTKP]SULgÿYTZ
c^^JKKLVW_
cWWTZVJMÿJVJZLKÿcKLVÿObZTZMÿUKQTVgÿbXUJYÿIJ^PWM
cWWTZVJMÿJVJZLKÿTXVÿ_ÿOVWTQXgÿaJVUTZÿcQQUQWLVW
IJ^PWMÿcWWTZVJMÿJVJZLKÿaLKKJMÿ_ÿKKUTWWgÿcQQUQWLVW
IJ^PWMÿcWWTZVJMÿJVJZLKÿILmURÿc_ÿa^JVOJZgÿLKKÿTY
bTKP]SULgÿLVRÿaTKUOUWTZÿITVLKRÿ_ÿMJZQgÿTYÿJUV\WTVg
YTZÿJQ^TVRJVW_
_ÿbXLZKJQÿZTQJgÿZ_gÿTYÿZJJV[TTRgÿLVRÿkLZLÿa_ÿLWJZQg
TYÿLPZJVQgÿYTZÿc]UOPQÿbPZULJÿaTPWXÿbLZTKUVLÿoPSKUO
IJYJVRJZÿcQQTOULWUTV_
aTKUOUWTZÿILmURÿ_ÿoLQOTJgÿZ_gÿTYÿbTKP]SULgÿYTZÿc]UOPQ
bPZULJÿaTKUOUWTZQqÿcQQTOULWUTVÿTYÿaTPWXÿbLZTKUVL_
ACAyC
PQWUOJÿc_
sÿJÿ]PQWÿRJWJZ]UVJÿ[XJWXJZÿaJOWUTVÿfÿTY
WXJÿaTPWXÿbLZTKUVLÿbTRJÿgÿ[XUOXÿmJQWQÿOTVWZTKÿTY
WXJÿOZU]UVLKÿRTOlJWÿUVÿWXJÿOUZOPUWÿQTKUOUWTZgÿmUTKLWJQÿWXJ
QJ^LZLWUTVÿTYÿ^T[JZQÿ^ZUVOU^KJÿJ]STRUJRÿUVÿÿcZWUOKJ
fgÿaJOWUTVÿÿTYÿWXJÿaTPWXÿbLZTKUVLÿbTVQWUWPWUTV_ÿVÿfg
[JÿZJOT\VUJRÿWXLWÿ¡W¢XJÿLPWXTZUWMÿTYÿWXJÿOTPZWÿWTÿ\ZLVW
OTVWUVPLVOJQÿLVRÿWTÿRJWJZ]UVJÿWXJÿTZRJZÿUVÿ[XUOXÿOLQJQ
QXLKKÿSJÿXJLZRÿUQÿRJZUmJRÿYZT]ÿUWQÿ^T[JZÿWTÿXJLZÿLVRÿRJOURJ
OLQJQ_£ÿ¤¥¦¦¥§¨©ÿ«¬ÿ®¯°®±²©³ÿ´±µ¬³ÿiÿa_b_ÿgÿgÿd
a__Rÿfgÿÿf_ÿkXUQÿLRpPRUOLWUmJÿ^T[JZÿTYÿWXJ
OTPZWÿOLZZUJQÿ[UWXÿUWÿWXJÿUVXJZJVWÿ^T[JZÿWTÿOTVWZTKÿWXJ
TZRJZÿTYÿUWQÿSPQUVJQQÿWTÿQLYJ\PLZRÿWXJÿZU\XWQÿTYÿKUWU\LVWQ_£
´°¬ÿkXJÿWU]JÿXLQÿVT[ÿOT]JÿYTZÿPQÿWTÿLOlVT[KJR\JÿWXLW
QJOWUTVÿfÿUQÿLWÿTRRQÿ[UWXÿWXUQÿUVWZUVQUOLKKMÿpPRUOULK
^T[JZ_ÿJÿWXJZJYTZJÿXTKRÿWXLWÿQJOWUTVÿfÿmUTKLWJQ
WXJÿQJ^LZLWUTVÿTYÿ^T[JZQÿLVRÿWXJZJYTZJÿUQÿPVOTVQWUWPWUTVLK_
T[JmJZgÿSJOLPQJÿ¶_b_ÿLV\YTZRgÿgÿWXJÿc^^JKKLVW
XJZJUVgÿQPYYJZJRÿVTÿ^ZJpPRUOJÿLQÿLÿZJQPKWÿTYÿQJOWUTVÿfg
[JÿLYYUZ]ÿXUQÿOTVmUOWUTVQ_
?·|G¹̧º?»¼|ºGÿ½?¾¿º|À¼
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:;ÿ=>?>@AÿBCDÿEFFGDÿHIÿJ>I;?ÿKLM;DÿNOP;?ÿQIALÿLI@ÿ@P;D
RIÿS>N;ÿTI;DÿN;UÿQIVMDÿRIÿ=IÿWI;?DÿOMVAÿALMÿKLI;M@M
XM@AN>XN;AÿALMYÿPQ;ÿI;ÿHPL;@AP;DÿZP>ALÿKNXPOI;NDÿ@LPXAOY
NVAMXÿBF[FFÿ\]^]ÿN;UÿLMNUMUÿLP^M]ÿ_IALÿALM^ÿQN@ÿNÿ̀ONab
`N?ÿaP;ANI;I;?ÿALMÿUNYc@ÿMNX;I;?@]ÿ_LM;ÿALMYÿNXXIdMU
LP^MDÿHIÿJ>I;?ÿ@ANYMUÿP>A@IUMÿAPÿQNAMXÿ@P^Mÿ\ON;A@ÿQLIOM
LI@ÿQIVMÿN;Uÿ@P;ÿM;AMXMUÿALMÿLP>@M]ÿ=@ÿLMÿQN@ÿAM;UI;?ÿAP
LI@ÿ?NXUM;DÿALXMMÿ^M;ÿQMNXI;?ÿ^N@b@ÿaN^MÿP>AÿVXP^ÿALM
`>@LM@DÿVPXaMUÿLI^ÿAPÿALMÿ?XP>;UDÿLIAÿLI^DÿN;UÿAPPbÿLI@
QNOOMA]ÿKP;aMX;MUÿALNAÿLI@ÿVNALMXÿLNUÿ;PAÿYMAÿaP^MÿI;@IUMD
RIÿS>N;ÿ@AM\\MUÿP>AÿP;APÿALMÿ\PXaLÿAPÿaLMabÿP;ÿLI^]ÿ:;aM
LMÿQN@ÿP>A@IUMDÿALMÿ^M;ÿVPXaMUÿRIÿS>N;ÿAPÿALMÿ?XP>;U
N;UÿN@bMUÿQLMXMÿALMÿXM@AN>XN;Ac@ÿ^P;MYÿQN@]ÿeMÿAPOUÿALM^
IAÿQN@ÿI;ÿALMÿLP>@MDÿN;UÿP;MÿPVÿALMÿ^M;ÿQM;AÿI;@IUMÿAP
VI;UÿIA]ÿfLNAÿ^N;ÿXMA>X;MUÿ@LPXAOYÿQIALÿALMÿ̀ONabÿ̀N?DÿN;U
NOOÿALXMMÿPVÿALM^ÿXN;ÿPVV]ÿgMaN>@MÿALMÿ^M;ÿQPXMÿ^N@b@D
ALMÿdIaAI^@ÿQMXMÿ>;N`OMÿAPÿ\XPdIUMÿNÿ>@MV>OÿUM@aXI\AIP;ÿAP
ONQÿM;VPXaM^M;A]ÿWPXMPdMXDÿIAÿUPM@ÿ;PAÿN\\MNXÿALMÿ^M;
OMVAÿN;YÿVPXM;@IaÿMdIUM;aMÿU>XI;?ÿALMÿaP^^I@@IP;ÿPVÿALM@M
aXI^M@]
h;dM@AI?NAPX@ÿMdM;A>NOOYÿ^MAÿQIALÿ=OdI;ÿiLIOOI\@DÿQLPÿI;
Nÿ@ANAM^M;AÿUNAMUÿZM\AM^`MXÿEGDÿEFFGDÿaP;VM@@MUÿALNAÿLM
QN@ÿP;MÿPVÿALMÿ^M;ÿQLPÿXP``MUÿALMÿVN^IOY]ÿeMÿV>XALMX
IUM;AIVIMUÿLI@ÿaP>@I;ÿN;UÿRN;?VPXUÿN@ÿALMÿAQPÿXM^NI;I;?
@>@\MaA@]ÿh;ÿALMÿN`@M;aMÿPVÿN;ÿMYMjQIA;M@@ÿIUM;AIVIaNAIP;
N;UÿVPXM;@IaÿMdIUM;aMDÿiLIOOI\@cÿ@ANAM^M;AÿQN@ÿALMÿP;OY
MdIUM;aMÿI^\OIaNAI;?ÿklmnÿALMÿPALMXÿ^M;]ÿRN;?VPXUÿQN@
NXXM@AMUÿ@LPXAOYÿALMXMNVAMXÿP;ÿ:aAP`MXÿoDÿN;UÿLMÿQN@
I;UIaAMUÿVPXÿaXI^I;NOÿaP;@\IXNaYÿNÿVMQÿ^P;AL@ÿONAMXÿI;
pMaM^`MXÿEFFG]ÿePQMdMXDÿkklqrÿLMÿQN@ÿ;PAÿI;UIaAMU
VPXÿNX^MUÿXP``MXYDÿVIX@AÿUM?XMMÿ̀>X?ONXYDÿN;UÿbIU;N\\I;?
>;AIOÿWNYÿsDÿEFBFDÿ;I;MAMM;ÿ^P;AL@ÿVPOOPQI;?ÿLI@ÿNXXM@A]
eMÿQP>OUÿXM^NI;ÿI;aNXaMXNAMUÿ>;AIOÿLI@ÿAXINO]
fLMÿZANAMÿNAAXÌ>AMUÿALMÿUMONYÿI;ÿ\XPa>XI;?ÿALM@M
I;UIaA^M;A@ÿAPÿUIVVIa>OAIM@ÿI;ÿVI;UI;?ÿKLI;M@MÿI;AMX\XMAMX@
APÿAXN;@ONAMÿQLNAÿHIÿJ>I;?ÿN;UÿLI@ÿVN^IOYDÿ;P;MÿPV
QLP^ÿ@\PbMÿt;?OI@LÿQMOODÿQMXMÿXMONYI;?ÿAPÿI;dM@AI?NAPX@]
u>XALMX^PXMDÿiLIOOI\@ÿXMAXNaAMUÿLI@ÿ@ANAM^M;AÿI^\OIaNAI;?
RN;?VPXUÿQLIOMÿALMÿAQPÿPVÿALM^ÿQMXMÿLP>@MUÿI;ÿALMÿ@N^M
UMAM;AIP;ÿVNaIOIAY]ÿeMÿUIUÿ@PÿVIX@AÿI;ÿNÿ@I?;MUÿ@ANAM^M;A
UNAMUÿHN;>NXYÿEvDÿEFFv]ÿ:;ÿWNXaLÿoBDÿEFFvDÿLMÿ@I?;MU
N;PALMXÿ@ANAM^M;AÿQLMXMI;ÿLMÿNAAM@AMUÿALNAÿALMÿPXI?I;NO
@ANAM^M;AÿLMÿ^NUMÿAPÿ\POIaMÿI;ÿZM\AM^`MXÿEFFGÿQN@ÿ;PA
AX>MÿN;UÿLMÿQN@ÿ;PAÿI;ÿALMÿwXI?LAÿ@ANAMÿPVÿ^I;UxÿQLM;
LMÿ^NUMÿIA]ÿ=aaPXUI;?ÿAPÿALMÿZANAMDÿRN;?VPXUÿN;UÿLI@
aPjUMVM;UN;Aÿ\XM@@>XMUÿiLIOOI\@ÿI;APÿXMaN;AI;?]ÿh;ÿVNaAD
iLIOOI\@ÿAM@AIVIMUÿRN;?VPXUÿMdM;ÿ`XP>?LAÿLI^ÿALM@MÿONAMX

@ANAM^M;A@ÿAPÿ@I?;]ÿfPÿNdPIUÿV>XALMXÿI;AI^IUNAIP;DÿiLIOOI\@
QN@ÿ^PdMUÿAPÿN;PALMXÿVNaIOIAY]ÿ=Aÿ@P^Mÿ\PI;AÿALMXMNVAMXD
NOALP>?LÿIAÿI@ÿ;PAÿaOMNXÿQLM;DÿiLIOOI\@ÿN?NI;ÿN?XMMUÿAP
AM@AIVYÿN?NI;@AÿRN;?VPXU]
:;ÿH>;MÿEvDÿEFFvDÿ;MNXOYÿ;I;Mÿ^P;AL@ÿNVAMXÿLMÿQN@ÿANbM;
I;APÿa>@APUYDÿRN;?VPXUÿ^NUMÿQLNAÿN\\MNX@ÿAPÿ`MÿNÿyz{
|}ÿ^PAIP;ÿVPXÿNÿ@\MMUYÿAXINO]ÿ=ÿLMNXI;?ÿQN@ÿLMOUÿP;
WNYÿB~DÿEFBFDÿN;UÿRN;?VPXUÿXM;MQMUÿLI@ÿ^PAIP;ÿNAÿALNA
AI^MÿN;UÿPI;MUÿIAÿQIALÿNÿ^PAIP;ÿAPÿUI@^I@@]BÿfLI@ÿQN@
ALMÿUNAMÿP;ÿQLIaLÿALMÿZANAMÿPXI?I;NOOYÿ\ON;;MUÿAPÿAXY
RN;?VPXUÿN;UÿLI@ÿaPjUMVM;UN;ADÿQIALÿiLIOOI\@ÿ@MXdI;?ÿN@
NÿaPP\MXNAI;?ÿQIA;M@@ÿQLPÿQP>OUÿAM@AIVYÿN?NI;@AÿALM^]
g>AÿALMÿZANAMÿXMaMIdMUÿQPXUÿALNAÿ^PX;I;?ÿALNAÿiLIOOI\@
UMaIUMUÿAPÿI;dPbMÿLI@ÿ\XIdIOM?MÿN?NI;@Aÿ@MOVjI;aXI^I;NAIP;
N;UÿQP>OUÿ;PAÿAM@AIVYÿNAÿALMÿAXINO]ÿ=OOM?MUOYDÿALI@ÿQN@ÿU>M
APÿ\XM@@>XMÿRN;?VPXUÿN;UÿiLIOOI\@cÿaP>@I;ÿaP;AI;>MUÿAP
MMXAÿP;ÿLI^ÿMdM;ÿNVAMXÿLI@ÿAXN;@VMX]ÿiLIOOI\@ÿ;PQÿQP>OU
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AB=ÿADEGLÿJ?SU=AÿAB=D=@?D=ÿEHÿAB=ÿCD=D?NGAEP=ÿ?@ÿAB=ÿS?ODAQ
q=SAE?<ÿuosstTÿ?<ÿAB=ÿ?AB=DÿBG<JTÿHAGA=HTÿD=CGDGAE?<
?@ÿAB=ÿJ?SU=AHÿ@?DÿN=<=DGLÿH=HHE?<HÿS?ODAHÿHBGLLÿK=
]_dalkh]aÿh]l[]gÿkjÿ[]ÿdk̀dk[ÿlfakdk[f`ÿG<JÿAB=ÿH?LESEA?D
HBGLLÿJ=A=DFE<=ÿAB=ÿ?DJ=DÿE<ÿIBESBÿSGH=Hÿ?<ÿAB=ÿJ?SU=A
GD=ÿSGLL=Jÿ@?DÿADEGLQÿz=FCBGHEHÿGJJ=J{Qÿ=HAE<NÿGÿF=FK=D
?@ÿAB=ÿ=X=SOAEP=ÿKDG<SBÿIEABÿAB=ÿ=XSLOHEP=ÿGOAB?DEAMÿA?
C=D@?DFÿG<ÿE<B=D=<ALMÿYOJESEGLÿ@O<SAE?<ÿO<O=HAE?<GKLMÿEH
GÿPE?LGAE?<ÿ?@ÿH=CGDGAE?<ÿ?@ÿC?I=DHQÿZ]]ÿ¡\¢ÿhbÿ£`k[[m
ssuÿqQrQÿnusTÿnnnTÿwttÿqQxQnJÿuypTÿuosÿzrAQCCQuvvp{
z?IGDJTÿQTÿS?<SODDE<N{ÿzÿHAGAOA=ÿIBESBÿGAA=FCAHÿA?
=X=DSEH=ÿOLAEFGA=ÿGOAB?DEAMÿ?P=DÿAB=ÿE<B=D=<AÿC?I=Dÿ?@ÿAB=
S?ODAÿEHÿO<S?<HAEAOAE?<GLÿK=SGOH=ÿEAÿPE?LGA=HÿAB=ÿH=CGDGAE?<
?@ÿC?I=DHÿJ?SADE<=QQQQ{Tÿ\¤¤¥gmÿssvÿqQrQÿnwTÿwnvÿqQxQnJÿou
znttt{QÿVBEHÿEHÿ<?AÿGÿND=MÿGD=GÿIB=D=ÿH?F=ÿ=<SD?GSBF=<A
SG<ÿK=ÿA?L=DGA=JTÿKOAÿDGAB=DÿGÿS?FCL=A=ÿE<PGHE?<ÿE<A?ÿAB=
S?ODAHÿJ?FGE<Q
}ÿVB=ÿJEHH=<ATÿB?I=P=DTÿAGU=HÿGÿJE@@=D=<AÿGCCD?GSB
G<JÿS?<A=<JHÿABGAÿ@E<JE<NÿAB=ÿHAGAOA=ÿO<S?<HAEAOAE?<GL
IELLÿH?F=B?IÿC=DFEAÿS?ODAHÿA?ÿE<@DE<N=ÿOC?<ÿAB=
C?I=DHÿ?@ÿAB=ÿH?LESEA?DQyÿ¦ÿ§=P=DAB=L=HHTÿAB=ÿJEHH=<A
S?DD=SALMÿGSU<?IL=JN=HÿABGAÿAB=ÿJEHSD=AE?<ÿG@@?DJ=JÿAB=
H?LESEA?DÿJ?=Hÿ<?AÿF=G<ÿABGAÿAB=ÿH?LESEA?DHÿGOAB?DEAMÿEH
O<D=HADGE<=JÿKMÿYOJESEGLÿ?P=DHENBAQÿVB=ÿADEGLÿYOJN=ÿBGHÿAB=
OLAEFGA=ÿGOAB?DEAMÿA?ÿJ=A=DFE<=ÿIB=AB=DÿGÿSGH=ÿSGLL=JÿKM
AB=ÿH?LESEA?DÿIELLÿK=ÿADE=JÿGAÿGÿCGDAESOLGDÿYO<SAOD=QÿVBOHT
EAÿGCC=GDHÿAB=ÿJEHH=<AÿADOLMÿK=LE=P=HÿAB=ÿS?ODAÿBGHÿGLIGMH
BGJÿAB=ÿGOAB?DEAMÿA?ÿS?<AD?LÿAB=ÿJ?SU=AQÿR<ÿLENBAÿ?@ÿABGA
C?HEAE?<TÿI=ÿGD=ÿGAÿGÿL?HHÿGHÿA?ÿIBMÿEAÿK=LE=P=Hÿ?ODÿB?LJE<N
A?JGMÿE<@DE<N=Hÿ?<ÿAB=ÿH?LESEA?DHÿC?I=DQ
R<ÿ@GSATÿI=ÿK=LE=P=ÿ?ODÿB?LJE<NÿEHÿS?<HEHA=<AÿIEABÿAB=
JEHH=<AHÿHOCC?DAÿ@?DÿAB=ÿEFC?DAG<S=ÿ?@ÿYOJESEGLÿD=HADGE<A
?<ÿCD?H=SOA?DEGLÿC?I=DQÿ?I=P=DTÿO<LEU=ÿAB=ÿJEHH=<ATÿI=
D=S?N<Ë=ÿABGAÿKMÿCD?PEJE<NÿABGAÿAB=ÿCD=CGDGAE?<ÿ?@ÿAB=
J?SU=AHÿ@?DÿN=<=DGLÿH=HHE?<HÿS?ODAHÿHBGLLÿK=ÿ]_dalkh]a
h]l[]gÿkjÿ[]ÿdk̀dk[ÿlfakdk[f`ÿG<JÿAB=ÿlfakdk[f`ÿl\aa
J=A=DFE<=ÿAB=ÿ?DJ=DÿE<ÿIBESBÿSGH=Hÿ?<ÿAB=ÿJ?SU=AÿGD=ÿSGLL=J
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@L[ÿF@<>?PMA@<ÿmMIODYÿ¦ÿÿ¦ÿ¦~¦®ÿSUÿ§YoIÿQoK
QÿC>Gÿ?<YQJYÿ̄ ;<D;XD<Kÿ@ÿID:DLI@L>ÿG@HÿL;ÿXDH>DI
<?OG>ÿ?Lÿ>GDÿ;<ID<ÿ?LÿWG?PGÿP@HDHÿ@<Dÿ@HH?OLDIÿ:;<ÿ><?@AYB
°ÿÿ¦ÿ¦~¦®ÿQoÿ§YoIÿKÿÿC>Gÿ?<YQUJY
gh|iÿgh±iÿ\PP;<I?LOA[Kÿ@ÿH>@>DÿE@[ÿMHDÿ@L[ÿED>G;Iÿ>;
HDADP>ÿmMIODHÿH;ÿA;LOÿ@Hÿ?>ÿ?Hÿ?EF@<>?@Aÿ@LIÿL;>ÿOD@<DI
>;W@<IHÿ?L:AMDLP?LOÿyyz±²ÿ>GDÿ><?@AlHÿ;M>P;EDYÿp?>G;M>
]]^ÿ̀abcde]fb
@ÿI;MN>KÿFD<E?>>?LOÿH;A?P?>;<H³WG;ÿ<DF<DHDL>ÿ@ÿF@<>[ÿ?L
ghhiÿjM<ÿID>D<E?L@>?;Lÿ>G@>ÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿX?;A@>DH >GDÿP@HD³>;ÿHDADP>ÿ>GDÿmMIODÿ<@?HDHÿ>GDÿHFDP>D<ÿ;:ÿF@<>?@A?>[
HDF@<@>?;Lÿ;:ÿF;WD<Hÿ?HÿL;>ÿI?HF;H?>?XDÿ;:ÿk@LO:;<IlH @LIÿP@AAHÿ>GDÿX@A?I?>[ÿ;:ÿ>GDÿDL>?<DÿH[H>DEÿ?L>;ÿVMDH>?;LY
@FFD@AYÿZ;ÿW@<<@L>ÿ<DXD<H@AKÿk@LO:;<IÿEMH>ÿIDE;LH><@>D ÿ¦ÿ¦~¦®ÿÿ´~®ÿoUTÿ§YTIÿQoTKÿQoSÿCQU>G
>G@>ÿGDÿHMH>@?LDIÿF<DmMI?PDÿ@Hÿ@ÿ<DHMA>ÿ;:ÿ>GDÿH;A?P?>;< ?<YoUUUJÿCµLÿ;M<ÿX?DWKÿ?:ÿ>GDÿ@HH?OLEDL>ÿ;:ÿ@ÿP@HDÿ>;
HD>>?LOÿWGDLÿG?HÿP@HDÿW@HÿP@AADIÿ:;<ÿ><?@AYÿ\Hÿ>G?HÿP@HD @Lÿ?LI?X?IM@AÿmMIODÿHG;MAIÿL;>ÿNDÿN@HDIÿ;Lÿ¶>GDÿIDH?<Dÿ>;
P;EDHÿ>;ÿMHKÿ>W;ÿI?::D<DL>ÿ:;<EHÿ;:ÿF<DmMI?PDÿ@<Dÿ@AADODIn ?L:AMDLPDÿ>GDÿ;M>P;EDÿ;:ÿ>GDÿF<;PDDI?LOHK·ÿ>GDLÿ@AA;W?LO
CQJÿk@LO:;<IÿW@HÿIDL?DIÿG?Hÿ<?OG>ÿ>;ÿIMDÿF<;PDHHÿNDP@MHD @ÿF<;HDPM>;<ÿ>;ÿFD<:;<Eÿ>G@>ÿ>@Hªÿ<@?HDHÿHMNH>@L>?@AÿIMD
HDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿFD<E?>>DIÿ>GDÿH;A?P?>;<ÿ>;ÿmMIODÿHG;FKÿ@LI F<;PDHHÿP;LPD<LHYBÿCVM;>?LOÿ£ÿQoÿ§YoIÿ@>ÿSJJÿ̧¹º®
CoJÿk@LO:;<IÿW@HÿIDL?DIÿG?Hÿ<?OG>ÿ>;ÿ@ÿHFDDI[ÿ><?@AYÿpD ÿ¹ÿUÿ§YTIÿTKÿoÿCS>Gÿ?<YQJÿC»;HLD<Kÿ«YJÿCZGD
I?H@O<DDÿ>G@>ÿk@LO:;<IlHÿ><?@AÿHM::D<DIÿ:<;Eÿ@L[ÿ?L:?<E?>?DH F<@P>?PDÿ;:ÿ@AA;W?LOÿ>GDÿF<;HDPM>;<ÿ>;ÿPG;;HDÿ>GDÿYYYÿ><?@A
@Hÿ@ÿ<DHMA>ÿ;:ÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿ@LIÿ>GD<D:;<Dÿ@::?<EÿG?H mMIODÿ?HÿPD<>@?LA[ÿMLH?OG>A[Kÿ@Hÿ>GDÿµLI?@L@ÿP;M<>ÿ;:ÿ@FFD@AH
P;LX?P>?;LHY
;F?LDIÿ̧?>ÿI;DHÿA@Pªÿ>GDÿ@FFD@<@LPDÿ;:ÿ?EF@<>?@A?>[YYYYBJ¸
£ÿQoÿ§YoIÿ@>ÿSÿCZGDÿHMOODH>?;Lÿ>G@>ÿ>GDÿP@HD
@HH?OLEDL>ÿF<;PDHHÿ?HÿND?LOÿE@L?FMA@>DIÿ:;<ÿE;>?XDHÿ;>GD<
yz{±ÿ>G@Lÿ>GDÿD::?P?DL>ÿ@IE?L?H><@>?;Lÿ;:ÿmMH>?PDÿP@H>H
q^ÿersÿ̀tuvsww
@ÿXD<[ÿA;LOÿHG@I;WKÿ>;MPG?LOÿ>GDÿDL>?<DÿP<?E?L@AÿmMH>?PD
ghxiÿpDÿP;LH?ID<ÿ:?<H>ÿWGD>GD<ÿ>GDÿF;WD<ÿ?EFD<E?HH?NA[ H[H>DEYYYYBJYÿ;EDÿP;M<>HÿG@XDÿ>GD<D:;<DÿH><MPªÿI;WLÿ>GD?<
O<@L>DIÿ>;ÿ>GDÿH;A?P?>;<ÿN[ÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿDL@NADIÿG?E H[H>DEHÿ;:ÿFD<E?>>?LOÿF<;HDPM>;<Hÿ>;ÿHDADP>ÿmMIODHYÿ¦~¦ÿ
>;ÿyz{|ÿX?;A@>Dÿk@LO:;<IlHÿIMDÿF<;PDHHÿ<?OG>HYÿ\A>G;MOG ¼½®ÿQÿ;YoIÿQTUTKÿQTUÿCk@YQJÿCI;?LOÿH;ÿ;LÿIMD
E@L[ÿI?::D<DL>ÿX?;A@>?;LHÿ@<DÿI?HPMHHDIÿ@LDPI;>@AA[Kÿ>GD F<;PDHHÿO<;MLIHJÿ̧¾ ~ÿÿ¿ ®¦ÿQQÿ̄ ?HPYÿTK
;LA[ÿIMDÿF<;PDHHÿX?;A@>?;LÿH@?Iÿ>;ÿG@XDÿ;PPM<<DIÿ?Lÿ>G?H TÿÀYÁYYoIÿoUKÿoÿCMFY>YQJÿCG;AI?LOÿ>G@>ÿO<@L>?LO
P@HDÿ?Hÿ>G@>ÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿFD<E?>>DIÿ>GDÿH;A?P?>;<ÿ>; F<;HDPM>;<HÿP;L><;Aÿ;XD<ÿPG;;H?LOÿ>GDÿmMIODÿ>G<D@>DLH
HDADP>ÿ>GDÿmMIODÿWG;ÿW;MAIÿF<DH?IDÿ;XD<ÿk@LO:;<IlHÿ><?@AY >GDÿ?LIDFDLIDLPDÿ;:ÿ>GDÿmMI?P?@<[Jÿ̧®ÿ~®ÿÂ ®¼ ÿ
\A>G;MOGÿWDÿVMDH>?;Lÿ>GDÿD}>DL>ÿ>;ÿWG?PGÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTU ~¦ÿTTÿYYÿToUKÿToÿLYÿQKÿUÿYYoIÿKÿÿLYÿQÿCoUUJ
@P>M@AA[ÿFD<E?>>DIÿmMIODÿHG;FF?LOKÿWDÿF<;PDDIÿ@HHME?LO CpDÿ@PªL;WADIODÿ>GDÿF<@P>?PDÿ;:ÿ>GDÿF<;HDPM>;<ÿHDADP>?LO
~ÿ>G@>ÿ?>ÿI?IÿH;Y
>GDÿ><?@AÿmMIODÿ?Hÿ?L@FF<;F<?@>Dÿ@LIÿ><;MNA?LOYBJY
gh{iÿghziÿghiÿghiÿ\ÿP<?E?L@AÿID:DLI@L>ÿG@Hÿ@ÿIMDghÃiÿgx²iÿÄ;WDXD<Kÿ@Hÿ«MIODÿ»;HLD<ÿW<;>DKÿ>¡GD
F<;PDHHÿ<?OG>ÿ>;ÿG@XDÿG?HÿP@HDÿGD@<IÿN[ÿ@ÿ:@?<ÿ@LIÿ?EF@<>?@A F<DHMEF>?;Lÿ>G@>ÿmMIODHÿ@<DÿMLN?@HDIÿ?HÿE;<Dÿ>G@Lÿ@ÿF?;MH
mMIODYÿÿÿÿÿÿYYÿQKÿQKÿQUo G;FDYBÿ¹º®ÿUÿ§YTIÿ@>ÿTYÿ§M<>GD<E;<DKÿ>¡GDÿ<?OG>ÿ>;
Y>YÿQKÿSoÿkYIYoIÿQÿCQoJÿC ¡MDÿF<;PDHHÿIDE@LIH @ÿmMIODÿWG;ÿ?Hÿ:<DDÿ:<;Eÿ>GDÿED<Dÿ~½½~~ÿ;:ÿF@<>?@A?>[
?EF@<>?@A?>[ÿ;Lÿ>GDÿF@<>ÿ;:ÿ>G;HDÿWG;ÿ:MLP>?;Lÿ?LÿmMI?P?@A ?HÿL;>ÿF@<>ÿ;:ÿIMDÿF<;PDHHÿ@>ÿ@AAYBÿ¬ÿ@>ÿoYÿÄDLPDKÿWD
;<ÿVM@H?¢mMI?P?@AÿP@F@P?>?DHYBJYÿ?E?A@<A[KÿGDÿG@Hÿ>GDÿ<?OG> W?AAÿL;>ÿF<DHMEDÿ>GDÿmMIODÿ?HÿF@<>?@AÿH?EFA[ÿNDP@MHDÿGD
>;ÿG@XDÿ@ÿmMIODÿ@HH?OLDIÿ>;ÿG?HÿP@HDÿ?Lÿ@ÿE@LLD<ÿ:<DD W@HÿHDADP>DIÿN[ÿ>GDÿF<;HDPM>;<Kÿ:;<ÿ@I;F>?LOÿHMPGÿ@ÿ<MAD
:<;EÿN?@Hÿ;<ÿ>GDÿIDH?<Dÿ>;ÿ?L:AMDLPDÿ>GDÿ;M>P;EDÿ;:ÿ>GD W;MAIÿP;L:A@>Dÿ¡ÿ>GDÿ@FFD@<@LPDÿ;:ÿF@<>?@A?>[ÿW?>Gÿ@P>M@A
F<;PDDI?LOHYBÿ£ÿÿ¤¥¥~¦ÿQoÿ§YoIÿSQKÿSÿC>G F@<>?@A?>[YBÿÅ~ÿÿÆ¼~ÿooÿ§YMFFYoIÿQK
?<YQSJÿC¨;©?LªH?Kÿ«YJYÿjLÿ>GDÿ;>GD<ÿG@LIKÿGDÿI;DHÿL;> TÿCY YÀYÁYoUUoJKÿ~ÇÇÈÿTÿ§YTIÿQTSÿCoIÿ?<YoUUJÿ̧®
G@XDÿ@ÿ<?OG>ÿ>;ÿ@L[ÿF@<>?PMA@<ÿF<;PDIM<Dÿ:;<ÿ>GDÿHDADP>?;L ~®ÿ´~®ÿoUTÿ§YTIÿ@>ÿQooÿCp¡DÿP@LL;>ÿF<DHMED
;:ÿ>GDÿmMIODYBÿ¬ÿZGMHKÿ>GD<Dÿ?HÿL;ÿ<?OG>ÿ>;ÿG@XDÿ;LDlHÿmMIOD >G@>ÿ@ÿ:DID<@AÿmMIODÿHDADP>DIÿN[ÿ>GDÿF<;HDPM>;<ÿW?AAÿNDÿG?H
HDADP>DIÿ<@LI;EA[KÿL;<ÿ?Hÿ>GD<Dÿ;LDÿ>;ÿG@XDÿ@ÿP@HDÿGD@<IÿN[ @ODL>ÿ;<ÿGDLPGE@LYBJYÿµLÿ;<ID<ÿ>;ÿNDÿDL>?>ADIÿ>;ÿ<DA?D:Kÿ@
:;<ÿ><?@ABÿCDEFG@H?Hÿ@IIDIJKÿ>GDÿFA@?Lÿ@LIÿML@EN?OM;MH
A@LOM@ODÿ;:ÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿP@LL;>ÿNDÿHVM@<DIÿW?>Gÿ>G?H
;XD<H?OG>YÿZGDÿH>@>M>DÿEMH>ÿ>GD<D:;<Dÿ[?DAIY
\PP;<I?LOA[KÿWDÿG;AIÿHDP>?;LÿQRSRTTUÿ?HÿMLP;LH>?>M>?;L@A
ND[;LIÿ@ÿ<D@H;L@NADÿI;MN>Y
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:;<;=:>=?ÿ?A;B;<CB;ÿDEF?ÿ;F?>GHIFAÿ>J?E>HÿK>B?I>HI?Lÿ>=:
KB;ME:IJ;ÿC=ÿ?A;ÿK>B?ÿC<ÿ?A;ÿME:N;OÿPQRSTUVWÿXYZÿ[OZ:ÿ>?
\X]Zÿ^<I=:I=NÿKBCF;JE?CBI>HÿF;H;J?IC=ÿC<ÿME:N;ÿA>BDH;FF
;BBCBÿG;J>EF;ÿ?A;B;ÿ_>Fÿ=Cÿ;`I:;=J;ÿ?A;ÿME:N;ÿ:;JI:;:
>=LÿIFFE;ÿI=ÿ>ÿD>==;BÿDCB;ÿ<>`CB>GH;ÿ?Cÿ?A;ÿKBCF;JE?IC=
?A>=ÿC?A;BÿME:N;Fÿ_CEH:ÿA>`;abÿcdTUVWÿeYÿ[OZ:ÿ>?ÿffX
^ACH:I=NÿK;BDI??I=Nÿ?A;ÿKBCF;JE?CBÿ?CÿJACCF;ÿ?A;ÿME:N;
g:C;FÿH>Jhÿ?A;ÿ>KK;>B>=J;ÿC<ÿIDK>B?I>HI?LijkÿGE?ÿ?A>?ÿIF
>HHjÿFCÿ<>Bÿ>Fÿ?A;ÿB;JCB:ÿC<ÿ?AIFÿJ>F;ÿ:IFJHCF;Fjÿ>=:ÿI?ÿIF
=C?ÿ;=CENAlabÿmnVnoUWÿpeYÿ[OX:ÿ>?ÿe\eÿ^gq`;=ÿ_A;=ÿ?A;B;
IFÿ>=ÿ;BBCBÿI=ÿ?A;ÿKBCJ;FFÿGLÿ_AIJAÿ?A;ÿ?BI>HÿME:N;ÿIF
F;H;J?;:ÿOOOÿ?A;ÿ:;<;=:>=?ÿIFÿ=C?ÿ:;=I;:ÿ:E;ÿKBCJ;FFÿ>Fÿ>
B;FEH?ÿC<ÿ?A;ÿ;BBCBÿE=H;FFÿA;ÿJ>=ÿKCI=?ÿ?CÿFCD;ÿB;FEH?I=N
KB;ME:IJ;OlabÿrSRVsUtnVUWÿXXfÿ[OuEKKOX:ÿ>?ÿ]Z]ÿ^gvAIH;ÿ?A;
wCEB?ÿ>NB;;Fÿ?A>?ÿ?A;ÿ<CBD;BÿFLF?;DÿN>`;ÿ?A;ÿ>KK;>B>=J;
C<ÿK>B?I>HI?LjÿD>I=?>I=I=Nÿ?A>?ÿxEF?IJ;ÿu=L:;Bÿ_>FÿI=ÿ<>J?
K>B?I>HÿIFÿ>ÿF;K>B>?;ÿD>??;BOlabÿmoRoQÿz{ÿ|}tTWÿ]p]ÿuCOX:
\]Yjÿ\]pÿ^~>Ow?OKKO\]aÿ^=C?I=Nÿ>ÿÿFAC_I=NÿC<
KB;ME:IJ;ÿ_>FÿB;EIB;:ÿ;`;=ÿ><?;Bÿ?A;ÿ~CEIFI>=>ÿuEKB;D;
wCEB?ÿF?BEJhÿ:C_=ÿ?A;ÿKB>J?IJ;ÿC<ÿKBCF;JE?CBI>HÿF;H;J?IC=
C<ÿME:N;FÿC=ÿ:E;ÿKBCJ;FFÿNBCE=:FaO
A;ÿC=HLÿFEKKCB?ÿC<<;B;:ÿ<CBÿ?A;ÿ>HH;N>?IC=ÿC<ÿGI>FÿGLÿ?A;
KB;FI:I=NÿME:N;ÿI=ÿ?AIFÿJ>F;jÿxE:N;ÿ;;FH;LjÿIFÿ?A;ÿFIDKH;
<>J?ÿ?A>?ÿA;ÿBEH;:ÿI=ÿ<>`CBÿC<ÿ?A;ÿu?>?;ÿC=ÿKB;`ICEFÿIFFE;F
?A>?ÿ>BCF;Oÿ;?jÿ?A;B;ÿIFÿ=C?ÿ>ÿFAB;:ÿC<ÿ;`I:;=J;ÿ?A>?ÿA;ÿ:I:
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@A<FCF=;ÿ=;ÿcLADLAJÿD=ÿ@FC>FCCÿ=;ÿCIAA@NÿDJFEOÿMJ=:;@CÿFC \\[ÿ_V̀DVÿ[waw]ÿ\[xÿzV{@V[@ÿZ[xÿ|\^^[}ÿ|HªAIA;@F;Mÿ=;
JAKFAcA@ÿB=JÿE;ÿEU:CAÿ=Bÿ@FC<JADF=;VÿmkkÿmjnjkÿpYÿqXrnXot DLAÿ;ED:JAÿ=BÿDLAÿ<LEJMAC]ÿDLAÿO=cAJÿ<=:JDCÿLEKAÿMA;AJEOON
uyÿ_V̀VÿZu]ÿZy\]ÿw^ÿ_V{V[@ÿ\\[]ÿ\[wÿ|`DVIIV[xxy} B=:;@ÿI=CDE<<:CEDF=;ÿ@AOENÿ«IJAC:>IDFKAONÿIJAP:@F<FEO¬ÿED
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bccdÿbcedÿbcfdÿg^\QPQRÿTWÿTXSÿ]SaWQGÿSYSVSQTCÿTXSXWjS_S\Cÿ?ÿaWQTPQ^?QaSÿj?]ÿ\S^P\SGÿOW\ÿTXP]ÿTWÿX?[[SQ@M
E^[\SVSÿhW^\TÿX?]ÿ]T?TSGÿTX?TÿiGPOOS\SQTÿjSPRXT]ÿ]XW^YG \WVÿTX?Tÿ[WPQTÿWQCÿTXSÿET?TSÿVW_SGÿjPTXÿ\S?]WQ?kYS
kSÿ?]]PRQSGÿTWÿGPOOS\SQTÿ\S?]WQ]lÿOW\ÿTXSÿGSY?Z@ÿmnopqor X?]TSÿRP_SQÿTXSÿOSjÿ>SQS\?YÿES]]PWQ]ÿTS\V]ÿ]aXSG^YSGÿOW\
ALDÿs@E@ÿ?Tÿ<IHCÿM:ÿE@hT@ÿ:H;:@ÿtÿGSYPkS\?TSÿ?TTSV[TÿkZ FGRSOPSYGÿhW^QTZÿG^\PQRÿTX?TÿTPVS@ÿSÿ?R\SSÿjPTXÿTXS
TXSÿET?TSÿTWÿGSY?ZÿTXSÿT\P?Yÿ?]ÿ?ÿVS?Q]ÿWOÿPV[?P\PQRÿTXS aP\a^PTÿaW^\TÿTX?TÿTXSÿGSY?Z]ÿ?Y\S?GZÿPQa^\\SGÿ?\SÿT\W^kYPQRC
?aa^]SGu]ÿ?kPYPTZÿTWÿGSOSQGÿXPV]SYOÿi]XW^YGÿkSÿjSPRXTSG k^TÿjSÿa?QQWTÿPRQW\SÿTXSÿO?aTÿTX?TÿTXP]ÿ?GGPTPWQ?YÿGSY?Z
XS?_PYZÿ?R?PQ]TÿTXSÿRW_S\QVSQT@lÿvwxÿyS^T\?Yÿ\S?]WQ]C P]ÿTXSÿ[\WG^aTÿWOÿ?QROW\Gu]ÿSOOW\T]ÿTWÿ][WPYÿTXSÿET?TSu]
jXPaXÿaW^YGÿPQaY^GSÿW_S\a\WjGSGÿGWazST]ÿW\ÿQSRYPRSQaSC S_PGSQaS@ÿgXS\SOW\SCÿjSÿjPYYÿQWTÿaW^QTÿPTÿ?R?PQ]TÿTXSÿET?TS@
?\SÿijSPRXTSGÿYS]]ÿXS?_PYZlÿk^Tÿ]TPYYÿaW^QTÿ?R?PQ]TÿTXS qqÿqwÿnq}ÿxÿwÿnprÿADAÿs@E@ÿIL:CÿIHBCÿHLB
ET?TSÿkSa?^]SÿPTÿkS?\]ÿTXSÿ^YTPV?TSÿ\S][WQ]PkPYPTZÿOW\ÿTXS]S E@hT@ÿBA;Cÿ;;ÿ@FG@:GÿBALÿKHM;BNÿKXWYGPQRÿ?ÿGSOSQG?QTÿjXW
aP\a^V]T?QaS]@ÿvwx{ÿ}qqÿn~}ÿnqÿxÿ nrÿIDIÿE@h@ a?^]S]ÿGSY?Z]ÿPQÿXP]ÿT\P?Yÿi]XW^YGÿQWTÿkSÿ?kYSÿ^[WQÿ\ST^\QÿTW
<:DCÿ<AMCÿBADÿE@F@:GÿHAACÿH<<ÿK:LLDNÿKigXSÿ^YTPV?TS TXSÿGP]T\PaTÿaW^\TÿTWÿ\S?[ÿTXSÿ\Sj?\GÿWOÿGP]VP]]?YÿOW\ÿO?PY^\S
\S][WQ]PkPYPTZÿOW\ÿTXSÿT\P?YÿWOÿ?ÿa\PVPQ?YÿGSOSQG?QTÿ\S]T] TWÿ\SaSP_Sÿ?ÿ][SSGZÿT\P?YlN@
jPTXÿTXSÿET?TS@lN@ÿSY?Z]ÿWaa?]PWQSGÿkZÿTXSÿGSOSQG?QTC
XWjS_S\CÿjSPRXÿ?R?PQ]TÿXPV@ÿqo ÿxÿmo~~rÿ<<Bs@E@ bcdÿgXSÿTXP\GÿO?aTW\ÿPQÿTXSÿmnopqoÿ?Q?YZ]P]ÿP]ÿTXS
;HCÿH:MÿE@hT@ÿH:;ICÿH:MLCÿHDIÿ@FG@:Gÿ:IHÿK:LLMN@ÿgXP]ÿP] GSOSQG?QTu]ÿ?]]S\TPWQÿWOÿXP]ÿ\PRXTÿTWÿ?ÿ][SSGZÿT\P?Y@ÿXPYS
QWTÿWQYZÿPQÿ?aaW\GÿjPTXÿTXSÿ\S?YPTZÿTX?TÿGSY?ZÿV?ZÿkSÿ? ?QROW\GÿOP\]TÿOPYSGÿjX?Tÿ]SSV]ÿTWÿkSÿ?ÿoÿ}qÿ][SSGZ
GSOSQ]SÿT?aTPaCÿk^TÿPTÿP]ÿ?Y]Wÿ?ÿ\SaWRQPTPWQÿTX?Tÿ?ÿGSOSQG?QT T\P?YÿVWTPWQÿPQÿ^QSÿ:LLMCÿTXSÿ\SaW\Gÿ]^RRS]T]ÿTX?TÿXS
]XW^YGÿQWTÿkSÿ?kYSÿTWÿ[\Wa^\Sÿ?ÿGP]VP]]?YÿWOÿTXSÿaX?\RS] QS_S\ÿ]W^RXTÿ?ÿ\^YPQRÿWQÿPTÿ^QTPYÿTXSÿ?Zÿ:LHLÿXS?\PQR@
?R?PQ]TÿXPVÿG^SÿTWÿGSY?Z]ÿXSÿa?^]SG@ÿqqÿwx
W\SW_S\CÿjXPYSÿ?QROW\GÿGPGÿOPYSÿ?ÿoÿ}qÿVWTPWQÿOW\ÿ?
][SSGZÿT\P?YVWTPWQÿTWÿGP]VP]]ÿG?Z]ÿ?OTS\ÿTXSÿaW^\TÿP]]^SG
gXSÿET?TSÿ?G_?QaS]ÿTjWÿGPOOS\SQTÿ\S?]WQ]ÿOW\ÿTXSÿGSY?Z] PT]ÿ?Zÿ:LHLÿW\GS\CÿPTÿj?]ÿQS_S\ÿeefÿ\^YSGÿ^[WQÿ?QG
PQÿ?QROW\Gu]ÿ[\W]Sa^TPWQ@ÿP\]TCÿPTÿ?\R^S]ÿTX?TÿTXSÿPQPTP?Y XSÿQS_S\ÿ\SQSjSGÿXP]ÿVWTPWQÿjXSQÿTXSÿa?]Sÿj?]ÿa?YYSGÿOW\
TjSQTZUVWQTXÿGSY?ZÿPQÿPQGPaTPQRÿXPVÿj?]ÿG^SÿTWÿPT] T\P?Y@ÿtYTXW^RXÿPTÿV?ZÿX?_SÿkSSQÿO^TPYSÿOW\ÿXPVÿTWÿ\?P]SÿTXS
PQ?kPYPTZÿTWÿX?_Sÿ?ÿiVS?QPQRO^YlÿaWQ_S\]?TPWQÿjPTXÿTXS P]]^Sÿ?R?PQÿO\WVÿ?QÿeeÿS\\W\ÿ[\S]S\_?TPWQÿ]T?QG[WPQTC
_PaTPV]ÿkSa?^]SÿPTÿaW^YGÿQWTÿOPQGÿ?QÿPQTS\[\STS\@ÿtYTXW^RX TXSÿiO?PY^\SÿTWÿ?]]S\TÿTXSÿ\PRXTÿjPYYÿV?zSÿPTÿGPOOPa^YTÿOW\ÿ?
jSÿ?\SÿQWTÿ[S\]^?GSGÿTXSÿET?TSÿ^]SGÿPT]ÿkS]TÿSOOW\T] GSOSQG?QTÿTWÿ[\W_SÿTX?TÿXSÿj?]ÿGSQPSGÿ?ÿ][SSGZÿT\P?Y@lÿqq
TWÿ]Sa^\Sÿ?QÿPQTS\[\STS\CÿTXS\SÿP]ÿQWÿS_PGSQaSÿTX?TÿPT mnopqorÿALDÿs@E@ÿ?Tÿ<I:CÿM:ÿE@hT@ÿ:H;:@
PQTSQTPWQ?YYZÿT?\\PSGÿPQÿOPQGPQRÿWQS@ÿtTÿVW]TCÿTXSÿET?TSÿj?]
QSRYPRSQTCÿ?QGÿTXP]ÿP]ÿ?ÿQS^T\?Yÿ\S?]WQÿOW\ÿGSY?ZÿjXPaXÿGWS] bcdÿPQ?YYZCÿjSÿV^]TÿaWQ]PGS\ÿTXSÿ[\S`^GPaSÿ?QROW\G
QWTÿjSPRXÿXS?_PYZÿ?R?PQ]TÿPT@
]^OOS\SG@ÿgXSÿE^[\SVSÿhW^\TÿX?]ÿPGSQTPOPSGÿTX\SSÿGPOOS\SQT
TZ[S]ÿWOÿ[\S`^GPaSÿTXSÿ\PRXTÿTWÿ?ÿ][SSGZÿT\P?Yÿ]SSz]ÿTW
eeeÿySTCÿTXSÿET?TSÿaWQTSQG]ÿTXSÿOPQ?YÿOW^\UVWQTXÿGSY?Z [\S_SQTÿKHNÿW[[\S]]P_Sÿ[\SUT\P?YÿPQa?\aS\?TPWQÿK:Nÿ?QPSTZ
PQÿT\ZPQRÿ?QROW\GCÿ\^QQPQRÿO\WVÿ?Zÿ:LHLÿTWÿES[TSVkS\ ]TSVVPQRÿO\WVÿkSPQRÿ[^kYPaYZÿ?aa^]SGÿWOÿ?ÿa\PVSÿ?QGÿKIN
:LHLCÿj?]ÿTXSÿ\S]^YTÿWOÿ?QROW\GÿaWS\aPQRÿXPYYP[]ÿTWÿQWT TXSÿ[W]]PkPYPTZÿTX?TÿTXSÿ?aa^]SGu]ÿGSOSQ]SÿjPYYÿkSÿPV[?P\SG
TS]TPOZ@ÿ\WVÿW^\ÿ\S_PSjÿWOÿTXSÿ\SaW\GCÿTXS\SÿP]ÿS_PGSQaS G^SÿTWÿTXSÿGS?TXÿW\ÿGP]?[[S?\?QaSÿWOÿjPTQS]]S]ÿW\ÿTXSÿYW]]
TX?Tÿ?QROW\Gÿ?QGÿXP]ÿaWUGSOSQG?QTÿ[S\]^?GSGÿXPYYP[]ÿTW WOÿVSVW\ZÿjPTXÿTXSÿ[?]]?RSÿWOÿTPVS@ÿvwxÿiOÿTXS]SCÿTXS
\SV?PQÿ]PYSQT@ÿEWÿYWQRÿ?]ÿXSÿGPGÿ]WCÿXSÿjW^YGÿkSÿ^Q?_?PY?kYS VW]Tÿ]S\PW^]ÿP]ÿTXSÿY?]TCÿkSa?^]SÿTXSÿPQ?kPYPTZÿWOÿ?ÿGSOSQG?QT
OW\ÿa\W]]US?VPQ?TPWQ@ÿgX^]CÿTXSÿET?TSÿjW^YGÿkSÿ^Q?kYS ?GS^?TSYZÿTWÿ[\S[?\SÿXP]ÿa?]Sÿ]zSj]ÿTXSÿO?P\QS]]ÿWOÿTXS
TWÿ^]SÿXPYYP[]uÿW\PRPQ?Yÿ]T?TSVSQTÿ?]ÿS_PGSQaSÿ?R?PQ]T SQTP\Sÿ]Z]TSV@lÿvwx
?QROW\G@ÿqqÿmorÿIMHÿs@E@ÿ?TÿH:BCÿ;;ÿE@hT@ÿHB:L@ÿgXS
YW]]ÿWOÿTXP]ÿa\^aP?Yÿ[PSaSÿWOÿS_PGSQaSÿTXS\SOW\SÿSOOSaTP_SYZ bcdÿ?QROW\Gÿj?]ÿPQÿ`?PYÿOW\ÿQS?\YZÿTjWÿZS?\]
R^TTSGÿTXSÿET?TSu]ÿa?]SÿWQÿTXSÿG?ZÿWOÿT\P?Y@
[SQGPQRÿT\P?Y@ÿigXSÿTPVSÿ][SQTÿPQÿ`?PYÿ?j?PTPQRÿT\P?Y
X?]ÿ?ÿGST\PVSQT?YÿPV[?aTÿWQÿTXSÿPQGP_PG^?YlÿTX\W^RX
PT]ÿ?TTSQG?QTÿẀkÿYW]]CÿGP]\^[TPWQÿWOÿO?VPYZÿYPOSCÿ?QG
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DE?ÿGÿ=GKEÿBKÿAEGLIÿM>AÿCABGO\ÿN>?ÿLECEAFB?B?S
CDGCÿGÿ=GKEÿBKÿAEGLIÿM>AÿCABGOTÿCDEÿQ>OB=BC>AÿKDGOO
MBOEÿBCDÿCDEÿsOEARÿ>Mÿs>@ACÿGÿtmu;spÿm
smnuÿomspu;tPÿ>?ÿGÿM>AFÿNAEK=ABUELÿUI
CDEÿQ@NAEFEÿs>@ACÿG?LÿKDGOOÿKEArEÿGOOÿNGACBEKÿG?L
=>@?KEOÿ>MÿAE=>AL\ÿN>?ÿAE=EBrB?SÿK@=Dÿ?>CB=ETÿCDE
sOEARÿKDGOOÿNOG=EÿCDEÿ=GKEÿ>?ÿCDEÿs>@ACÿo>=REC
G?LÿCDEÿFGCCEAÿFGIÿUEÿ=GOOELÿM>AÿÿCABGO
G?IÿCBFEÿGMCEAÿCDBACIÿZ[ÿLGIKÿMA>FÿCDEÿMBOB?Sÿ>M
CDEÿtmu;spÿmÿsmnuÿomspu;tP\ÿuDE
s>@ACÿo>=RECÿ=>?KBKCKÿ>MÿGOOÿFGCCEAKÿCDGCÿCDE
Q>OB=BC>AÿDGKÿLEEFELÿAEGLIÿM>AÿCABGO\ÿm?=EÿCDEÿ=GKE
BKÿNOG=ELÿ>?ÿCDEÿs>@ACÿo>=RECTÿCDEÿs>@ACÿGKK@FEK

CDEÿAEKN>?KBUBOBCIÿM>AÿKECCB?SÿGÿCABGOÿLGCEÿG?LÿCDE
sOEARTÿ@?LEAÿCDEÿLBAE=CB>?ÿG?LÿK@NEArBKB>?ÿ>MÿCDE
svqTÿKDGOOÿN@UOBKDÿGÿCABGOÿA>KCEAÿMA>FÿCDEÿs>@AC
o>=RECÿ>Mÿ=GKEKÿK@UHE=CÿM>AÿCABGOÿGCÿOEGKCÿCE?CI>?E
WÿLGIKÿUEM>AEÿEG=DÿCEAFÿ>Mÿ=>@AC\ÿq@UOB=GCB>?
KDGOOÿUEÿEMME=CELÿ>?=EÿCDEÿsOEARÿFGREKÿCDEÿCABGO
A>KCEAÿGrGBOGUOEÿB?ÿCDEÿsOEARJKÿ>MMB=Eÿ>Aÿ>?ÿCDE
sOEARJKÿB?CEA?ECÿKBCE\ÿuDEÿsOEARÿKDGOOÿGOK>ÿLBKCABU@CE
CDEÿCABGOÿA>KCEAÿC>ÿCD>KEÿGCC>A?EIKÿOBKCELÿ@N>?ÿBC
UIÿGTÿ\Q\ÿGBOTÿDG?LÿLEOBrEAITÿ>AÿEOE=CA>?B=
LEOBrEAI\ÿsGKEKÿ>?ÿCDEÿCABGOÿA>KCEAÿ?>CÿAEG=DELÿM>A
CABGOÿBOOÿUEÿK@UHE=CÿC>ÿUEB?Sÿ=GOOELÿM>AÿCDEÿ?ECÿC>
CEAFKÿ>Mÿ=>@ACÿUEM>AEÿUEB?SÿAEN@UOBKDEL\ÿ;CÿBKÿCDE
AEKN>?KBUBOBCIÿ>MÿEG=DÿLEME?KEÿGCC>A?EIÿC>ÿ?>CBMI
CDEÿÿLEME?LG?CÿCDGCÿCDEÿ=GKEÿBKÿK=DEL@OEL
M>AÿCABGOÿG?LÿC>ÿAEFB?LÿCDEÿLEME?LG?Cÿ>MÿCDEÿABSDC
G?Lÿ>UOBSGCB>?ÿC>ÿUEÿNAEKE?CÿGCÿCABGO\ÿ>CB>?KÿM>A
=>?CB?@G?=Eÿ>Aÿ>CDEAÿAEOBEMÿMA>FÿGÿN@UOBKDELÿCABGO
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ÿt>CDB?SÿDEAEB?ÿKDGOOÿGMME=CÿCDEÿs>@ACJKÿGUBOBCIÿC>
K=DEL@OEÿF>CB>?Kÿ>Aÿ>CDEAÿNAECABGOÿNA>=EELB?SKÿGK
FGIÿUEÿGNNA>NABGCETÿ>AÿCDEÿABSDCÿ>MÿCDEÿsvqÿC>
GLLÿ=GKEKÿC>ÿG?IÿCABGOÿA>KCEAÿ>AÿLEKBS?GCEÿ=GKEK
M>AÿGÿLGIÿ=EACGB?ÿGKÿCDEÿsvqÿLEEFKÿGNNA>NABGCET
K@UHE=CÿC>ÿCDEÿ?>CBMB=GCB>?ÿAE@BAEFE?CKÿKECÿM>ACDÿB?
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KENGAGCEÿG?LÿGNGACÿMA>FÿCDEÿAES@OGAÿs>@ACÿo>=REC\
uDEÿsvqÿBOOÿGLFB?BKCEAÿG?LÿK@NEArBKEÿCDE
@LB=BGOÿo>=REC\ÿuDEÿQ>OB=BC>AÿF@KCÿ?>CBMIÿCDE
sOEARÿBCDB?ÿMBMCEE?ÿWÿLGIKÿGMCEAÿENBAGCB>?ÿ>M
CDBKÿNEAB>Lÿ>MÿCBFEÿ>MÿGOOÿ=GKEKÿCDGCÿGAEÿB?ÿCDBK
=GCES>AIÿG?LÿM@A?BKDÿCDEÿM>OO>B?SÿB?M>AFGCB>?
Wÿ;?LB=CFE?Cÿ?@FUEA¡ÿÿoEME?LG?CJKÿ?GFE¡ÿZ
oGCEÿ>MÿvAAEKC¡ÿxÿvKKBS?ELÿvKKBKCG?CÿQ>OB=BC>A¡
ÿoEME?KEÿs>@?KEO¡ÿ¢ÿoGCEÿ>Mÿ;?LB=CFE?C
uA@EÿBOO¡ÿYÿuAG=RÿENBAGCB>?ÿLGCE¡ÿÿqAB>A
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d[ÿ?K;ÿq:HFRÿQ=:[ÿ>KHMMÿd;ÿRG>PG>>;Rÿd[ÿ?K;ÿLQXYW
=FM;>>ÿ?K;ÿeDMGEG?D:ÿ>KHMMÿ>KDOÿZDDRÿEH=>;ÿOK[ÿG?ÿ>KD=MR
FD?ÿd;ÿRG>PG>>;RIÿe=EKÿRG>PG>>HMÿG>ÿOG?KD=?ÿV:;g=RGE;W
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LD=:?ÿ>KHMMÿFD?GC[ÿ?K;ÿeDMGEG?D:ÿHFRÿ?K;ÿR;C;FRHF?ÿDC
?K;ÿLD=:?r>ÿGF?;F?GDFÿ?DÿRG>PG>>ÿ?K;ÿEH>;IÿJK;ÿeDMGEG?D:
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C:DPÿ?K;ÿLD=:?WÿFD?GC[ÿ?K;ÿfGE?GP@>AÿGFÿO:G?GFZÿDCÿ?K;
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?DÿCGM;ÿHÿO:G??;Fÿ:;>VDF>;ÿOG?Kÿ?K;ÿeDMGEG?D:ÿOG?KGF
?;Fÿ@]sAÿRH[>tÿHFRÿ@TAÿOG?KGFÿ?KG:?[ÿ@bsAÿRH[>ÿCGM;ÿH
O:G??;Fÿ:;>VDF>;ÿOG?Kÿ?K;ÿLD=:?ÿ>;??GFZÿCD:?KÿGFÿR;?HGM
?K;ÿ:;H>DF>WÿGFEM=RGFZÿ?K;ÿ:;>VDF>;@>AÿDCÿ?K;ÿfGE?GP@>AW
OK[ÿ?K;ÿEH>;ÿ>KD=MRÿFD?ÿd;ÿRG>PG>>;RÿHFRÿHRfG>GFZÿ?K;
ED=:?ÿDCÿ?K;ÿ;lV;E?;Rÿ?GP;ÿDCÿRG>VD>G?GDFIÿJK;ÿR;C;FRHF?
PH[ÿ>=dPG?ÿHÿO:G??;Fÿ:;>VDF>;ÿOG?KGFÿ?KG:?[ÿRH[>ÿDC
?K;ÿeDMGEG?D:r>ÿCGMGFZIÿJK;ÿLQXYÿPH[ÿ>EK;R=M;ÿHÿK;H:GFZW
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CD:?KÿK;:;GFÿOGMMÿ:;>=M?ÿGFÿ?K;ÿPH??;:ÿd;GFZÿRG>PG>>;R
V=:>=HF?ÿ?Dÿ?KG>ÿV:DfG>GDFIÿcCÿ?K;ÿeDMGEG?D:ÿ>KDO>ÿ^_`v
ZDDRÿEH=>;Wÿ?K;ÿEH>;ÿ>KHMMÿH=?DPH?GEHMM[ÿd;ÿ?:HF>C;::;R
?Dÿ?K;ÿQ=RGEGHMÿSDEN;?I
JKG>ÿD:R;:ÿ>KHMMÿd;ÿ;CC;E?Gf;ÿu;d:=H:[ÿpWÿTs]bI
QmXhÿwIÿJnXxWÿLIQIWÿSnhXxSÿyIÿ\mXJJzWÿQnwh
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Committee Contact Information
Physical:
South Carolina House of Representatives
Legislative Oversight Committee
1105 Pendleton Street, Blatt Building Room 228
Mailing:
Post Office Box 11867
Columbia, South Carolina 29211
Telephone:

Online:
You may visit the South Carolina General Assembly Home Page
(http://www.scstatehouse.gov) and click on "Citizens’ Interest" then click on
"House Legislative Oversight Committee Postings and Reports". This will list the
information posted online for the Committee; click on the information you
would like to review. Also, a direct link to Committee information is
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommi
ttee.php.

803-212-6810

Agency Contact Information
Physical:
1200 Senate Street, Suite B-03
Wade Hampton Building
Columbia, SC 29201

Telephone:
Online:

803-343-0765
http://www.prosecution.state.sc.us/

Mailing:
Post Office Box 11561
Columbia, SC 29211

ENDNOTES
Visual Summary Figure 1 is compiled from information in the Commission on Prosecution Coordination study materials available
online under “Citizens’ Interest,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee Postings and Reports,” and then under
“Prosecution Coordination, Commission on”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyPHPFiles/ProsecutionCoordination.
php (accessed October 12, 2018).
2 S.C. Code of Laws § 2-2-20(C).
3 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Meeting Minutes” (September 18, 2018), under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination,
Commission on” and under “Meetings,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/SubcommitteeMinutes/LawSub/Septembe
r%2018,%202018%20-%20Meeting%20Minutes.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018). A video of the meeting is available at
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461. Hereinafter, “September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and video.”
4 The report is provided pursuant to provisions in the annual general appropriations act. See 2018-2019 Annual General
Appropriations Act, Part 1B, § 117.109 and § 117.110.
5 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (July 16, 2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under
“Prosecution Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Correspondence,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Letter%20from%20SCCPC%20to%20Oversight%20Subcommittee%20with%20attachments%20(July%2016,%202018).pdf
(accessed October 12, 2018). See question thirteen. Hereinafter, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (July 16, 2018).”
1
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S.C. Judicial Department, “Circuit Court Judges,” https://www.sccourts.org/circuitCourt/circuitMap.cfm (accessed October 10,
2018).
7 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Agency PER (April 6, 2018),” under “Committee
Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” and under “Prosecution Coordination Commission”
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordination
/Prosecution%20Coordination%20PER%20-%20Complete.pdf (accessed June 11, 2018). Hereinafter, “Agency PER.”
8 1990 Act 485. See also, S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-910.
9 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-920; Commission membership. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-940; duties. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-950;
election of Housman and officers. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-960; executive director and staff. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-970;
compensation and expenses. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-980; funding. S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-1000; salaries of circuit solicitors.
10 Agency PER. See question six. See also, 1991 Act 171, § 10A.
11 Ibid. See also, S.C. Code of Laws § 8-17-370(4).
12 Act 419 of 1998 [1998-1999 Appropriations Bill, Part 1B, § 56DD.20 (GOV: Establish Victim/Witness Program)].
13 Agency PER. See question six. See also, 2001 Act No. 66, § 33.
14 1990 Act 485. See preamble, which is not codified.
15 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-910. See also, 1990 Act 485.
16 State v. Needs (S.C. 1998) 333 S.C. 134, 508 S.E.2d 857, rehearing denied. Hereinafter, “State v. Needs.”
17 State v. Ridge, 269 S.C. 61, 236 S.E.2d 401 (1977), citing to State v. Brittian, 263 S.C. 363, 210 S.E.2d 600 (1974). See also Op.
S.C. Attorney General 1999 WL 1390355 (November 29, 1999) (“The determination to proceed with criminal charges is a function
of the executive branch of government, not the judicial branch. State v. Tootle, 330 S.C. 512, 500 S.E.2d 481 (1998) (stating that
“judicial discretion cannot be substituted for that of an executive body.”) As a general rule, the prosecuting officer’s decisions to
prosecute and dismiss are almost entirely within his discretion.”) Hereinafter, “State v. Ridge.”
18 Op. S.C. Attorney General, 2018 WL 3494001 (July 3, 2018); see also, Order of Chief Justice re Pretrial Diversion Programs,
September 12, 2003 (“THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. Section 17-22-10 et. seq., only solicitors of
this State are authorized to establish a pretrial intervention program. Accordingly, no other agency, municipality, county
government or member of the judiciary, either circuit, municipal, or magistrate, shall establish, recognize by use refer or permit
the referral of any offender to any other pretrial intervention or other diversion’ program resulting in the non-criminal
disposition of any offense not addressed in this Order or approved by the solicitor. Only solicitors are statutorily authorized to
effect a non-criminal disposition of a charge pending against an offender in the event that offender successfully completes an
authorized pretrial intervention program. According, a magistrate, municipal, or circuit court judge has no authority to effect a
non-criminal disposition of any charge based on the completion of a diversion program without the consent of the solicitor.
Finally, no magistrate, municipal, or circuit court judge shall issue an order directing the destruction of any official records
relating to an offender’s arrest without the written consent of the solicitor or his designee verifying the offender has successfully
completed the pretrial intervention program operated by the solicitor or any other diversion program that has been-approved
for use by the solicitor.”) Hereinafter, “July 3, 2018, Attorney General Opinion.”
19 S.C. Constitution, Article 5, Section 24. Law enforcement officials, prosecutors and administrative officers; Attorney General.
There shall be elected in each county by the electors thereof a clerk of the circuit court, a sheriff, and a coroner; and in each
judicial circuit a solicitor shall be elected by the electors thereof. All of these officers shall serve for terms of four years and until
their successors are elected and qualify. The General Assembly shall provide by law for their duties and compensation. The
General Assembly also may provide by law for the age and qualifications of sheriffs and coroners, and the selection, duties, and
compensation of other appropriate officials to enforce the criminal laws of the State, to prosecute persons under these laws, and
to carry on the administrative functions of the courts of the State. The Attorney General shall be the chief prosecuting officer of
the State with authority to supervise the prosecution of all criminal cases in courts of record. (1972 (57) 3176; 1973 (58) 161;
1973 (58) 863; 1975 (59) 46; 1985 Act No. 9; 1989 Act No. 10; 1995 Act No. 35.)
20 Ex parte McLeod, 272 S.C. 373, 252 S.E.2d 126 (1979). See also, informal opinion of the Attorney General, The Honorable
Ernest M. Spong, III, 1999 WL 1390355 (November 29, 1999).
21 Op. S.C. Attorney General, 2018 WL 3494001 (July 3, 2018). In Op. S.C. Att’y Gen., 2004 WL 885184 (April 20, 2004), for
example, we recognized that the solicitor controlled the criminal prosecution sin his or her circuit. We noted there in that “…a
circuit solicitor retains the ultimate prosecutorial authority as to any case within his or her circuit, including magistrate’s and
municipal court cases.” (emphasis added). We referenced an earlier opinion, dated November 7, 1990, concluding that “…a
solicitor should be considered as having control of any criminal case brought in magistrate’s court.” See State v. Addis, 257 S.C.
482, 487, 186 S.E.2d 882 (1972) [“(i)n every criminal prosecution the responsibility for the conduct of the trial is upon the
solicitor and he must and does have full control of the State’s case.]. And, in Op. S.C. Att’y Gen., 2015 WL 3919079 (June 16,
2015), we likewise stated that “…we believe that where a charging or prosecution decision has been reached by a solicitor,
neither a sheriff nor a police chief can exercise the prosecutorial power by alternative means.” (emphasis added).” See also,
August 20, 2018 meeting minutes and at 19:55 in part one of the archived video (The Attorney General has authority to assume
prosecution of a case from a solicitor.)
22 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-940.
6
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S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-990. See also, S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-910.
The Law Enforcement Training Council is an example of an entity with the ability to ensure compliance with its regulations by
those in positions which are elected by the public (e.g., sheriffs). The authority to enforce is specifically stated in statute. S.C.
Code of Laws § 23-23-80(5) gives authority to “make such regulations as may be necessary for the administration of this chapter,
including the issuance of orders directing public law enforcement agencies to comply with this chapter and all regulations so
promulgated.” Hereinafter, “Law Enforcement Training Council Example.”
25 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Meeting Minutes” (July 24, 2018), under “Committee
Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination, Commission on” and
under “Meetings,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/SubcommitteeMinutes/LawSub/July%2024
,%202018%20-%20Meeting%20Minutes.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018). A video of the meeting is available at
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461. Hereinafter, “July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and video.” See at
13:55 in part two of the archived video
26 Ibid.
27 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See question six.
28 Ibid. See questions two and three. S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Meeting Minutes”
(June 18, 2018), under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution
Coordination, Commission on” and under “Meetings,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/June%2018,%202018%20-%20Meeting%20Minutes.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018). A video of the meeting is available at
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461. See at 1:21:20 in part one of the archived video. Hereinafter,
“June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and video.”
29 S.C. Judicial Department, “Rule 5 Disclosure in Criminal Cases,”
https://www.sccourts.org/courtReg/displayRule.cfm?ruleID=5.0&subRuleID&ruleType=CRM (accessed October 12, 2019).
30 Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) (failure to abide by these rules may entitle the defense to the suppression of the
evidence, a dismissal of the charge(s), or the reversal of the conviction(s) on appeal).
31 Aiken v. Byars, 410 S.C. 534, 765 S.E.2d 572 (2014) (failure to follow this procedure will result in a resentencing proceeding).
32 Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986) (three-step procedure).
33 These are required by the South Carolina Supreme Court.
34 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See questions two and three. See also, June 18,
2018, meeting minutes and at 1:25:36 in part one of the archived video.
35 1979 Act 191, § 3. See also, S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-408; 2005 Act 164, § 37.
36 2015-16 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B,§ 117.113. See also, 2016-17 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B, § 117.110;
2017-18 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B, § 117.109.
37 Agency’s PER. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart. See also, S.C. Code Ann. § 1-7-940.
38 Agency’s PER. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart. Rule 3.8, Comment 1, S.C. Rules of Professional Conduct (Rule 407, SCACR),
states: A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries
with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of
sufficient evidence. Precisely how far the prosecutor is required to go in this direction is a matter of debate and varies in
different jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions have adopted the ABA Standards of Criminal Justice Relating to the Prosecution
Function, which in turn are the product of prolonged and careful deliberation by lawyers experienced in both criminal
prosecution and defense. Applicable law may require other measures by the prosecutor and knowing disregard of those
obligations or a systematic abuse of prosecutorial discretion could constitute a violation of Rule 8.4.”
39 Agency’s PER. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid. See question seven.
42 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-950.
43 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-960.
44 Ibid.
45 Agency PER. See question seven.
46 Agency PER. See question eight.
47 Agency PER. See page 47.
48 Agency PER. See Organizational Charts.
49 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “State HR Dashboard (April 2018),” under Prosecution
Coordination, Commission on,” Committee Postings and Reports,” under “Legislative Oversight,” and under “History and
Organization of Agency,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Prosecution%20Coord%20Dashboard%20April%202018.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018).
23
24
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Agency PER. See Organizational Units Chart.
Ibid.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
54 Email from Kevin Paul, State Human Resources Division, to Charles Appleby, House Legislative Oversight Committee, in
February 2018.
55 Agency PER. See Deliverables Chart.
56 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 42:27 in part one of the archived video. See also, S.C. Secretary of State website,
Corporation Search, https://businessfilings.sc.gov/BusinessFiling/Entity/Profile/db4b1418-f8bc-4577-a634-9ab9050dda2c
(accessed October 9, 2018).
57 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 49:31 in part one of the archived video.
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
62 Commission on Prosecution Coordination, “Fiscal Year 2015-16 Accountability Report,” under “Publications,” under “Current
State Agency Reports,” under “State Agency Accountability Reports for Fiscal Year 2015-2016,” and under “Prosecution
Coordination, Commission on”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Reports%20&%20Audits%20-%20Reports%20and%20Reviews/Accountability%20Report%20-%202015-2016.pdf. Hereinafter,
“FY 2015-16 Agency Accountability Report.”
63 Agency PER. See Comprehensive Strategic Plan Chart and Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
64 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See question nine.
65 Agency PER. See Comprehensive Strategic Finances Chart.
66 Ibid.
67 Agency PER. See also Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
68 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 01:25:19 in part two of the archived video.
69 Ibid. See also at 01:30:18 in part two of the archived video (further testimony regarding the database development process
with SLED and how it is impacting the agency’s budget and finances).
70 Agency PER. See question fourteen.
71 Ibid. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
72 S.C. Code of Laws § 2-2-10(1).
73 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “January 28, 2016 Meeting Minutes,” under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Health and Environmental Control,
Department of,” and under “Meetings,”
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/FullCommitteeMinutes/January282016.pdf.
A video of the meeting is available at http://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/videofeed.php.
74 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Subcommittees ‐2018,” under “Committee
Information,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/Subcommittee_2018_71518.pdf (accessed
October 12, 2018).
75 FY 2015-16 Agency Accountability Report.
76 Ibid.
77 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-30-10.
78 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “2016 Annual Restructuring Report,” under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination,
Commission on,” and under “Other Reports, Reviews, and Audits,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/2016%20ARR/2016%20ARR%20%20Prosecution%20Coordination.PDF (accessed October 12, 2018).
79 A brochure about the House Legislative Oversight’s Committee process is available online. Also, there are ongoing opportunities to
request notification when meetings are scheduled and to provide feedback about state agencies under study that can be found online
at http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/Brochure%205.18.17.pdf (accessed October
18, 2018).
80 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee.
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee.php (accessed October 10, 2018).
81 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Press Release announcing Public Survey (January 23,
2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution
Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Public Survey and Public Input via LOC webpage”
50
51
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https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ETV/Press%20Release%
20Announcing%20Public%20Survey%20(January%2023,%202018).pdf (October 8, 2018).
82 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Survey Results (January 23 – March 1, 2018),” under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination,
Commission of,” and under “Public Survey and Public Input,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/LLR/Public_Survey_Janu
ary_February_2018.PDF (accessed October 8, 2018). Hereinafter, “Survey Results (January 23 – March 1, 2018).”
83 Ibid.
84 Committee Standard Practice 10.4.
85 Survey Results (January 23 – March 1, 2018).
86 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Submit Public Input,” under “Committee Postings and
Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee”
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee.php (accessed May 23, 2017).
87 Committee Standard Practice 10.4.2 allows for the redaction of profanity.
88 Also, the chair of either the Committee or Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Subcommittee has the discretion to allow
testimony during meetings.
89 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Statewide Media Release Inviting the Public to Provide
Testimony about Six Agencies Under Study (February 9, 2018)” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House
Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Public Survey and Public
Input,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ETV/Statewide%20Medi
a%20Release%20Inviting%20the%20Public%20to%20Provide%20Testimony%20about%20Six%20Agencies%20Under%20Study%
20(February%209,%202018).pdf (accessed October 8, 2018).
90 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “April 26, 2018 Meeting Minutes,” under “Committee
Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” and under “Full Committee Minutes,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/FullCommitteeMinutes/4.26.18_Meeting_
Minutes_HLOC_Full.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018). A video of the meeting is available at
http://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/videofeed.php.
91 Ibid. See at 04:35 in the archived video.
92 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and video.
93 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:37:57 in the archived video. See also, July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and video.
94 S.C. Constitution Article 5, Section 13. Judicial circuits. “The General Assembly shall divide the State into judicial circuits of
compact and contiguous territory. For each circuit a judge or judges shall be elected by a joint public vote of the General
Assembly; provided, that in any contested election, the vote of each member of the General Assembly present and voting shall
be recorded. He shall hold office for a term of six years, and at the time of his election he shall be an elector of a county of, and
during his continuance in office he shall reside in, the circuit of which he is judge. The General Assembly may by law provide for
additional circuit judges, to be assigned by the Chief Justice. Such additional circuit judges shall be elected in the same manner
and for the same term as provided in the preceding paragraph of this section for other circuit judges, except that residence in a
particular county or circuit shall not be a qualification for office. S.C. Constitution, Article 5, Section 24. Law enforcement
officials, prosecutors and administrative officers; Attorney General. There shall be elected in each county by the electors thereof
a clerk of the circuit court, a sheriff, and a coroner; and in each judicial circuit a solicitor shall be elected by the electors thereof.
All of these officers shall serve for terms of four years and until their successors are elected and qualify. The General Assembly
shall provide by law for their duties and compensation. The General Assembly also may provide by law for the age and
qualifications of sheriffs and coroners, and the selection, duties, and compensation of other appropriate officials to enforce the
criminal laws of the State, to prosecute persons under these laws, and to carry on the administrative functions of the courts of
the State. The Attorney General shall be the chief prosecuting officer of the State with authority to supervise the prosecution of
all criminal cases in courts of record.” (1972 (57) 3176; 1973 (58) 161; 1973 (58) 863; 1975 (59) 46; 1985 Act No. 9; 1989 Act No.
10; 1995 Act No. 35).
95S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-910; Commission on Prosecution Coordination created. See also, 1990 Act 485 (S. 1411).
96 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-990.
97 Law Enforcement Training Council Example.
98 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 01:01:06 in part two of the archived video. [Who is responsible for auditing the funds to
see that they are expended properly and expenses are expended properly? (Rep. Tallon) At this point, it would be the solicitors.
This is something that we’ve talked in the past, whether or not the commission has the authority or the ability to require the
solicitors to provide audits of their accounts or provide us with any information other than the legislatively mandated reports
they are supposed to give us at the end of each fiscal year. The consensus has been that we don’t have the authority to do
anything. In fact, you’ll see that one year one circuit did not turn in a report. There’s really nothing that we can do under the
current legislative authority that we have to insist that a report be turned in because Solicitor Stone mentioned before that he’s
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talked about does the commission have the authority to withhold funds? We’ve come to the conclusion that we don’t have that
authority. (Ms. Clifford)]; and 01:03:01 in part two of the archived video [So, when the requirement was required and it was
enforced, there was still no teeth in the enforcement to make a solicitor turn it in? Yes. So has there never been any teeth in the
enforcement? No, and I don’t mean to speak ill of the solicitors because I know they have other things to do. It is a problem that
we have as an agency that is responsible to the legislature to turn in these mandated reports if we don’t get them. Especially,
this is one dealing with revenue and expenditures, which we know you’re interested in.]
99 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Meeting Minutes” (August 14, 2018), under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Indigent Defense, Commission on”
and under “Meetings,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/SubcommitteeMinutes/LawSub/August%2
014,%202018%20-%20Meeting%20Minutes.pdf. A video of the meeting is available at
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461. See at 1:17:45 in part one of the archived video.
100 Agency PER. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
101 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Meeting Minutes” (August 20, 2018), under
“Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination,
Commission on” and under “Meetings,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/SubcommitteeMinutes/LawSub/August%2
020,%202018%20-%20Meeting%20Minutes.pdf. A video of the meeting is available at
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461. See at 1:53:00 part two in the archived video. Hereinafter,
“August 20, 2018, meeting minutes and video.”
102 John Monk, “Richland prosecutor spent $25,000 on personal items but says he has paid it back,” The State Newspaper, August
17, 2018; https://www.thestate.com/news/local/crime/article216877180.html (accessed September 28, 2018).
103 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See question nine. See also, Joseph Cranney,
“Require audits for prosecutors,” Post and Courier, September 26, 2018
https://www.postandcourier.com/opinion/editorials/require-audits-for-prosecutors/article_956700e0-c0f4-11e8-8f4b9b9a13bf33cb.html (accessed October 9, 2018).
104 Ibid.
105 Ibid.
106 Ibid.
107 August 20, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:53:00 part two in the archived video.
108 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 01:01:06 in part two of the archived video [Who is responsible for auditing the funds to
see that they are expended properly and expenses are expended properly? (Rep. Tallon). At this point, it would be the solicitors.
(Ms. Amie Clifford)].
109 Ibid. See at 01:09:57 in part two of the archived video [And you don’t have a credit card…Well, I have a credit card but they
pay that too, I don’t pay that. Everything that we have goes through that, and that’s, and I’ll tell you this too, I think a lot of us,
we are dedicated prosecutors. We’re not accountants and I don’t think we want to be accountants. So part of what we asked
Speaker Pro-Tem Pope to do is to take a look and see if there’s a set procedure that they think we should follow in handling any
of our expenses. Let us know, because I think we’d all just be very happy to have, here are the rules, here is what you have to do
and we can follow them. Many of us, because of doing what we do on a regular basis, are not that comfortable trying to
establish financial rules and regulations. There’s an entire state auditing system that I could not even begin to explain to you, but
that’s how all of our money is audited through the county. They have a county way of doing it, I don’t know what that is and I
would rather them just do it. So I think all the solicitors are open to the idea that we have a uniform approach to all of that, that’s
what we’ve asked the taskforce to do. (Commission Chair Stone)].
110 August 20, 2018, meeting and at 1:53:00 part two in the archived video.
111 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 12:03 part one in the archived video.
112 Agency PER. See internal changes section.
113 Prosecution Coordination Commission, Report on Statewide Diversion Programs (FY 2016-17),“ under Services and Products
of Agency,” and under “Diversion Programs”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/FY%202016-17%20Report%20on%20Statewide%20Diversion%20Programs.pdf (accessed October 12, 2018).
114 Prosecution Coordination Commission, “FY16-17 Solicitor Office Revenue and Expenditure Report, by county (Revised June 8,
2018) - PDF”, under “Goals, Spending, and Performance of Agency,” and under “Revenue and Spending,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/FY16-17%20Solicitor%20Revenue%20&%20Expenditure%20Report%20-%20SCCPC%20(Revised%20June%208).pdf (accessed
October 12, 2018).
115 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 6:45 part 2 in the archived video.
116 Agency PER. See Strategic Plan Summary Chart.
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S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (September 13, 2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight
Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Correspondence,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Letter%20from%20Prosecution%20Coordination%20to%20Oversight%20Subcommittee%20(Sept.%2013,%202018).pdf
(accessed October 12, 2018). See question nineteen. Hereinafter, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (September 13, 2018).”
118 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 24:20 part 1 in the archived video.
119 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018). See question nineteen.
120 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 24:20 part 1 in the archived video.
121 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 4:50 part 2 in the archived video.
122 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and video.
123 Ibid. See at 37:24 in part two of the archived video.
124 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Letter from Indigent Defense to Oversight
Subcommittee (September 7, 2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,”
under “Indigent Defense, Commission on,” and under “Correspondence,” (accessed October 12, 2018).
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/IndigentDefense/Letter
%20from%20SCCID%20to%20Oversight%20Subcommittee%20with%20attachments%20(Sept.%207,%202018).pdf. See question
three. When the system was first instituted, at least one of the circuit public defenders offices was already utilizing a different
system. To account for this, SCCID allowed that office to retain their case management data collection system as long as office
provided the same case-related information SCCID required from the other offices. Hereinafter, “Letter from Indigent Defense to
Oversight Subcommittee (September 7, 2018).”
125 Ibid. See question four.
126 Ibid.
127 Ibid.
128 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under
“House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under “Prosecution Coordination, Commission on” and under “Meetings.” A video of
the meeting is available at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=7461; minutes will be posted after approval.
Hereinafter, “October 9, 2018, meeting video.”
129 Ibid.
130 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See question fourteen. SCCPC proposes that
cases be calculated as events, which would be consistent with how law enforcement calculates cases. SCCPC provides the
following as an example:
Assume a defendant breaks into a home, steals stereo equipment and assaults the homeowner. Later the
same day the defendant travels across town and breaks into another home, steals more stereo equipment
and assaults another homeowner. The defendant is charged with burglary, larceny and assault for the first
break in. He is also charged with burglary, larceny and assault for the second break in. Court Administration
counts this situation as six different cases. Law enforcement considers these two separate events and
assigns two case numbers.
131 October 9, 2018, meeting video. The Subcommittee further recommends when setting the definition in regulation, ensure it
is clear to anyone reading the regulation(s) that the definition does not alter any statutory definitions, rights of defendants, or
prosecutor discretion when handling cases.
132 Ibid.
133 Ibid.
134 Ibid.
135 Ibid.
136 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 56:30 in the archived video.
137 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (July 16, 2018). See question six.
138 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (August 15, 2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,”
under “Prosecution Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Correspondence,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Letter%20from%20SCCPC%20to%20Subcommittee%20with%20attachments%20(August%2015,%202018).pdf (accessed
October 12, 2018). See question nineteen. [Please communicate with potentially impacted parties regarding the definition of
the term "case" proposed by the agency, including when it may be utilized (e.g., determining backlog, caseload per attorney,
etc.), and provide input from the potentially impacted parties, including any definition upon which all parties agree. Agency
Response: Chairman Stone is still working on drafting a definition of "case," and will be seeking input from representatives of
affected criminal justice agencies (including South Carolina Commission on Indigent Defense, South Carolina Attorney General's
117
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Office, and law enforcement agencies and/or organizations)] Hereinafter, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (August 15, 2018).”
139 Urban Institute, “Collecting and using Data for Prosecutorial Decisionmaking,” under “Research,”
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/collecting-and-using-data-prosecutorial-decisionmaking (accessed October 9,
2018). (Findings from a national survey of prosecutors demonstrate that many prosecutors’ offices collect and use data
throughout the case decision making process, from screening to sentencing. Further, the analyses of the survey demonstrates a
relationship between data collection and use.
Offices that want to realize the benefits associated with data use must begin by collecting relevant
metrics. By increasing data collection efforts, and later using that data in decision making, prosecutors’
offices can better identify and respond to trends, demonstrate their successes, and link their decisions to
safety and justice goals.
Thirty-seven percent of offices report using data to implement crime suppression strategies, and some
offices reported specific, innovative examples of using data to more efficiently and effectively prosecute
crimes. These included implementing and evaluating alternative programs, driving organizational change
to address concerning offense trends, and better identifying cases for enhanced prosecution.
A higher level of collecting is correlated with a greater reported use of data. High collectors are the most
likely to use data for allocating time or resources, for training and evaluating staff, for setting policy or
guidelines, for crime suppression strategies, and for managing evidence; the low collectors report the
lowest percentages for those use categories.
The study provides eight recommendations for offices aiming to increase their collection and use of data:
Step 1: Assess if Your Office Is a Low, Medium, or High Data Collector
Appendix D has a tool to determine whether your office falls within the low, medium, or high collector
categories. The tool includes a checklist of metrics as well as general and category-specific
recommendations for each group.
Step 2: Ensure Your Office Is Collecting Foundational Information That Describes Case Flow
The seven foundational measures that offices should track are (a) cases referred, (b) initial charges, (c)
final charges, (d) cases declined, (e) cases dismissed, (f) cases resolved by plea, and (g) cases that go to
trial.
These foundational metrics are a good starting point for any office looking to start collecting data,
especially for low collectors looking to become medium or high collectors. Medium and high collectors
can add to the metrics they already collect and strive to track all seven.
Step 3: Ensure Your Office Is Collecting Relevant Case Details
In addition to the foundational metrics, offices should ensure they’re collecting information on relevant
case details, including, (a) offense type, (b) misdemeanor/felony classification, (c) referring law
enforcement agency, (d) assigned prosecutor, (e) defendant characteristics, and (f) victim characteristics.
Low collectors should prioritize documenting the offense type and misdemeanor/felony classification,
while medium collectors should begin collecting defendant and victim characteristics. High collectors
should strive to collect all six of these case details.
Step 4: Consider Collecting at Least One Metric at Each Stage of Decision making
At each stage in the process (screening and charging, pretrial release decision making, alternative
approaches, and plea bargaining and sentencing), offices can start collecting one or two metrics that are
relevant and meaningful to their own jurisdictions and that will help them effectively address local
problems. For example, jurisdictions experiencing an increase in their jail populations could choose to
collect data on bail recommendations, and offices in jurisdictions with diversion programs could choose
to track the number of referrals to the programs. Medium collectors can select one or two key points at
which to expand their data collection capabilities. High collectors should strive to have comprehensive
information at each of the four points.
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Step 5: Equip and Train Staff to Collect and Analyze Data; Take Advantage of Outside Resources Where
Possible
To ensure data are entered accurately and consistently, invest in resources such as staff training and
technology to make data entry less burdensome. Low collectors can begin by giving current employees
such as office managers, legal assistants, paralegals, and senior attorneys the tools they need to collect
basic metrics. Medium and high collectors should further build staff capacity for data analysis and consider
hiring staff or outside partners with data analysis expertise, such as university-affiliated research partners.
Step 6: Strengthen Technology Infrastructure to Improve Data Collection
Consider automating data entry and generation of reports. Pursue integrating systems with other
agencies to improve the electronic transfer of information. Consider low-cost, electronic alternatives to a
case management system when beginning to collect data. For example, some offices report keeping an
Excel file to track data that are important to them, such as data related to diversion programs or trial
outcomes.
Step 7: Learn from Peers to Implement Innovative Approaches, Such as Dashboards, to Track and Respond
to Changes in Trends and Operational Metrics
Offices might be particularly interested in speaking with others that have moved to a higher level of
collection; for example, a low collecting office might be interested in speaking with offices that have
moved from being low collectors to medium collectors. Appendix E also provides additional information
on common practices for each low, medium, and high collectors.
Step 8: Solicit Information from, and Share Findings with, Your Local Community
Low collectors will likely focus on expanding their data collection, but they could consider publishing
information on foundational metrics as they begin tracking them. Medium collectors can supplement their
metrics by soliciting input and information from the communities. High collectors should ensure they’re
soliciting information from and providing information to the community.)
140 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:40:27 part 1 in the archived video.
141 Ibid. Using aggregated data in the legal field, instead of individual case data, is similar to how it is used in the medical field,
where each patient’s case, like each legal case, may be slightly different, with numerous factors in play. A successful outcome for
one patient may be complete recovery, while for another patient it may be losing a finger, instead of their entire hand. Hospitals
add and eliminate different professionals, programs, and equipment in an effort to improve their success rates for different
outcomes. The success rates for these different outcomes are what individuals who require surgeries research when
determining which hospitals they want to treat them and whether those hospitals are providing adequate health care. In this
same light, the state invests money in circuit solicitors’ offices to prosecute crimes. In order to objectively analyze if each office,
and prosecutors statewide, need to add or eliminate different programs, equipment, and professionals policy makers need to
know what outcomes circuit solicitors are striving to obtain for the state. Once policy makers know the desired outcomes, the
agency can track data to determine which circuits are obtaining these outcomes, figure out ways to help the other circuits, and
help the criminal justice process statewide, continually improve.
142 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 20:00 to 20:20 in part one of the archived video.
143 Ibid.
144 October 9, 2018, meeting video.
145 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (August 15, 2018). See response to question #12.
146 Ibid. See Attachment C.
147 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 2:05:45 part 1 in archived video.
148 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:49:28 [“I think most people will tell you, you know nationwide they’re
successful. But they reduce everything, they reduce court time, they reduce backlog, they reduce… Jail time? You know the idea
is that they reduce recidivism. So that it makes our community a safer place and we don’t have them coming back and breaking
into somebody’s house the next month…If they’re not in that drug court program they’re going to prison, and we’re all going to
pay for them in prison.” - Commission chair Isaac McDuffie Stone] and 2:11:29 part 1 in the archived video. See also, Letter from
Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018); question #14(a) (Programs are selected by each
circuit solicitor based on regional needs utilizing a variety of public and private resources.)
149 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 2:06:35 part 1 in the archived video.
150 Ibid.
151 Ibid.
152 2010 Act 273 (Omnibus Crime Reduction and Sentencing Reform Act), Part II, Section 44.
153 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018). See questions fifteen and sixteen.
154 Ibid. See question eighteen (a).
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September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 2:11:29 part 1 in the archived video.
October 9, 201, meeting video.
157 State v. Needs.
158 State v. Ridge.
159 July 3, 2018, Attorney General Opinion.
160 October 9, 2018, meeting video.
161 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and video.
162 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:16:46 in the archived video.
163 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (August 15, 2018). See response to questions sixteen and
seventeen.
164 Ibid.
165 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (July 16, 2018). See question twelve. SCCPC is in the
process of creating a request for proposal for the creation of a new website to assist the agency in providing information to the
public (accessible by anyone) as well as solicitors and their staff (private or “password-protected” pages). The SCCPC hopes to
accomplish several goals through the creation of a new website, including, but not limited to, the following:
•
Trainings (password pages)
o Training session descriptions, availability, registration, and materials will be available. In addition, it is
anticipated that some educational videos may be uploaded for use by prosecution staff.
•
Legal updates (password pages)
o Summaries of appellate decisions, rule changes, and legislative enactments, which have historically been
emailed to solicitors and deputy solicitors for dissemination in their respective offices, will be available on the
restricted access portions of the website to ensure all prosecution staff has ready and immediate access to it.
•
Clearinghouse of sample pleadings, research, and other information (password pages)
o SCCPC anticipates posting sample pleadings (trial memoranda, briefs, motions, etc.), research, alerts,
strategic advice, and other information that will enable prosecutors to better and more efficiently prosecute
their cases.
•
General criminal justice information (public pages)
o General information on the state’s criminal justice system and process, the different courts, frequently asked
questions on the system and process, contact information, and links to other components in the system (S.C.
Commission on Indigent Defense, Court Administration, S.C. Department of Corrections, S.C. Department of
Juvenile Justice, S.C. Department of Probation, Parole, and Pardon, etc.).
•
Commission and Solicitor information (public pages)
o Current Commission members, SCCPC staff, and the solicitors’ offices.
•
John R. Justice Grant (public pages)
o SCCPC administers the John R. Justice Loan Repayment grant for prosecutors and public defenders. SCCPC’s
responsibilities include distribution of information and application forms. These will be available online
through the new website.
o Also, information as to other student loan debt relief could be shared with prosecutors on the website.
•
Publicly-available reports (public pages)
o SCCPC collects statistical information on domestic violence cases, driving under the influence cases, and
diversion programs. These reports are currently submitted by the 16 circuit solicitors via fax or email, but will
be submitted electronically through the website. Additionally, it is hoped the electronic submission on the
new website will allow for easier generation of statutorily-required reports that will be posted on the website
to allow for easy access by the public and solicitors’ offices.
•
Non-public reports (password pages)
o SCCPC hopes the new website will allow for submission of non-public information and statistical information
that will be beneficial to SCCPC.
166 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 45:30 part one in the archived video.
167 Ibid.
168 S.C. Code of Laws § 1-7-940.
169 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 33:59 in part one of the archived video.
170 Ibid. See at 29:00 and 31:15 in part one of the archived video.
171 Ibid. See at 1:34:15 part one in the archived video.
172 Ibid. See at 47:40, 48:50, and 49:05 in part one of the archived video.
173 Ibid.
174 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018). See question one.
175 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:45:13 part 1 in the archived video. The Commission on Indigent Defense
(SCCID) utilizes its statewide case management system to obtain this information from each of the circuit public defenders.
155
156
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SCCID sends the human resources survey to the circuit public defender offices around July first each year and requires they
complete and submit it for review by August first of each year. The information contained in the survey is based on the prior
year’s actual numbers since the close of the fiscal year is June 30.
176 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 19:38 part 1 in the archived video.
177 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 18:10 to 19:04 in part one of the archived video.
178 Ibid. See also, from 20:48 to 21:16 in part one of the archived video.
179 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 01:20:15 in part two of the archived video [I have a question about the disbursing funds
for the South Carolina Center for Fathers and Families… (Rep. Tallon)
We are a pass through agency, I can let Amie answer that question but that’s what it is. It’s a pass through. It comes to the
commission and the commission sends it straight on to the Center for Fathers and Families and I couldn’t tell you anything other
than that about it. Can you tell me about Fathers and Families? No sir. Can you tell me why it’s in the commission - why it’s
coming through the commission? I think they had to put it somewhere. It does not come to us. It does not come to the solicitors.
So y’all have absolutely nothing to do with Fathers and Families? No sir. Do they make a report back to y’all on what they do with
the money or what the money is spent for? I don’t believe so, let me make sure I’m right about that. No sir. We don’t have
anything to do with that, we are a pass through. All that is is the money goes, I think it just has to go somewhere on the budget
and it landed in ours. Does anybody know how much money that they were sent last year? $400,000. A quarterly distribution?
Yes sir. Where is the South Carolina Center for Fathers and Families? I don’t know. Tina tells me they’re here in Columbia. But it’s
just a pass through? It has absolutely nothing to do with the commission at all? Yes sir. (Commission Chair Stone)]
180 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 01:20:15 in part two of the archived video.
181 See 2018-19 General Appropriations Act, Part 1B, § 117.21.
182 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 45:05 part one in the archived video.
183 Agency PER. See also, September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 37:46 and 40:10 in part one of the archived video.
184 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 37:46 and 40:10 in part one of the archived video.
185 Ibid. See at 41:35 in part one of the archived video.
186 Interview between Mr. Charles Appleby, House Legislative Oversight Committee, and Ms. Sally Foster, Department of
Administration, and Ms. Ashlie Lancaster, Director of the Division of Facilities Management and Property Services with the
Department of Administration, October 12, 2018.
Also, Department of Administrative representatives provide the following information:
The lease agreements between the state, as the building owner, and a state agency, as a tenant, are similar to that of the lease
agreements in the private sector. However, because lease payments for state agencies are set (i.e., $11.29 per sq. foot which is
much lower than the average in the Columbia business district of $22.95 in the first quarter of 2018), the state could not cover
the costs and then amortize them over the remainder of the lease with higher monthly payments, like building owners in the
private sector.
Therefore, when asbestos abatement is requested based on elective renovations an agency wants to perform, the state does not
cover it. However, any construction for deferred maintenance in the building, which would require asbestos abatement, the
state would cover.
There is nothing prohibiting the agency from working with the Department of Administration to locate a training space they
could lease during the year, or utilize it at no cost. The Department of Administration worked with multiple state agencies to
compile a comprehensive list of conference and meeting spaces available in various state-owned buildings for use by state
agencies.
The comprehensive list is available here: https://www.admin.sc.gov/facilitiesmanagementandpropertyservices/stateconference-and-meeting-space-information-for-state-agencies The information contained in the spreadsheet was last updated
in May 2018 and represents the information regarding available meeting spaces as provided by the respective agencies. Rental
rates are included for some locations. However, if no rental rate information is provided, the Department of Administration
recommends contacting that agency to determine if a rate is applied.
For all state buildings the Department of Administration controls, after maintenance, operations, and utility costs are paid, there
is only approximately $3 million remaining to address capital projects. Currently, there is a backlog of capital needs (i.e. deferred
maintenance) in excess of $100 million.
187 Ibid.
188 October 9, 2018, meeting video.
189 Agency PER. See Organizational Units Chart.
190 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 16:30 part two in the archived video.
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Ibid.
Ibid.
193 October 9, 2018, meeting video.
194 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 8:00 part two in the archived video.
195 Ibid. During the study process the Subcommittee invited representatives from numerous potentially impacted parties
including the Law Enforcement Training Council, Sheriffs’ Association, Police Chiefs’ Association, Law Enforcement Officers’
Association, Association of Counties, and Municipal Association to testify at a Subcommittee meeting, as well as provide input via
letter, on this topic. According to the Chair of the Commission on Prosecution Coordination, “if you have time to discuss these
things before the defendant is arrested, it makes the criminal justice system more credible.”
Additionally, a representative from the Sheriff’s Association stated, “[g]enerally speaking, South Carolina’s Sheriffs welcome the
opportunity to have greater, more meaningful communication with the circuit solicitor prior to arrest.” While it appears there is
at least an initial willingness to further discuss opportunities for increased communication between circuit solicitors and law
enforcement prior to arrests, the Subcommittee understands additional discussions are needed prior to reaching an agreement
on a specific plan for how to encourage this communication. Some of the issues which may require additional discussion among
impacted parties include the following:
•
Not a prerequisite to arrest - There are sometimes circumstances which need immediate response and law
enforcement’s ability to protect the public in those situations may be tremendously hindered, if not completely
prohibited, by requiring communication with the prosecutor or warrant approval by the prosecutor.
•
Circuit Solicitor liability - If a circuit solicitor is acting in the routine, formal process of the prosecutor’s office (e.g.,
preparation of indictment, indictment to the grand jury, preliminary hearings, trial), the circuit solicitor has absolute
immunity. However, if a circuit solicitor provides advice to law enforcement about what actions to take (e.g., arrest
this person, don’t arrest that person), the circuit solicitor’s office is exposed to liability. While some circuit solicitors are
willing to expose their office to this liability because they “believe it is the right thing to do,” others will not.
•
Inequity in liability - Law enforcement agencies face civil liability for their actions and sheriffs can even be held
personally liable for the actions of their deputies. Therefore, law enforcement understands circuit solicitors’ desire to
have immunity in the event they provide advice prior to arrest, but wish the same immunity extended to them.
Currently, this liability remains, even if the law enforcement agency seeks and follows advice from a circuit solicitor.
•
Implementation and resources - How to ensure whatever plan for increased communication decided upon is properly
implemented, resourced, and funded across the state is another issue.
196 July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and at 58:20 in the archived video. (“It’s my law license, it’s the license of the assistant
solicitors that are in that courtroom and the judges expect me to be accountable and if you read Kyle v. Whitley, the United
States Supreme Court expects us to manage discovery. Discovery is not telling law enforcement what do from the standpoint of
their day to day, it is the minute they arrest somebody that discovery becomes an interest of the judge, it becomes an interest of
the defense attorney, and it becomes an interest of the prosecutor, and we’re the ones responsible for making sure that
discovery gets shared, we’re the ones who come before the ethical boards if we don’t do that. Our case is the one that gets
overturned if that evidence is not transmitted, so it is our responsibility, as I think it should be, but we should have the authority
to manage it.” - Commission Chair Stone)
197 Ibid.
198 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 14:45 part one in the archived video.
199 Ibid.
200 Ibid. See at 13:00 part one in archived video. See also individual circuit solicitor responses to agency’s proposed law changes,
under “Meetings” and under “Tuesday, September 18, 2018,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Individual%20circuit%20solicitor%20responses%20to%20agency%E2%80%99s%20proposed%20law%20changes.pdf (accessed
September 28, 2018).
201 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 16:50 part one in the archived video.
202 Ibid. See at 16:28 in part one of the archived video.
203 Ibid. See also, Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018) at question 21.
204 Agency PER. See Law Changes section.
205 September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 18:00 part one in the archived video.
206 Ibid. See at 17:25 and 18:00 in part one of the archived video. See also, Agency PER, Law Recommendations.
207 Agency PER. See Law Changes section.
208 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:53:36 in the archived video.
209 S.C. Code of Laws §1-7-730; examination of offices of county officers. “The Attorney General and solicitors shall annually, at
such times as they may deem expedient, examine into the condition of the offices of the clerk of the court of common pleas and
general sessions, of the sheriff and of the register of deeds in the counties of the respective solicitors and ascertain if such
officers have discharged the duties which now are, or shall be, required of them; and they shall make a report of the condition of
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said offices and of the manner in which said officers have discharged their duties to the circuit court in each county, respectively,
at the fall term in each year, and also to the General Assembly at its annual session.”
210 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:42:01 in part one of the archived video.
211 Ibid. See at 1:47:40 in part one of the archived video.
212 1990 Act 485. See preamble, which is not codified. See also, S.C. Code of Laws Section 1-7-330. In State v. Langford, 400 S.C.
421, 735 S.E.2d 471 (2012), the Supreme Court held that, because the setting of the trial docket is the prerogative of the court,
the statute violated the separation of powers clause by giving the solicitors that authority.
213 June 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:04:55 in part one of the archived video.
214 Ibid. See at 1:15:06 in the archived video. See also, September 18, 2018, meeting minutes and at 1:56:48 part one in the
archived video. See also, Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018).
215 September 18, 2018, Subcommittee meeting minutes and at 2:04:00 in part one of the archived video.
216 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (September 13, 2018). See question four.
217 Ibid.
218 Ibid.
219 Ibid.
220 Agency PER. See Law Changes section. The majority of evidence with which prosecutors work is digital. This evidence is
initially gathered and organized by law enforcement. It is then transferred to circuit solicitors’ offices, which may organize the
evidence differently. Next, it must be made available to attorneys who represent defendants.
Since this recommendation primarily addresses the transferring and accessing of evidence, an explanation of the difference
between a case management system and cloud based electronic discovery, as well as the entities who need access to evidence in
a case and methods of providing that access, is provided for clarity.
Case management systems provide “an efficiency in the management process,” by allowing an office to effectively organize all
information related to a case including files, emails, and notes. Additionally, these systems can capture other information to
assist individual employees, and office management, track the progress of a specific case and analyze trends based on
aggregating data from all cases in the office, or just certain types of cases.
Cloud based electronic discovery includes two aspects, (1) electronic discovery; and (2) cloud computing.
Electronic discovery refers to discovery in legal proceedings where the information sought is in electronic format. Information in
electronic format includes, but is not limited to, emails, documents, presentations, databases, voicemail, audio and video files,
social media, and web sites. Examples of electronic discovery in a criminal case may include photographs from the crime scene,
emails from a suspect, and video files from a dash camera or body camera. While the law enforcement entity will maintain the
original copies, law enforcement officers must transfer evidence they obtain during their investigation to the circuit solicitors’
offices for use in prosecuting the case in court. Also, circuit solicitors’ offices’ must make this information available to the
attorneys for the defendant, when requested in the legal proceedings.
Thus, there are three entities who need to access evidence in a case: (1) law enforcement; (2) prosecutors; and (3) defense
counsel.
There are different methods for a law enforcement entity to transfer these electronic files to a circuit solicitor’s office. One
method is to save the information on compact discs or flash drives, as seen in the picture below, document what is on the discs,
then drive the discs to the circuit solicitor’s office where staff for the circuit solicitor uploads or scans it into a case management
system, or whatever the circuit solicitor utilizes to organize its cases.
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Photo illustrating how some law enforcement agencies provide evidence to circuit solicitors’ offices.
Another method of transferring the electronic files is through cloud computing. Cloud computing is the practice of using a
network of remote servers hosted on the internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal
computer. An aspect of cloud computing is cloud storage, the provisioning of storage space through the internet, accessible
from anywhere and scalable to any size. Dropbox, Google Drive, and Box are examples of services that are built primarily around
this aspect of cloud computing.
With this method, the electronic files are uploaded to the cloud, where other applicable parties (e.g., circuit solicitors and
defense counsel) can access them. Cloud computing software will require some type of single or double authentication before
allowing someone to access the files saved in the cloud. The parties can download the files to their personal computers, or leave
it in the cloud, where they can access it from any computer.
There is no indication of situations in which law enforcement personnel may not desire to provide all electronic evidence to
prosecutors. Additionally, there is testimony law enforcement would support a better and more efficient tracking system.
However, money and resources are not unlimited. Therefore, the question becomes, what method of transferring evidence is the
most cost efficient and effective for all involved.
Representatives from the agency support utilizing cloud based electronic discovery statewide. Appendix C includes a chart the
agency created of pros and cons related to this method. Appendix C also includes a chart the agency created with a listing of law
enforcement entities in each judicial circuit currently using a cloud-based electronic discovery, along with the year they began
using it, related costs, and comments on whether the entity believes it has improved efficiency. While this chart provides some
information regarding current costs of systems being utilized, the agency is unable to separate out these costs so an accurate
comparison can be made.
The largest expenses seem to be the amount of storage and the number of licenses needed. These needs may vary widely based
on what particular law enforcement entities and circuit solicitors’ offices deem are the most appropriate and efficient systems
based on their office’s resources and knowledge.
A representative of a law enforcement association points out the following about record management systems, which is another
term for case management systems that are explained above:
Overall, it is important to remember that a lot of money and effort has already been spent on the local
level on Record Management Systems (RMS). Most, if not all, RMS have an evidence module that
agencies utilize to record evidence. Many agencies have spent tremendous amounts of local and state
money on collection and storage of electronic evidence. With the proliferation of body worn cameras
and in car video, storage of electronic evidence has quickly become a large part of law enforcement’s
RMS needs. We cannot ignore the amount of money that has already been invested in pursuit of this
objective. Therefore, it may be more prudent to determine how and if solicitors can gain access to law
enforcement agencies’ current record management systems instead of creating a completely new
system or forcing law enforcement agencies to duplicate their efforts.
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Additionally, one of the county offices of a circuit public defender is having issues with a cloud based system being utilized by her
circuit solicitor. The office can access the evidence easily, but it takes a long time to download it. While the circuit solicitor
believes the issue will be resolved if the office upgrades its equipment, it is the county office’s understanding that other public
defender offices are echoing the same concerns.
Technology will continue to advance and as electronic banking took over, it is possible cloud based electronic discovery and/or
other technology will take over how evidence is transferred in the coming years. Therefore, having the impacted parties
determine and collect applicable data regarding current methods utilized and potential methods to utilize in the future, which
can be accurately compared, may place the state in the best position to make decisions about these issues in the future.
221 The report is provided pursuant to provisions in the annual general appropriations act. See 2018-2019 Annual General
Appropriations Act, Part 1B,§ 117.109 and § 117.110.
222 S.C. House of Representatives, House Legislative Oversight Committee, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (July 16, 2018),” under “Committee Postings and Reports,” under “House Legislative Oversight Committee,” under
“Prosecution Coordination, Commission on,” and under “Correspondence,”
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/HouseLegislativeOversightCommittee/AgencyWebpages/ProsecutionCoordinatio
n/Letter%20from%20SCCPC%20to%20Oversight%20Subcommittee%20with%20attachments%20(July%2016,%202018).pdf
(accessed October 12, 2018). See question thirteen. Hereinafter, “Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight
Subcommittee (July 16, 2018).”
223 1990 Act 485. See preamble, which is not codified.
224 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Committee (July 16, 2018). See questions six and eight.
225 Ibid.
226 Ibid. See also, July 24, 2018, meeting minutes and video.
227 Ibid. See question seven.
228 Pre-trial intervention is mandated by S.C. Code of Laws § 17-22-30. Alcohol education program is mandated by S.C. Code of
Laws § 17-22-510. Traffic education program is mandated by S.C. Code of Laws § 17-22-310.
229 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (August 15, 2018). See Attachment C.
230 Ibid.
231 Letter from Prosecution Coordination to Oversight Subcommittee (July 16, 2018). See question fifteen.
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